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Abstract

Despite an overwhelming abundance of crude solar energy, current photovoltaic
systems worldwide harness less than 1% of this available power. As such, emerging
solar generation technology must be developed to further spur global adoption—
whereby increased sunlight to power conversion efficiency alongside decreased system
costs constitute the primary methods to accomplish this goal. The luminescent
solar concentrator (LSC) offers a unique approach to collecting and redirecting large
areas of incident light onto small-area solar cells. Relying upon photoluminescent
materials (i.e., luminophores) suspended within a dielectric waveguide, the LSC
absorbs high energy irradiance and re-emits photons at down-shifted energies into
optical waveguide modes.

This thesis presents analytical, computational, and experimental work to illus-
trate the technical power conversion efficiency limits for LSC-based photovoltaic
devices. We begin with a technical description of two LSC numerical models—a
stochastic Monte Carlo ray-trace and a deterministic closed-form approach. We
apply these models to quantify the effects of system and component parameters
on power conversion efficiency for a number of end-use applications. To validate
our modeling and unveil current practical material limits, we fabricate CdSe/CdS
and CuInS2/ZnS core/shell quantum dot waveguides hosting embedded InGaP and
GaAs photovoltaic cells, respectively. From these measurements, we observe close
model-to-experiment matching and report a world-record LSC power conversion ef-
ficiency reaching approximately 10% under 1-sun illumination at modest incident to
outgoing radiance areas.

Herein we consider four distinct applications for the LSC: (i) single junction
LSC devices for terrestrial-based energy generation, (ii) building-integrated LSC
form factors for on-site electricity, (iii) multijunction LSC modules for utility-scale
installations at high power conversion efficiency, and (iv) ultra-light structures for
on-board power in aerospace settings. We organize each chapter according to its
end-use application.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction & Background

In 2020, the world consumed over 23,000 TWh of electricity1. In it, nonrenewable
energy sources (e.g., coal, oil, natural gas) made up over 80% of the generated elec-
trical energy—shown in Figure 1.1(a)2. With such a significant portion supplied by
these fuel sources—sources which produce carbon dioxide emissions as a byproduct
of their combustion—recent ecological and climate studies prognosticate a range of
baleful environmental outcomes3–6.

Figure 1.1: An analysis of the global energy portfolio since the beginning of the millen-
nium for (a) all energy sources (renewable and nonrenewable) in terms of the percentage of
total generated energy and (b) renewable generation technology in terms of the produced
electricity (TWh). Figures adapted from BP’s Annual Review of World Energy Report7.

But despite such a bleak environmental outlook, we would be remiss not to clar-
ify the unmistakable growth that renewable energy sources (e.g., solar photovoltaics,
solar thermal, wind, tidal) have undergone; whereby, for example, we readily observe
how this renewable energy portfolio has grown by nearly an order or magnitude in
generation capacity since the turn of the century7. Illustrated in Figure 1.1(b), solar
photovoltaic energy—i.e., the conversion of incident sunlight (photons) into useful
electricity (electrons)—at present constitutes about 20% of our renewable generation
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source7. Despite tremendous growth of photovoltaic energy production shown by
Figure 1.1(b) inset, the total amount of solar radiance that reaches earth, integrated
over an entire year, far outweighs the current worldwide production.

To illustrate this point more quantitatively, let us for example consider some
arbitrary photovoltaic generation system (some “blackbox” device that churns out
a number of electrons given a number of incident photons). For ease of arithmetic,
let us assume that this device produces a single useful electron for every ten incident
photons—that is, very roughly speaking, that the overall power conversion efficiency
of such a photovoltaic is 10%. Finally, again for argument’s sake, let us imagine
building enough of these blackbox devices so as to cover 0.50% of the available
land area of earth (total land area being almost 150 million km2, 0.50% of this
being about 750 thousand km2, which equates roughly to the land area of Texas).
Assuming all the produced electrons can either immediately be of practical use or
stored for later use, we now want to estimate how long it would take to generate the
global energy demand of 2020—recalling it to be approximately 23,000 TWh. While
the sun delivers just over 1300 watts per square meter of power on the atmosphere,
let us assume that half of this is either attenuated or scattered by the atmosphere
and cloud coverage. Therefore, we can easily calculate how such a system would
generate the worldwide energy demand in about half a day8. However over-simplified
this gedanken experiment, the raw energy availability of the sun imbues us with the
opportunity to eliminate our societal dependence on fossil fuels.

Despite such crude abundance however, there still exist significant hurdles that
limit the adoption and integration of photovoltaic systems into the existing energy
infrastructure. Appreciably, sunlight is an intermittent resource. Be it in space (ge-
ographical) or time (daily, seasonal), irradiance conditions vary considerably and,
accordingly, yield intermittent patterns in photovoltaic electricity production9. Be-
yond hurdles related to receiving photons, the costs for building and implement-
ing photovoltaic systems (e.g., raw materials acquisition and transport, processing,
manufacturing, installation) arbitrates the economic competitiveness against the in-
cumbent nonrenewable sources. In order to account for both the electrical power
generation and full economic scope of a particular system, we can define the lev-
elized cost of energy (LCOE) as a singular Figure of merit to holistically compare
different energy generation systems10. As defined by Equation 1.1, the levelized cost
of energy weighs the total cost of the system (conventionally expressed in ¢) against
the amount of energy generated over the system lifetime (expressed units of kWh).

LCOE ≡ Lifecycle cost

Lifetime energy production
=

C0 +

N∑
n=1

Cn

N∑
n=1

En

(1.1)

where C0 and Cn give the system costs (¢) for the initial installation and operating
costs of every year (n) for N years, respectively. En gives the amount of energy
generated (kWh) for a given year, n, whereby current standards assume system
lifetimes, N , to be greater than or equal to 25 years. As seen from the levelized
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cost of energy, developing a photovoltaic system more competitive to incumbent,
nonrenewable technologies reduces to: (a) driving down system costs, and/or (b)
optimizing performance to enable increased energy harvesting.

The myriad strategies to accomplish these tasks predicates how solar photo-
voltaic energy technology has evolved over time. For example, Figure 1.2(a) high-
lights the production capacity evolution of three distinct classes of photovoltaic
materials—single crystalline silicon, poly- or multi-crystalline silicon, and thin-film
based devices (e.g., gallium arsenide, copper indium gallium selenide). From this
we can observe how silicon-based photovoltaic systems have and continue to occupy
the vast majority of installed generation capacity. To clarify (at least qualitatively)
why silicon rose and continues to rise in photovoltaic market share, we must recall
the first practical demonstration of a working solar cell in 1953 at Bell laborato-
ries11. This early fabrication relied upon a monocrystalline silicon cell and, later
as the semiconductor industry grew exponentially with the advent of the integrated
circuit, the price of silicon processing decreased with economies of scale. As such
we find, illustrated in Figure 1.2(b), how the cost reductions of the silicon solar cell,
combined with the tremendous power conversion efficiency improvements, corre-
late to the historical market ubiquity—where today silicon-based photovoltaic cells
account for up to 93% of all systems12.

Figure 1.2: An analysis of installed photovoltaic system trends from 1980 until 2015. (a)
The three categories of solar technologies and how they contribute to the overall annual
energy production over time. (b) The cost (left y-axis, red solid line) of crystalline (single
and multi-) silicon photovoltaic cells per area (US$ per m2), averaged over several leading
manufacturers, adapted from Kavlak et al13. The record monocrystalline silicon (c-Si), single
junction sunlight to electrical power efficiency (right y-axis, green dashed line) certified at
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, adapted from published research cell efficiency
charts14. Combined, the cost decrease and performance increase help explain the ubiquity
of silicon-based photovoltaic technology in the energy market.
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1.1 Solar Photovoltaic Energy Generation

Despite the ubiquity of crystalline silicon solar cells, Figure 1.2(b) depicts a critical
concern for such devices: a power conversion efficiency plateau. In it, there appears
a practical limit to the performance of the silicon cell to convert incident photons to
useful electrons—shown to saturate at approximately 25%, where we find that the
past two decades of research and development in silicon cells have cumulatively seen
less than 1% absolute efficiency improvement. To unveil the origins of this perfor-
mance ceiling and moreover how to push beyond it, we must first begin by discussing
the photonic and electronic material properties fundamental to the photovoltaic ef-
fect. To do so, we start with an overview of the basic principles behind how such
devices convert incident photons into electrons that can provide useful work. We
then discuss the thermodynamic principles that set the conversion efficiency lim-
its for all solar cells under equilibrium, wherein we introduce a breakdown of each
energetic loss mechanism that sets such a limit. We finally provide a synopsis of
current methods to overcome various losses in order to saturate experimental device
efficiencies to their theoretical limit. This discussion of overcoming such losses leads
us naturally to strategizing next-generation devices and, more specifically, to the
topic of this thesis.

1.1.1 The Fundamentals of Photovoltaic Devices

To quantify the limits of photovoltaic devices, we must first understand the interac-
tion between incident photons—that is, localized electromagnetic oscillations of en-
ergy quanta inversely proportional to the wavelength of oscillation, E = hc/λ (h, c,
and λ being Plank’s constant, the speed of light, and the wavelength respectively)—
and electrons within solid materials (i.e., crystalline or amorphous). Originally the-
orized in 1905 by Albert Einstein15, the photoelectric effect quantifies how photons
of sufficient energy can, upon interaction with certain solid-state materials, excite
valance electrons out from their localized orbitals and into a delocalized state. This
photon-electron interaction, together with the development of solid-state quantum
mechanics, provided the basis for rich scientific discoveries in condensed matter
physics—among many others, the theory and experimental realization of solar pho-
tovoltaic cells.

When a material sufficiently cools in temperature such that there exist local
equilibria positions for each atom, a repeated pattern or structure forms (i.e., a
crystalline lattice). The atomic constituents determine the interatomic spacing be-
tween nearest neighbor atoms. Applying the Pauli exclusion principle, where no
two or more identical fermions (e.g., electrons) can occupy the same quantum state
(e.g., energy and spin) within the same quantum system, we can qualitatively derive
a fundamental property of crystalline solids—the electronic bandgap. As the atoms
settle into their minimum energy positions in the lattice, valance band electronic
wavefunctions begin to spatially overlap. By the exclusion principle, certain energy
levels become forbidden according to this interatomic spacing, and we observe the
formation of an electronic energy bandgap (Eg) between localized (valance band)
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and delocalized (conduction band) electrons.

As illustrated in Figure 1.3(a), we arbitrarily categorize a class of solid-state
materials as semiconductors, defined principally by their electronic bandgap in a
crystalline structure of lattice parameter (i.e., nearest neighbor distance), a. This
taxonomical class of solids exhibits bandgap energies that typically fall within a few
electron volts (eVs)—as opposed to insulators whose electronic bandgaps extend
beyond several electron volts, while conductors exhibit negligibly small bandgaps.
This energy bandgap quantifies the difference between upper-most, electron-filled
energies within the valence band (electrons localized to a single nucleus or multiple
nuclei) and lower-most, electron-empty energy levels within the conduction band
(whereby excited electrons become delocalized to any one nucleus).

Figure 1.3(b) shows an example of a measured energy band diagram of crystalline
silicon and conceptualizes the distinction between electronic valence and conduction
bands. As shown, the wavenumber (i.e., the number of electron wavepacket os-
cillations per unit distance in a certain direction) can extend in different spatial
directions of the lattice. As wavenumbers are therefore expressed in units of inverse
length (usually cm−1), we often describe their behavior in this reciprocal space.
Figure 1.3(b) highlights how, by varying this wavenumber in reciprocal space (il-
lustrated in the bottom left corner), the valence and conduction band energy levels
shift; however, we define the principal electronic bandgap of a solid material as
the difference between the highest valance energy band level in reciprocal space
(in this case occurring at the Γ point) and the lowest conduction level (near X).
Therefore, for the case of crystalline silicon, we find a minimum bandgap energy of
approximately 1.1eV, whereby the distinction between valence and conduction band
wavenumbers illustrate how such a material forms an indirect bandgap (separated
by a momentum vector).

Figure 1.3: An overview of semiconductors showing (a) commonly used types with their ac-
companying energy bandgaps, lattice parameter, a, and associated alloy pathways, adapted
from Yang et al.16, and (b) a measured crystalline silicon energy band diagram, adapted
from Chelikowsky & Cohen17. In this, the lowest conduction band and highest valence band
energies form an indirect gap from one another, requiring a change of electronic wavenumber
(i.e., momentum).
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pn Junctions, Light Interaction, and Carrier Dynamics

The goal for any photovoltaic device is to generate a current of electrons propelled
through some external load by an electromotive force. As we define electrical power
as the electronic current multiplied by the voltage (i.e., the electromotive force), the
solar cell must therefore achieve both high current and voltage in order to attain
high photon to electrical power conversion efficiency. We previously introduced the
concept of how sufficiently energetic photons can excite electrons from the valance
band into the conduction band—leaving behind a vacancy in its photoexcited wake
(termed a hole). While this excitation produces a delocalized electron that can in
principle propagate freely through the semiconductor lattice, the solar cell device
must issue some sort of electromotive force in order to separate the electron-hole
pair (exciton) from recombining.

The electromotive force that drives this separation, known as the photovoltaic
effect, results from an interface (junction) between two semiconductor materials:
one with added impurities which donates electrons (e−) at energy levels in between
the valence and conduction bands (termed “donor” states), the other with impuri-
ties offering electron vacancies (i.e., holes, h+) again with mid-level energies (termed
“acceptor” states). When two semiconducting materials with opposite doping con-
centrations are brought into direct contact—or when donor and acceptor dopants
are diffused from opposing sides of a single host material—the mid-level donor state
(n-type) valance electrons fill the acceptor state (p-type) holes. This process is
driven by the fact that there exists, before reaching thermodynamic equilibrium, a
difference in the Fermi energy levels (that is, the relative concentration of electrons
and holes) across the junction. After equilibration, when the Fermi energy achieves
a constant value across the entire device, an electric potential barrier, Vb, forms
according to the concentration gradient across this region. Due to the filling of
mid-level energy states, we refer to this as the “depletion” region.

Figure 1.4 conceptualizes this pn junction and a real-space energy band diagram
across it. For a p-type material, the Fermi energy (the point of equal energy occu-
pancy probability for electrons and holes via our Fermi-Dirac statistics) lies closer
to the valence band owing to a higher occupancy of holes in intragap energies. For
n-type material, the Fermi level conversely shifts closer to conduction band edge,
given that there exist more mid-level electrons. For a pn junction under no illumi-
nation and in thermodynamic equilibrium, there exists a single Fermi energy across
this junction, yielding a band diagram shown in Figure 1.4(a). Here we can readily
observe the band bending (i.e., energy barrier, E = qVb) across the depletion region.

Under no external voltage biasing and no illumination source, the electric field
across the depletion region separates excitons generated via the thermal background
(at finite temperature) in opposite direction. We label this p-type to n-type flow the
drift current. However, there also exists a concentration gradient of electrons and
holes across the junction given by the difference of donor/acceptor doping levels.
Therefore, via the second law of thermodynamics, there exists a flow opposite the
drift, called the diffusion current. In thermodynamic equilibrium, these two currents
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Figure 1.4: A visualization of the pn homojunction as it pertains to solar cells, where (a)
depicts the steady-state, equilibrium condition under no illumination or biasing with some
electric potential barrier, Vb, and (b) provides a qualitative understanding of the junction
and charge carrier dynamics under a forward voltage bias, V , with incident photons of
energy greater than the semiconductor’s bandgap. At forward biases below the open-circuit
voltage (Voc), the electric potential barrier weakens in magnitude, thereby perturbing the
system out of equilibrium. As a consequence, diffusion of majority carriers on each side
competes against photogenerated excitons that separate due to the electric field across the
depletion region (electrons pushed to the n-type side and holes to the p-type). The excitonic
chemical potential difference (electromotive force) is given by the quasi-Fermi level split.

exactly cancel each other and we arrive at the band diagram shown in Figure 1.4(a).

When we expose a solar cell to a source of photons (e.g., the sun), the total num-
ber of photogenerated excitons under no external voltage biasing sets the maximum
amount of light-induced photocurrent, IL, of the device. As such, drift dominates
over diffusion current—as few charge carriers can diffuse across the junction relative
to the large number of photogenerated excitons separated by the intrinsic electric
field. We label this maximum current as the short-circuit condition, Isc, given that
this large current forms when we directly connect the opposite sides of the junction
together with little to no resistance across it (i.e., shorting the junction). Here we
note that the number of photogenerated excitons depends upon both the incident
irradiance (intensity and spectra); the area of solar cell (Acell); the cell absorbance,
reflectance, and transmittance properties; and the exciton separation and collection
efficiencies. In order to eliminate areal dependence, we define the short-circuit cur-
rent density (Jsc) by dividing the short-circuit current with respect to the overall
illuminated cell area. We can characterize the cell excitonic collection efficiency
with respect to the incident photon energy, termed the internal quantum efficiency.
Further, we can combine the absorbance/reflectance/transmittance spectra with the
cell internal quantum efficiency into a single Figure of merit, given as the external
quantum efficiency of the cell with respect to photon energy. Near-unity external
quantum efficiency signifies a high excitonic generation and collection probability
for a photon of energy hc/λ.

In contrast to the short-circuit condition, if we apply an external voltage bias
(V ) opposite the intrinsic potential barrier, we can shift the p- and n-type bands
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with respect to one another by the amount qV as shown in Figure 1.4(b). Owing to
the electric potential barrier decrease across the junction, a split of the Fermi level
issues—where quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and holes separately emerge given the
imbalance between drift and diffusion currents. The magnitude of this splitting (i.e.,
the relative difference between the electron and hole quasi-Fermi energies) reveals the
chemical potential, µeh, of the exciton. As expected, while an increase in forward
bias voltage increases the chemical potential of the photogenerated exciton, drift
current decreases relative to diffusion, which increases exponentially with decreased
barrier height. Therefore at sufficient biases or loads, termed the open-circuit volt-
age (Voc) condition, there exists an exact balance between drift and diffusion such
that no net current flow exists across the device. At biases beyond the Voc (for the
case of external voltage sources), radiative and non-radiative electron-hole pair re-
combination continues to increase exponentially and, as a result, such biases create
current flow in what is called the forward direction.

Equation 1.2 defines the relationship between current density and applied voltage
bias, V , for a solar cell. Here, we show how the net current results from light induced
drift photocurrent, JL, in the reverse direction (i.e., affixing a negative sign to this
term) and charge recombination due to diffusion current in the forward direction
(positive).

J = J0

(
e
qV
nkT − 1

)
− JL, (1.2)

where J0 is known as the dark saturation current, q electron charge, n ideality factor
of the diode, k Boltzmann constant, and T cell temperature. From Equation 1.2,
we can see how the dark saturation term, J0, gives the amount of diffusion current
that exists under ambient background illumination in thermodynamic equilibrium
at temperature, T . J0 can therefore be viewed as the measure of nonradiative and
radiative recombination of excitons in the absence of high-intensity illumination
since, at thermal equilibrium, total absorption must equal total emission via the
Kirchoff law of thermal radiation. By setting V or J to zero, we can uncover Jsc

and Voc from Equation 1.2, respectively. Doing so, we find:

Jsc = −JL (1.3)

Voc =
nkT

q
ln

(
JL
J0

+ 1

)
. (1.4)

For Voc in Equation 1.4, we can identify two sources of dark current contribution.
First, there exists a certain amount of thermally generated excitons (at the sur-
rounding temperature, T ) owing to a small amount of high-energy photons that
exist in the Blackbody background, which excite charge carriers from the valence to
conduction band, Jr0 . Second, material defects of the semiconductor lattice—which
can yield interband energy states—also give rise to excitons within the cell that
can contribute to this dark current, which we refer to as the non-radiative term,
Jnr0 . We can choose to view these two terms (the radiative and non-radiative dark
currents) either as exciton generation or annihilation. Thus, we can re-write our
cell Voc given these two contributions to dark saturation current in the context of
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radiative efficiency:

Voc =
nkT

q
ln

(
JL

Jr0 + Jnr0

+ 1

)
u
nkT

q
ln

(
JL

Jr0 + Jnr0

)
u
nkT

q
ln

(
JL
Jr0

)
+
nkT

q
ln

(
Jr0

Jr0 + Jnr0

)
u
nkT

q
ln

(
JL
Jr0

)
+
nkT

q
ln (QERE) ,

(1.5)

where QERE defines the external radiative efficiency of the solar cell. We will see
later on in this thesis how the Voc, more specifically the radiative efficiency, plays
an important role in enhancing solar cell performance.

Electrical power is given as the electron current flow times the voltage bias
(chemical potential) across the junction. Because of the diode response of a solar
cell in Equation 1.2, there exists a point of maximum power at a specific current
and voltage (Jmp, Vmp). The fill factor (FF) of a solar cell compares this point of
maximum power to the upper limit open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current
points. The power conversion efficiency (ηpce) of the solar cell is therefore the ratio
of output power density of the solar cell to total input power of the light source
(integrated over the irradiance, I, of the source with respect to wavelength and
solid incident angle, Ω), as described in Equations 1.6 and 1.7:

ηpce =
Pout

Pin
=
Jmp · Vmp

Pin
=
Jsc · Voc · FF

Pin
(1.6)

Pin =

∫
λ

∫
Ω

I(λ,Ω) dΩdλ. (1.7)

As shown in Figure 1.5(a), the current-voltage (JV ) relationship gives the power
conversion efficiency, non-idealities of the diode behavior (series/shunt resistances),
Voc, Jsc, and FF. Figure 1.5(b) provides the measured terrestrial (AM1.5) and ex-
traterrestrial (AM0) irradiance spectra from our sun alongside a theoretical black-
body spectrum at 6000K for reference—with several common semiconductor energy
bandgaps.

Detailed Balance Efficiency Limit for Single Junction Cells

Because the bandgap energy, Eg, of the depletion region determines the maximum
number of photogenerated excitons in the solar cell (short-circuit current), it follows
that this energy also relates to the maximum power conversion efficiency obtainable.
As described, the Jsc results from this number of photogenerated excitons with no
external biasing. In materials with smaller bandgaps, a larger portion of incoming
photons can excite electrons and, therefore, such materials can typically achieve
higher short-circuit currents. Due to smaller energy gaps between the conduction
and valence band edges, however, lower bandgap cells cannot attain as large of
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Figure 1.5: (a) An example of a current-voltage (JV ) curve for a typical crystalline silicon
solar cell18. FF defines the area fraction between the inner rectangle formed by the volt-
age/current maximum power points, (Vmp, Jmp), and the outer formed by the open-circuit
voltage and short-circuit current, (Voc, Jsc). (b) The incident light spectra from our sun,
showing the blackbody spectrum at 6000K, the measured irradiance at the outer atmosphere
(AM0), and the measured irradiance at the surface (AM1.5). Decreased intensity gaps oc-
cur as a result of atmospheric light scattering for certain wavelengths. Four commonly used
semiconductor materials for solar cells are shown for reference.

quasi-Fermi energy level splittings (i.e., lower chemical potential, µeh of the photo-
generated exciton). Thus, smaller bandgap materials yield decreased open-circuit
voltages. Thus, there exists an optimization between Jsc and Voc with respect to
the electronic bandgap.

Introduced in the early 1960s19, the theoretical maximum power conversion effi-
ciency of a photovoltaic cell occurs by assuming every incident photon with energy
greater than or equal to the cell bandgap produces precisely one exciton within the
pn junction that can be separated and collected. We can then apply the concept of
detailed balance, where we require that exciton pairs be eliminated (radiatively as
photons or nonradiatively as phonons) at the same rate as they are generated (via
incident illumination or operating temperature blackbody background). This must
be the case under thermodynamic equilibrium, otherwise we would observe a charge
build up which would contradict our state of equilibrium. By use of the well-known
Planck distribution spectrum, Equation 1.8 quantifies this detailed balance limit of
power conversion efficiency, ηdet.bal., with respect to the energy bandgap.

ηdet.bal. =
Pout(det.bal.)

Pin(det.bal.)
= xg

∫ ∞
xg

x2

ex − 1
dx

/∫ ∞
0

x3

ex − 1
dx , (1.8)

where xg = Eg/kTs where Ts is the blackbody temperature of the sun. In this limit,
we assume the chemical potential of the photogenerated excitons to equal the max-
imum quasi-Fermi energy level split, given by the semiconductor bandgap. Further,
as shown in the denominator of Equation 1.8, we assume all incident photons to
strike at normal incidence with respect to the cell planar surface.
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While the simplest form of the detailed balance limit shown by Equation 1.8
reaches a maximum efficiency of approximately 44% near a bandgap energy of 1.12
eV, this limit does not take into account deleterious loss mechanisms such as: (i) the
amount of available incident power and solid angle subtended from the sun, (ii) the
transmission of radiative recombination out of the cell, (iii) the exciton separation
and collection efficiencies of the junction, and (iv) incomplete photon absorption
by the cell for above bandgap energies. For example, including the subtended solid
angle from the solar disc and relevant terrestrial AM1.5g spectrum (i.e., the amount
of light that reaches the surface of earth on a clear, sunny day), the maximum
efficiency occurs when Eg = 1.1 eV and decreases to approximately 32.9%20. For the
case of crystalline Si cells, when including nonradiative recombination pathways and
optical absorption/reflection losses, this limit further decreases to 29.8% assuming
a standard cell thickness of 100µm21. Figure 1.6(a) displays the original detailed
balance efficiency limit as a function of bandgap energy, and illustrates how this limit
decreases with subsequent revisions that take into account non-idealities. Figure
1.6(b) conceptually shows the four primary recombination types that limit overall
power conversion efficiency.

Figure 1.6: (a) Detailed balance models for single junction, 1-sun illumination of a solar
cell assuming: (1) blackbody spectrum, no optical absorption/reflection losses, and perfect
carrier extraction; (2) AM1.5 spectrum and limited solid angle, no optical losses, and no
nonradiative recombination; and (3) AM1.5 spectrum with subtended solid angle, optical
losses, radiative and nonradiative recombination. (b) A conceptual diagram comparing the
four general categories of recombination within a solar cell: (1) radiative with an emitted
photon of energy less than or equal to Eg; (2) Shockley-Reed-Hall for an emission of a phonon
and filling of an intermediate energy state (e.g., dopant/defect); (3) Auger recombination
where demotion of a conduction band electron to the valence band transfers its energy
to a conduction electron, promoted to higher energies, and ultimately thermalizing back
to the conduction band edge through phonon emission; and (4) defect state filling at the
surface/edge of the semiconductor crystalline lattice and release of a phonon. Adapted from
Tous22.
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1.1.2 Technical and Economic Constraints on Solar Devices

As previously discussed in Figure 1.2(a), crystalline silicon cell costs (i.e., processing,
manufacturing) have decreased by more than 99% since the early 1980s. Owing to
this appreciable decrease, the balance of system (BoS) and “soft” costs1 currently
constitute more than half of the overall system costs, shown in Figure 1.7(a)23 .
With this recent shift in solar energy economics, current research efforts focus away
from the minimization of photovoltaic fabrication costs and instead toward designs
that can enable markedly lowered BoS and soft costs. With such a paradigm shift,
two strategies to further photovoltaic system adoption emerge: (i) performance-
enhancing designs to enable greater power output per area—thereby requiring fewer
installations per unit energy generated—while keeping cell and raw material costs
low, and (ii) integration of solar designs into existing architectural structures and
façades that absorb installation costs, while keeping cell performance high.

While the detailed balance limit sets a maximum on the theoretical efficiency
possible for a single junction cell under 1-sun (i.e., a solar cell with a single bandgap
energy, Eg), there exist various strategies that can extend power conversion effi-
ciencies beyond this limit. As Figure 1.7(b) illustrates, despite certain unavoidable
thermodynamic losses (e.g., entropy due to the conversion of a photon to an elec-
tron), such inefficiencies total to approximately 14%24. The most significant loss
for single junction cells results from highly excited photogenerated carrier relax-
ation down to the electronic conduction band edge (i.e., thermalization). By the
same token, cells with too large of bandgaps suffer from incomplete absorption of
the solar spectrum due to the transmission of incident photons with energies below
that of the required bandgap. Combined, these two mechanisms account for greater
than 40% efficiency loss for a standard silicon solar cell of bandgap energy 1.1 eV.
Further, when excitons radiatively recombine and emit as photons into free space,
there exists an entropy penalty owing to the angular spread of luminescence relative
to the incident solar disc. This penalty accounts for approximately 10% absolute
power conversion efficiency loss.

Given these loss mechanisms, there exist myriad methods to overcome the sin-
gle junction, 1-sun detailed balance limit. On one hand, in an effort to reduce the
losses of exciton thermalization and incomplete light absorption, multijunction pho-
tovoltaic module designs employ more than one cell material type and, thereby, more
than one bandgap. By arranging cells with higher bandgaps in descending vertical
order, photons cascade through traditionally monolithic structures, being absorbed
and collected by the cell corresponding to its energy. Separately, cells (single- and
multijunction) can employ concentrating optics to increase light trapping and re-
duce the entropic penalties for radiatively recombined excitons. Together with mul-
tijunction devices and concentration mechanisms, top research cell efficiencies have
recently demonstrated performances that extend up to 47.1% under standard test-
ing conditions25,26. Despite such achievements, broad photovoltaic implementation
for high-efficiency cells remains limited. For the case of multijunction modules, cell

1BoS costs include racking and mounting of panels (i.e., arrays of cells) and supporting
structures. Soft costs include all other related costs minus photovoltaic cell fabrication/ma-
terials and structural hardware (e.g. permitting, inspection, interconnection, etc.).
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Figure 1.7: (a) A cost breakdown of a standard crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cell. The
BoS and soft costs add up to roughly 60% of the total, adapted from Fu et al.23. (b) Sources
of cell efficiency loss, showing the dominate mechanisms owing to either incomplete photon
absorption, thermalization of high-energy photogenerated carriers, and entropy penalties for
radiatively recombined excitons. Adapted from Polman & Atwater24.

material and processing costs traditionally outweigh the efficiency enhancement, re-
sulting in a substantial increase in the LCOE27 . Similarly, along with the additional
optical materials expense for traditional concentrator technology, such devices can
only operate for certain angles of incidence and often exhibit detrimental device
heating28.

As an alternative to enhanced module efficiency, building integrated photovoltaic
systems could provide a separate pathway to enable decreased overall LCOE29,30.
With such modules, the visual aesthetics of the cell aim to blend photovoltaic de-
vices into building façade components—e.g., shingles in a rooftop31 or glass panes
in a window32–34. In certain form factors, building integrated BoS costs can reduce
to approximately 14% its typical value35. Outfitting the functionality of a building
component with solar photovoltaic generation can reduce BoS costs. However, ow-
ing to increased reflectance or transmittance properties of the device to blend into
architectural form factors, the power conversion efficiency typically suffers. Despite
over 40 years of research and development for building integrated systems, only re-
cently has there existed a need for this technology given the shifting cost breakdown
of the standard utility-scale solar module36.

1.2 The Concentration of Sunlight

For both high-efficiency, multijunction modules and low-cost, building-integrated
cells, concentration of incident light onto a small-area solar cell presents an in-
triguing method to further technological adoption. In both cases, concentration
can enable increased light trapping efficiency and, as discussed, issue higher per-
formances owing to a reduction in the angular spread of radiatively recombined
excitons. In the former case of high-efficiency multijunction designs, light concen-
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tration reduces the required cell area, thereby decreasing the amount of expensive
high-bandgap cell material costs. For the latter case of low BoS cost building in-
tegration, concentration allows for non-traditional geometries and structures that
serve to further blend the cell into a building component—often obscuring the cell
entirely from view. Therefore, cost and power efficient light concentration mecha-
nisms that maintain functionality irrespective of the incident radiance angle could
enable higher implementation across a wide variety of markets.

Historically, we can categorize light concentration into two distinct optical vari-
eties: passive (e.g., geometric) and active (e.g., luminescent). In passive light con-
centration, systems (e.g., Fresnel lenses) focus irradiance of an aperture area, Ain,
onto a smaller output area, Aout, with no photon energy change. In contrast, active
concentration converts incident light that impinges upon Ain with energy, Ein, to a
lower energy, Eout, in order to redirect downshifted radiance to the output collector,
Aout. To understand how we can achieve angle-independent light concentrators, we
must first consider the case of passive concentration.

1.2.1 Passive Concentration: the Geometric Solar Concentrator

For geometric concentration systems, there exists an optical, or series of optical,
setup(s) such that incident photons, entering at Ain and within an acceptance cone
defined by θin, concentrate onto an exit aperture, Aout, within an exit cone of θout.
Figure 1.8(a) displays a general passive concentration device. The radiance of the
light (L) and the projected area and solid angle yield the total photon flux for both
the input (Φin) and output (Φout) apertures. We can define an arbitrary photon
flux (Φi) through a certain area (Ai) for some surface, i, as:

Φi =

∫
LiAi cos θ dΩ = 2π

∫ θi

0

LiAi cos θ sin θ dθ. (1.9)

In the limit of maximum concentration, where we assume conservation of flux
throughout the system (i.e., conservation of energy) as well as the stearance of pho-
tons (i.e., conservation of optical étendue), incident radiance (Lin) matches output
radiance (Lout). In this limit, assuming the concentrator system is made of a medium
with refractive index, n, we obtain the general concentration limit for passive con-
centrators given by Equation 1.10. Here we define concentration factor (C) as the
ratio of illumination flux per area on the exit to entrance apertures. In the limit of
angularly independent photon acceptance at the exit aperture, that is θout = 90°,
Equation 1.10 simplifies to the well-known limit for passive concentrators37:

C ≡ Φout/Aout

Φin/Ain
=
n2L2

out sin2 θout

L2
in sin2 θin

≤ n2 sin2 θout

sin2 θin
, for Lin = Lout

≤ n2

sin2 θin
, for θout = 90°.

(1.10)
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Assuming an index of 1.5 and an acceptance cone matching that of the solar disc half
angle for our sun (approximately 0.25°38), passive concentrators can theoretically
reach concentration factors over 100,000 as shown in Figure 1.8(b).

Figure 1.8: (a) A 2D and 3D illustration of an arbitrary passive concentration system,
visually defining the entrance and exit apertures and acceptance angles as well as the index
of refraction for the system. (b) The maximum achievable concentration ratio for passive
concentrators given from Equation 1.10.

As seen in Figure 1.8(b), maximum concentration only occurs for narrow accep-
tance angles. As an example, if we assume a relatively broad acceptance angle of 50◦

and a refractive index of 1.5, we observe a concentration factor less than 4. Thus,
current state of the art geometric concentrators with narrow acceptance angles re-
quire tracking technology in order to achieve sustained performance throughout the
day39. With this constraint, BoS costs can often outweigh the increased efficiency
enhancements illustrated in Figure 1.7, yielding a higher overall LCOE40.

1.2.2 Active Concentration: the Luminescent Solar Concentrator

Similar to passive systems, active or luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) redi-
rect incident light entering the optical system at area, Ain, with an acceptance
cone, θin, onto an output collector of area, Aout. Unlike its passive counterpart,
LSCs rely upon embedded photoluminescent (luminophore) particles within an op-
tical waveguide structure as the primary means of light trapping. As incident
photons impinge upon the LSC, dispersed luminophores selectively absorb higher
energy, shorter-wavelength light, λin, and re-emit photons of lower energy, longer-
wavelength, λout. LSCs naturally concentrate this luminophore radiation, or pho-
toluminescence, through occupation of total internal reflection (TIR) modes/an-
gles within the optical waveguide. Thus, we can characterize the outgoing angular
spread, θout, as the photoluminesced angles that lie outside the TIR escape cone.
For traditional LSC form factors, cells with bandgaps comparable to the average
photoluminescent energy border the optical waveguide, converting the trapped ra-
diation into photogenerated excitons41–68. Figure 1.9 illustrates the fundamental
concentration mechanism for an LSC device, where for example we orient the solar
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cell parallel to the rectangular waveguide perimeter edge (i.e., ẑ-axis parallel).

Figure 1.9: (a) A simplified rendering of an LSC employing a traditional edge-lined pho-
tovoltaic cell geometry. Light impinges upon the top aperture of area, Ain, at an angle,
θin, and with energy, hν1. Luminophores embedded within the optical waveguide absorb a
portion of these incident photons within the luminophore absorption regime and re-radiate
as photoluminescence at energies, hν2, at angles outside the TIR escape cone, denoted here
by θout. TIR re-directs these radiated photons to impinge upon the optically coupled cell
area, Aout. (b) An example CdSe/CdS quantum dot luminophore absorption and pho-
toluminescence spectra with respect to photon wavelength and energy, against an example
InGaP solar cell internal quantum efficiency and commonly used (poly)methyl methacrylate
(PMMA) refractive index (real part).

LSC Device Components

As shown in Figure 1.9, we can conceptually discretize active concentrator operating
mechanisms as: (i) conversion of incident photons into photoluminescence via the
active luminophore material, (ii) trapping of this radiation into TIR guided modes or
angles within the optical waveguide(s), and (iii) exciton photogeneration within the
output solar cell collector via this trapped photoluminescence. Given this process,
we begin our analysis of LSC operating mechanisms and limits by first considering
the photoluminescent material properties and characteristics of commonly employed
luminophores.

The term luminophore describes a broad class of particles that absorb photons
at a particular range of energies, λin, and re-emit at downshifted photoluminescence
at λout. Depending on the physical processes responsible for emission, we broadly
categorize luminophores into two distinct types. In type-A materials, lower energy
radiation occurs within the same physical structure as the light absorbing process.
For this class of luminophores, energy downshifting, termed the Stokes shift (σ), can
occur for example from vibrational relaxation69 or quantum confinement70. Type-
A luminophores, shown generally in Figure 1.10(a), require large Stokes shifts and
narrow emission profiles in order to minimize the overlap between absorption and
photoluminescence. Figure 1.10(c) shows a variety of type-A luminophore absorp-
tion/emission spectra.
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In contrast, type-B luminophores qualify a class of materials where the absorp-
tion and photoluminescence processes are decoupled. Such luminophores consist of
two or more structures, where the absorber layer shuttles the photogenerated exci-
ton to the emitter layer at a lower energy level, resulting in a tunable Stokes shift
given the choice and size of absorber and emitter materials71. Figure 1.10(b) depicts
a typical type-B luminophore absorption and PL spectra, where the emitter mate-
rial sets the amount of re-absorption. The luminophore extinction coefficient, εlum,
defined as the ratio of absorber to emitter photon absorption (α1/α2), quantifies
the likelihood for photoluminescence re-absorption within the LSC. Figure 1.10(d)
provides sample spectra for various type-B luminophores.

Whether type-A or B, the photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of the
luminophore species determines the likelihood of exciton radiative recombination.
For PLQYs below unity, incident light absorption (i.e., hν1) and photoluminescence
re-absorption (i.e., hν2) can yield nonradiative recombination and, subsequently,
transformation into heat within the luminophore particle and LSC waveguide sys-
tem. However, upon radiative emission by the luminophore species, photons can
occupy certain angles within the optical waveguide (in the ray-optical regime) or
modes (wave-optical), θout, with respect to the waveguide top surface normal. For
an LSC structure with no external trapping mechanisms, the difference in index of
refraction between the waveguide and surrounding medium naturally reflects a por-
tion of emitted photons that lies outside the waveguide escape cone. For an index
nwg surrounded by air (nair u 1), we define the escape cone angle, θc, according to
Snell’s law of refraction.

nwg sin θc = nair sin 90◦ (Snell’s law)

=⇒ θc = sin−1

(
1

nwg

)
.

(1.11)

From θc, we can calculate the solid angle of the resulting escape cone, Ωc, and
thus the fractional amount of luminophore radiation, F = cos θc, that occupies
TIR angles for a rectangular slab waveguide assuming an isotropic luminophore
emission profile and no reabsorption/re-emission events. For example, the case when
n = 1.5, the optical waveguide traps approximately 74.5% of luminophore-emitted
radiation82. Upon emission into a TIR angle or mode, the optical waveguide medium
(often a glass or polymer) guides photons to impinge upon a coupled photovoltaic
cell, provided no attenuation or bulk/surface scattering of the trapped radiance.

The ratio of incident solar illuminated area, Ain, to total cell surface area,
Aout, defines the geometric gain of the LSC system. By considering the radia-
tive efficiency (i.e., PLQY) of the luminophore with respect to wavelength of light,
ηplqy(λ); LSC incident photon waveguide absorbance given the luminophore ma-
terial(s), ηabs(λ, θ, ϕ); photoluminescence reabsorption via non-ideal luminophore
spectra, ηself(λ, θ, ϕ); radiance trapping and waveguiding efficiency, ηtrap(λ, θ, ϕ);
and incident photon reflection by the waveguide top surface, R(λ, θ, ϕ); we can
quantify the upper limit of the LSC optical efficiency, ηopt, at an incoming photon
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Figure 1.10: Classification of luminophore type-A (a) and -B (b) absorption and photolu-
minescence (PL) spectra with respect to photon wavelength (nm). Luminophore band-edge
absorption (α1), Stokes shift (σ), re-absorption (α2), and extinction coefficient (εlum) de-
termine the concentration performance of the LSC. (c) and (d) survey various examples of
type-A and -B luminophores including luminescent dyes72,73, nanocrystal structures74–77,
two-dimensional materials78,79, rare-earth doped molecules80, and perovskite compounds81.
Adapted from Meinardi et al29.

wavelength, polar, and azimuthal angles for an LSC:

ηopt(λ, θ, ϕ) = ηplqy(λ) · ηabs(λ, θ, ϕ) · ηself(λ, θ, ϕ)

· ηtrap(λ, θ, ϕ) · (1−R(λ, θ, ϕ)) .
(1.12)

While we can take into account the photon polarization in addition to the wavelength
and incident angles, solar irradiance is unpolarized. For such concentrators, we can
quantify the geometrical concentration factor, C, as proportional to the system
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geometric gain by the optical efficiency of the LSC, shown here in Equation 1.13:

CLSC(λ, θ, ϕ) ≡ GG · Φout

Φin
= GG · ηopt(λ, θ, ϕ), (1.13)

where Φin and Φout give the incident and outgoing light fluxes, respectively. Equa-
tion 1.13 exactly matches the concentration factor definition in the passive case;
however for the case of active concentrators, we do not assume equal radiance in
and out. As a result of detrimental escape cone loss and non-unity PLQY—thereby
poor LSC optical efficiencies—many such concentrator designs incorporate alter-
native structures, geometries, and luminescent mechanisms in order to increase the
overall radiated trapping fraction, F , and efficiency, ηtrap. Some of these escape cone
loss minimization strategies include: applying external trapping layers with pho-
tonic bandgaps83–88, alternative waveguiding geometries and structures with higher
natural trapping fractions89,90, asymmetrical luminophore materials for anisotropic
photoluminescence emission into guided angles/modes91,92, and nanophotonic de-
signs for induced luminophore anisotropy93–95. Figure 1.11 overviews several of these
mechanisms for increased waveguiding efficiency and how they impact photolumi-
nescence angles/modes that fall outside of the escape cone.

Optical Étendue for LSCs

As referenced in Figure 1.7, there exist numerous strategies to enhance the perfor-
mance of a photovoltaic cell through amplification of the Voc. As introduced, the
concentration of incident photons represents one of these pathways to increased per-
formance, so long as this asymmetrically affects the incoming photons (i.e., Jsc) and
not the thermal radiation background (i.e., J0). In fact, we can quantify the effects
of concentrating and angle-restricting optics on the Voc in terms of the incoming
and outdoing photon entropy of the system. Specifically, we can apply the concept
of optical étendue to define the entropy related to the angular distribution of the
emitted (εout) versus incoming beams of photons (εin).

Let us assume, without loss of generality, a terrestrial-based photovoltaic system
whose incoming photons originate entirely via direct normal incidence from the solar
disc—for now, let us ignore the second-order contribution of thermal background ra-
diation at ambient temperature to incoming irradiance. Given the average distance
between the earth and sun (approximately 150 million miles) and the sun’s radius
(about 800 thousand miles), as described in section 1.2.1, we can approximate the
solar disc half angle to be roughly 0.25°(θin). We can define optical étendue as the
product of illumination area (Ain) by the solid angle subtended by the light source
(Ω). For the case of direct radiation from our sun, we can therefore express étendue
as:

ε ≡ Ain

∫∫
Ω

sin(θ) dθ dφ

εin = Ain

∫ 2π

0

∫ θin

0
sin(θ)dθdφ

εin,sun u 6× 10−5 ·Ain.

(1.14)
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Figure 1.11: Two strategies commonly employed to increase photoluminescence (PL)
trapping within LSC optical waveguides through a reduction of escape cone loss, where
(a),(b) make use of external optical structures to reflect back escape cone emission, and
(c),(d) illustrate anisotropically-emitting luminophore structures to minimize the amount of
radiation entering the escape cone. (a) An aperiodic, dielectric stack short-pass filter design,
plotting photoluminescence reflectance (%) vs. output polar angle (°) and wavelength (nm),
optimized for a CdSe/CdS quantum dot emission pattern. (b) A high contrast grating
metasurface structure employing a hexagonal array of sub-wavelength periodicity aluminum
antimonide on glass, again optimized for a CdSe/CdS luminophore96,97. (c) A quantum
nanorod structure relying on a CdS cylindrical shell and a CdSe quantum dot core91, whose
simulated anisotropic emission pattern follows a sine squared, dipole-like function. (d)
A CdSe/CdS quantum dot luminophore layer placed between two cylindrical pillars of a
high index, dielectric layer for resonant coupling93, showing a power function radiation
distribution for example.

Given Equation 1.14, we can quantify the relationship between incoming and out-
going étendue with respect to the LSC system; furthermore, we can re-write the
expression for Voc in terms of this étendue ratio98:

Voc = V max
oc + V étendue

oc + V ERE
oc

= V max
oc +

nkT

q
ln

(
εin

εout

)
+
nkT

q
ln (QERE) .

(1.15)

Where, as described in Equation 1.4, QERE gives the external radiative efficiency
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of the cell or module (e.g., LSC system) and V max
oc defines the upper limit of open-

circuit voltage given by the limiting case of spectral absorption up to the system
electronic bandgap, thermalization loss of high energy carriers to this band edge,
and the Carnot loss given by the ratio of source (i.e., our sun) to the sink (i.e.,
the cell) temperatures. For the case of an LSC, the maximum open circuit voltage
term in Equation 1.15 is complicated by virtue of the system employing at least two
bandgaps (luminophore(s) and photovoltaic cell).

As seen by Equation 1.15, the ratio of incoming and outgoing étendue plays
an important role in the open-circuit voltage limit. For most photovoltaic systems,
we strictly assume εin ≤ εout in order to satisfy the second law of thermodynamics
(i.e., the photon angular distribution must increase or, ideally, remain constant over
time). For solar cells unable to limit the outgoing or restrict the incoming étendue,
Voc values fall well below the maximum. Geometric concentrators, discussed in
section 1.2.1, can recover this limit by restricting the acceptance light cone and
focus to a smaller output area. A separate method for eliminating the étendue open
circuit voltage loss is to angularly restrict the outgoing cell photoluminescence.

The Thermodynamic Luminescence Concentration Limit of LSCs

Following our discussion of the optical étendue limit of a solar cell, we can now
investigate the thermodynamic consequences for the LSC—a device which can, in
principle, break conservation of optical étendue owing to the heat generation through
the photoluminescence Stokes shift. For the case of the geometric concentrator, the
flux per area ratio between the output and input apertures defines the concentration;
however, unlike the case for a geometric concentrator, the radiance (Lin/out) at these
apertures differs as a consequence of the spectral downshifting by the luminophores.

If we assume a photon energy, Ein, corresponding to the case when photon energy
matches the luminophore absorption bandgap, and Eout to be the emission energy
of the luminophore (where we have that the Stokes shift, σ is given as Ein − Eout),
we can approximate the radiance of an input/output photon within the LSC by
Planck’s formula. For the case of a photon luminescence event with energy Ein/out,
we have:

Lin/out =
2

h3c2

E3
in/out

exp{
(
Ein/out − µin/out

)
/kT0} − 1

, (1.16)

where h, k, and c correspond to the Planck and Boltzmann constants, and the
speed of light, respectively. T0 gives the operating temperature of the LSC, and
Ein/out − µin/out the amount of energy that the luminophore species dissipates into
heat through either the absorption or photoluminescence process, respectively. In
this case, Ein/out denotes the absorption/emission for a photon of certain energy, and
µin/out describes the portion of original energy converted to the luminophore excited
state. The creation of heat in this LSC system can be thought of as an increase
in the entropy due to the absorption or emission process, where the value depends
directly on the Stokes shift, σ, of the luminophore99. In thermal equilibrium, when
µin = µout or conceptually when the rate of absorbed photons equals that of emitted
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photons, we obtain the concentration factor limit:

C ≡ Φout

Φin
·GG

=
Lout

Lin
for µin = µout

=
E3

out

E3
in

· exp{(Ein − µ) /kT0} − 1

exp{(Eout − µ) /kT0} − 1

≤ E3
out

E3
in

· exp{σ/kT0}.

(1.17)

From Equation 1.17 we find that the LSC thermodynamic concentration limit
depends exponentially on the Stokes shift of the luminophore. That is, we can
arbitrarily reach smaller and smaller outgoing optical étendue for ever-increasing
Stokes shifts. However, the practical limits of optical efficiency, detailed by Equation
1.12, has prevented any measured LSC system from approaching such an exponential
concentration. In addition, this limit, originally derived by Yablonovitch99, does not
reveal how this concentration translates into photovoltaic power conversion efficiency
(i.e., Voc or Jsc). It is therefore important to understand and quantify the intrinsic
loss mechanisms within the LSC and how they prevent active concentrators from
converging upon the maximum thermodynamic limiting case. In later chapters, we
will also describe this limit in the context of étendue and open-circuit voltage.

LSC Loss Mechanisms and Performance Parameter Space

Measured output/input flux ratios for both simulated and fabricated devices exhibit
far less light concentration than the exponential limit shown by Equation 1.17. To
understand why, we begin by observing that dispersed luminophores typically can-
not photoluminesce at above-unity PLQYs or emit into smaller and smaller outgoing
angles (i.e., exhibit experimentally observable decreasing solid angles of emission).
Second, not all incoming radiance can be absorbed by the dispersed luminophores,
owing to non-zero top surface reflectance, incomplete absorbance by luminophores
via insufficient volume concentration, or limited spectral absorbance coverage of
the luminophore species itself. Upon absorption, the PLQY sets the probability of
photon re-emission by the luminophore ensemble. Upon emission, optical waveg-
uide trapping efficiency, reabsorption and scattering probability, waveguide light
attenuation, and non-unity cell external quantum efficiencies limit the amount of
concentration for an LSC system100. Figure 1.12 depicts each of the possible loss and
collection mechanisms characteristic of LSCs where we show each loss mechanism
in the ray-optical regime.

In this thesis, we explore the power conversion efficiency thermodynamics, geo-
metrical designs, performance-limiting cases, module architectures, and experimen-
tal realization of LSCs for various photovoltaic applications. To do this, we first
establish the analytical and computational models we use to evaluate the optical
and power conversion efficiency performance of an LSC. Chapter 2 details the tools
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Figure 1.12: Loss and collection mechanisms of LSCs for a general cell, waveguide geom-
etry, and luminophore material. 0a,b,c (brown arrows) indicate potential losses that can
occur upon incoming irradiance. These include transmission of light through the LSC (0a),
parasitic absorption by the luminophore via non-unity PLQY for incoming irradiance (0b),
and top surface reflection (0c). 1a,b (green arrows) depict the two pathways that photo-
luminescence can be collected by the photovoltaic cell, corresponding to direct absorption
by the cell or via waveguide TIR modes/angles, respectively. Additional loss mechanisms
can occur at the cell through non-radiative recombination of the exciton (i.e. non-unity
quantum efficiencies). 2 (blue arrow) shows the possibility for radiated photons to become
re-absorbed by other luminophores within the optical waveguide, where each of the path-
ways shown here apply to that luminophore absorption event as well. 3a,b,c show the optical
losses by the waveguide itself. These include photons that couple into the escape cone upon
emission (3a), scatter through bulk or surface imperfections (3b), and become attenuated
by the waveguide (3c).

that we employ throughout the entirety of this thesis in order to quantify these
Figures of merit. Chapter 3 develops the analytical, computational, and experimen-
tal work to quantify the limits of single junction LSC photovoltaic devices under
typical 1-sun illumination conditions on Earth. Chapter 4 then investigates how
these single-junction limits apply to the case for building-integrated applications,
whereby we include a discussion on the technoeconomic metrics. Chapter 5 explores
the concept of multijunction LSC devices, aimed to push beyond the single-junction
limits for a variety of junction motifs. Finally, given the results of single- and mul-
tijunction LSCs, chapter 6 turns to the limits of energy generation per unit mass in
the context of LSCs for aerospace applications.
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CHAPTER 2

Luminescent Solar Concentrator Modeling Techniques

As introduced in chapter 1, the process of actively concentrating incident photons
of given flux, Φin, at a top surface waveguide area, Ain, to an output flux, Φout, at a
total photovoltaic cell collection area, Aout, relies upon a large number of parameters.
Shown by Equation 1.12, we express optical efficiency as the product of individual
constituent efficiencies that interact with the incident and outgoing radiances. We
should also note that, as discussed by previous work100, higher efficiency of an
individual constituent can adversely affect another.

Aside from the LSC optical efficiency, we must also consider the photovoltaic
cell collection efficiency (i.e., external quantum efficiency) and the diode behavior in
order to fully quantify the LSC power conversion efficiency. The parameter space of
an LSC can thus be categorized by the waveguide components (e.g., photolumines-
cence generation, trapping, collection) and the photovoltaic cell exciton dynamics
(e.g., electronic bandgap, photoluminescence absorbance, carrier collection), as seen
in Figure 2.1. As shown, we subcategorize parameters of the waveguide and cell for
a general LSC device.

Given the myriad LSC form factors and materials, the task of modeling the
optical and power conversion efficiencies can be accomplished through, and often
requires, a variety of techniques. For example, given the waveguide thickness of
the LSC and luminescent medium, LSCs can be analyzed in the ray-optical regime
(i.e., thickness � photoluminescent wavelength)—treating photons as point parti-
cles that obey certain properties according to their wavelength, polarization, and
path of propagation—or in the wave-optical regime (i.e., thickness ≈ photolumines-
cent wavelength)—where we treat photons as electromagnetic waves that occupy
discrete modes within the waveguide. Tremendous research efforts in this commu-
nity exist concerning the accuracy, run-time (i.e., computational cost), and form
factor versatility of LSC models. Here, we identify and compare several techniques
to model LSCs. We discuss in detail two custom-built models to evaluate LSC opti-
cal and power conversion efficiency that provide the basis for computational analysis
in this thesis.
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Figure 2.1: The waveguide (a) and photovoltaic cell (b) parameter space for an arbitrary
LSC device. Here, the green and red polygons correspond to LSC devices with relatively
high and low power conversion efficiencies, respectively. The primary parameters of the
waveguide component (a) of an LSC include the scattering of photoluminescence by the
waveguide, luminophore radiative efficiency (i.e., PLQY), concentration of embedded lu-
minophores, trapping of emission within TIR modes or angles, geometric gain of the sys-
tem, luminophore absorption, emission downshifting (i.e., Stokes shift), photoluminescence
reabsorption (i.e., extinction factor), and optical waveguide attenuation. Primary factors of
performance for the cell component (b) include the shading of incident photons by top metal
contacts, electronic energy bandgap of the cell material, quantum and radiative efficiencies of
the junction, photoluminescence absorption/reflection, and series/shunt resistances—which
indicate the diode response of the cell.

2.1 Active Concentrator Modeling Principles

For traditional LSC applications, the waveguide scale (thickness, length, and width)
enables the use of models based on the ray-optical approach. In this regime, we
can readily apply a stochastic computational framework (e.g., a Monte Carlo ray-
trace) to predict optical performance for a variety of geometries and structures to
within a high degree of accuracy101. However, as we will see, computational run-
time and rapid optimization can often limit the applicability of traditional ray-trace
algorithms. As a result, we also discuss the possibility of implementing a closed-form,
deterministic analytical technique to model LSC behavior. Recently, developments
of high photoluminescence trapping structures on the wave-optics scale necessitate
the implementation of analytical or finite-difference, time-domain partial differential
equation solvers in order to uncover LSC device performance.

2.1.1 Model Run-time, Lengths Scales, Accuracy, and Versatility

Given the wide variety of optical and power conversion efficiency models, Table 2.1
overviews several examples with respect to the model run-time (in O notation),
applicable length scales, primary outputs, quoted accuracy, robustness of the pa-
rameter space (as shown in Figure 2.1), and versatility across LSC applications.

As shown in Table 2.1, each model yields certain advantages for a particular
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Model type Run-time Length scale Output Accuracy Parameters Versatile

Monte Carlo ray-trace O
(
N2 lg(N)

)
102 � O(λ) ηpce, ηopt, CLSC High All Yes

Quality factor39 O (1) All ηopt, CLSC High Limited No

Single frequency103 O (1) � O(λ) ηopt, CLSC Low All No

Thermodynamic rate104 O (1) All ηpce, ηopt, CLSC Low Limited No

Photon flow53 O (1) � O(λ) ηopt, CLSC Low Limited No

Edge Collection105 O (1) � O(λ) ηopt Low Limited No

Probability chain87 O (1) O(λ) ηopt High Limited No

FDTD106 O(N3)107 O(λ) ηopt High Limited Yes

Table 2.1: A number of active concentrator modeling techniques. We compare model types
according to the run-time, length-scale, performance outputs, literature-verified accuracy,
LSC parameter versatility as identified in Figure 2.1, and whether or not the model can be
applied to alternative geometries, form factors, and applications.

setting. For example, in the case of a ray-optical limit LSC, studies often rely upon
the Monte Carlo ray-trace method in order to accurately model system geometries.
However, as evident in the polynomial computational run-time, the high cost of ray-
tracing prompts the use of analytical solvers for certain cases—particularly in that
of rapid optimization studies. Substantial research efforts continue to be directed
toward identifying highly efficient, versatile models on the ray-optical length scale
in constant run-time.

On the other end of the spectrum, relatively few models exist to simulate the
performance of wave-optical LSCs. The most common techniques include the finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) solver and Markov chain approximations87,108. As
LSC researchers have historically fabricated devices within ray-optical regimes, most
models focus on the photon interactions based on the laws of ray tracing49. How-
ever, as photonic LSC devices continue to emerge95,108, models to predict device
performance and optimal design must follow suit.

2.2 Stochastic Modeling Tools

Numerous fields of study apply the method of repeated random sampling to approxi-
mate a numerical solution to a deterministic problem (i.e., the Monte Carlo method).
The original Monte Carlo concept itself dates back to the work of Stainslaw Ulam
and John von Neumann on neutron diffusion in fissionable materials109. In it, Ulam
and Neumann retooled statistical analysis, such that by applying a large sampling
and computationally observing the output behavior (one based upon probabilities of
the given system), one could arrive at a numerical solution. This approach extends
across a wide-range of scientific fields—even branching into modern graphical/ren-
dering software. In the mid 1960’s, Leslie Polgar and John Howell Implemented the
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first known version of the Monte Carlo method applied to ray-optical situations (and
thus the first ever Monte Carlo ray-trace model) in an application to understand-
ing thermal-radiative properties in various conical cavities110. The approach used
by Polgar and Howell closely matches the core concept applied today in ray-trace
algorithms. Namely, the model depends upon far-field material properties such as
reflectance, absorptance, and transmittance in order to predict the paths of injected
photons.

2.2.1 The Monte Carlo Ray Trace Method

To evaluate the optical and power conversion efficiencies of an LSC module com-
prised of varying system configurations and parameters (as discussed in Figure 2.1),
we employ a custom Monte Carlo ray-trace model. In it, we stochastically trace indi-
vidual photons throughout each layer of the LSC architecture (e.g., the luminophore-
doped waveguide, top/bottom selective reflector layers, edges or perimeter interac-
tions, solar photovoltaic cells), where we initialize a two dimensional grid mesh
across the waveguide top surface area that serves as the injection matrix for inci-
dent photons. The size of each mesh pixel, as shown in Figure 2.2 as mx and my,
sets this photon areal density. We simulate photons within the wavelength range of
particular relevance—however, for most solar applications, 300 to 1500 nm accounts
for the first order device effects given the Blackbody spectrum of our sun. In or-
der to achieve accurate LSC modeling results111,112, we initialize O

(
107
)

individual
photons for every simulation.

Upon initialization, we record the previous and current photon positions within
the device (rx, ry, rz), original and current photon wavelengths (λ0, λ), and velocity
(vx, vy, vz). Photons travel through the model in discrete step vectors (`) where we
set ` = 5µm—where for most applications such a large step is sufficient to approx-
imating the dynamics of the photoluminesced photon given layer thicknesses. The
normalized velocity vector determines the photon trajectory throughout the device.
To approximate the probability of luminophore absorption within the waveguide
layer, we apply the Beer-Lambert law given a particular optical density of absorbers.
For the remainder of this thesis, we will therefore denote luminophore concentration
within a waveguide through the use of this optical density measurement, defined as
the total absorption of incident light at a particular wavelength through a single pass
of the waveguide structure. We note that by applying the optical density as the met-
ric for luminophore concentration, we can easily apply our model to experimental
setups through direct measurement. Equation 2.1 details the Beer-Lambert law in
the context of this ray-trace model, giving the waveguide luminophore absorptance
probability (PA) with respect to the step size, optical density (OD) at a reference
wavelength (λ0), waveguide thickness (T ), and wavelength-dependent luminophore
absorption profile (α(λ)) normalized at the reference wavelength, λ0:

PA = 1− 10−ODλ0 ·α(λ)·(`/T ). (2.1)

To determine the probabilities of reflectance and transmittance at a given material
interface (e.g., waveguide top surface to surrounding air), we apply the Fresnel and
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Snell laws of reflectance and refraction, respectively. As described in Equation 2.2,
we supply the model with specific refractive indices of the interface (n1, n2) given
the LSC materials (e.g., glass substrate/superstrate, polymer waveguide, surround-
ing medium), photon polarization (s, p), and incident polar angle (θ) as calculated
from the velocity vector to determine the reflectance/transmittance probabilities
(PR, PT ). While the Fresnel reflectance law assumes azimuthal (ϕ) independence,
we can modify the code to specify wavelength-selective reflectors that intentionally
break this symmetry—as is the case with high contrast grating metasurfaces96:

P
s
p

R =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
±n1 cos θ ∓ n2

√
1−

(
n1
n2

sin θ
)

n1 cos θ + n2

√
1−

(
n1
n2

sin θ
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (2.2)

Upon absorption by the luminescent species within the waveguide, we calculate the
probability of re-emission as downshifted photoluminescence via the luminophore ra-
diative efficiency (i.e., PLQY). If radiated, we determine the new wavelength given
the emission profile of that luminophore and assign its new unit velocity vector
direction according to its far-field radiation profile (e.g., isotropic or anisotropic).
Upon interaction with the solar cell, we first apply the known cell reflectance and
transmittance with respect to angle of incidence (θ, ϕ) and photon wavelength (λ)
to determine absorption and exciton photogeneration. If absorbed, we apply the
known cell internal quantum efficiency at that particular wavelength to estimate
carrier collection. For most system configurations, we assume a finite area (e.g.,
2.5%) of the solar cell to be specularly reflective given metal contacts for carrier
extraction. Similarly, we simulate the use of external photoluminescence trapping
structures—like that of Figure 1.11(a,b)—through the simulated or measured re-
flectance, R(λ, θ, ϕ), and transmittance, T (λ, θ, ϕ), characteristics.

For each photon striking the LSC top surface area, we mark the photon as
collected via the coupled photovoltaic cell(s) or lost due to a particular mechanism.
If collected, we weigh the photon’s original incident wavelength by the irradiance
spectrum for that setting (e.g., AM0 for space applications, AM1.5g for terrestrial)
and multiply by the mesh unit area to approximate the resulting cell photocurrent.
For strings of cells, we typically assume parallel interconnects, where photocurrents
are summed over each cell. If photons are lost either as heat or escape the device
structure into free space, we tag that particular mechanism for later analysis (as
shown in Figure 1.12).

Once all photon wavelengths and grid meshes terminate, we apply open-circuit
voltage and fill factor functions (modeled or measured) for a particular cell to calcu-
late the resulting power conversion efficiency of the LSC module. Alternatively, we
can apply a detailed balance model for open-circuit voltage and fill factor approxi-
mations via the cell radiative efficiency as defined by Equation 1.1598,113. Chapters
3 and 5 describe the detailed balance of an LSC device. In certain situations, we also
calculate optical efficiency by comparing the collected cell photocurrent to a refer-
ence value according to the specific irradiance conditions. Figure 2.2 conceptualizes
the ray-trace algorithm features in the context of LSCs. Appendix A overviews
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Figure 2.2: A conceptualization of the Monte Carlo ray-trace algorithm as applied to an
LSC device architecture. Here we show the grid of injected photons, each mesh of area mx

by my, photons tracked throughout the architecture, photon unit step size (`), and processes
of photon-luminophore and photon-cell interactions. While in reality the photons consist
of spatially localized electromagnetic waves, the ray-trace approximates their behavior as
straight lines given the scale of the system.

the pseudo-code and provides a version of the implemented Monte Carlo ray-trace
Matlab/C code for reference.

As introduced by Table 2.1, a critical advantage of the Monte Carlo over other
computational choices lies in the model versatility and accuracy. Moreover with
LSCs, there exists a wide range of form factors—e.g., shapes, sizes, and materials
of the waveguide; luminophores and photovoltaic cell types; applications and inci-
dent photon spectra; single- vs. multijunction modules. Given this range, Monte
Carlo simulations predict device performance to a fine degree of accuracy, as we will
quantify in the following section.

2.2.2 Monte Carlo Ray Trace Validation

In order to apply this Monte Carlo model to a variety of LSC parameter sweeps,
we must first identify the accuracy of this model against measured base cases, for
both single junction photovoltaic cells and known LSC variations. To do this, Table
2.2 compares the measured performance of a given device (single junction cell or
LSC module) against the Monte Carlo ray-trace output. In each case, the optically
coupled photovoltaic external quantum efficiency and diode behavior are taken into
account in order to accurately apply this model to estimate the short-circuit current
density, open-circuit voltage, and fill factor. For each case shown, we find matching
within experimental error between the measured and simulated performances.

While we find excellent agreement between the ray-trace algorithm and a variety
of base cases, as shown in Table 2.1, there exist numerous disadvantages for such
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Device Measured Performance Modeled Performance

Record GaAs Single junction25 η = 29.1 ± 0.6% η = 28.8%

PERC Si Single junction114 η = 19.2 ± 0.5% η = 19.4%

Pass. Contact Si114 η = 20.4 ± 0.5% η = 20.3%

Double-dye, LSC65,115 η = 7.1 ± 0.4% η = 7.1%

High Concentration LSC116 CLSC = 30.3 ± 1 CLSC = 31.0

Record LSC Device† η = 9.86 ± 0.8% η = 10%

Table 2.2: Evaluation of the Monte Carlo implemented model against various literature and
experimental benchmarks. The first three rows compare the simulation to single junction
solar cells under AM1.5g 1-sun illumination. The double-dye, LSC includes a four GaAs,
edge-lined waveguide employing two types of organic dye luminophores (LumogenRed, Flu-
orescence Yellow), where we model exact specifications from Sloof et al.65,115. The high
concentration LSC derives from a study performed by Bronstein et al.116 measuring LSC
concentration factors consisting of a micro-silicon photovoltaic cell within a thin waveguide
(30µm) of CdSe/CdS quantum dots. Finally, the last comparison (denoted by †) consists of
a single-junction, GaAs solar cell (1.4mm square) coupled to a CuInS2/ZnS quantum dot
waveguide with no external trapping structures, measured and discussed in chapter 3.

stochastic modeling tools. Notably, the model run-time and physical scale can often
limit these simulations both in their ability to perform rapid optimization routines
and restrict the applicability to a specific class of LSC devices. As such, we now
turn our attention to the pursuit of analytical, closed form solutions—the primary
goal being to identify a simulation tool that operates in constant time and can be
applied to a variety of LSC parameters within a high degree of accuracy. In the
following section, we explore two formulations for a deterministic LSC model, and
discuss how it can inform our design and fabrication of high efficiency LSCs.

2.3 Deterministic Modeling Tools

As discussed, while stochastic Monte Carlo methods enable highly accurate and
versatile modeling capabilities, they can not only limit the ability to perform rapid
optimization but also our understanding of photon dynamics within the lumines-
cent medium and fundamental performance limits. For example, one aspect of LSC
photon collection not readily understood by most ray-tracing techniques lies in the
appearance of non-uniform waveguide collection with respect to translational, op-
tical excitation117. Given the statistical nature of ray-trace models, often a deeper
understanding of how photoluminesced photons concentrate onto the solar cells can
elude analyses.

In this section, we overview a particular LSC analytical tool, commonly cited
in the community, for example, and clarify the limits to which this method can
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be applied. Next we introduce a novel tool based upon the photoluminescence
solid angle between the emitting luminophore and collecting cell, link how this new
expression can fold into the existing method, and overview the results of this model
with respect to optical collection efficiency.

2.3.1 Deterministic Methods and Techniques

Evidenced by Table 2.1, the search for accurate, versatile, and constant run-time
LSC models—as well as for other photonic applications—remains an active area of
research. Within this field, the “quality factor” model developed in 2016 by Klimov
et al.39 provides a unique perspective into the performance of active concentra-
tors. In it, the model suggests that the concentration factor limit for such devices
is crucially linked with what the authors term luminophore quality factor—what
we refer to in this thesis as the extinction coefficient, εlum, or the probability of
photoluminescence reabsorption. The strength of this model lies in both its con-
stant run-time, length scale applicability, and high accuracy against Monte Carlo
validation for specific instances of LSC geometries.

To begin, the quality factor model issues a core assumption in order to uncover
concentration factor limits of LSCs. Namely, we begin by assuming that waveguide
losses stem solely from luminophore reabsorption events. As shown in Figure 1.12,
we can broadly categorize photoluminescence loss into: (1) photons re-emitted back
into free space and (2) photons that lead to nonradiative recombination (heat) by
a particular system constituent. In the former, apart from initial surface reflection
or incomplete absorption by the luminophores, emission back into free space occurs
whenever photons exit the waveguide through TIR escape cone angles (ray-optical)
or modes (wave-optical). In this case, radiation can either be scattered by the
waveguide host material or become re-absorbed by luminophores and, subsequently,
re-emitted into angles/modes falling within this cone. Therefore, as we will observe,
this model does not take into account scattering within the waveguide structure—
which, for most practical cases, is a second order effect compared to luminophore
reabsorption.

In the latter loss mechanism (non-radiative absorption of a photon), heat can
be generated by the LSC system in three, distinct processes. Namely: (i) non-
radiative attenuation by the waveguide bulk or top/bottom surfaces, (ii) parasitic
reabsorption of trapped photons by the luminophore species, owing to finite extinc-
tion factors (εlum) or insufficiently large Stokes shifts (σ), and (iii) absorption by
the optically coupled solar cell(s) and exciton nonradiative recombination for below
unity quantum and collection efficiencies. For this model by Klimov et al., we as-
sert that waveguide attenuation is a second order effect compared to reabsorption
by the luminophore—which can be true provided high quality host materials. We
also ignore the effects of non-ideal cell quantum efficiencies, given that our primary
concern lies with the optical efficiency by which the waveguide can deliver radiance
to its output aperture area, Aout.

We can write the total count of photoluminesced photons after a certain number
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of n reabsorption events within the waveguide via a geometric series. Specifically,
given our assumptions above, we can express the LSC optical efficiency (ηopt) as
a factor of the absorption (ηabs) and collection (ηcol) efficiencies, where we define
the collection efficiency as a convolution of the PLQY (ηplqy), trapping (ηtrap), and
waveguiding (ηwg) efficiencies. In this last term, ηwg represents the fraction of ini-
tial absorption/emission photons that reach the solar cells. The inductive step of
this model asserts that, for a given nth reabsorption event by a luminophore, the
collection efficiency becomes:

ηncol =

(
ηplqy · ηtrap

[
1− η(1)

wg

]n−1
)
· η(1)

col , (2.3)

where η
(1)
wg is first-generation (initial absorption) fraction of incident light to be

collected by cells in the absence of luminophore re-emission—that is, the upper

limit of waveguiding efficiency for a particular geometry. Therefore, the factor η
(1)
wg

also takes into account the amount of incident absorption by the LSC waveguide
given the optical density of luminophores. Finally, we can sum all contributions to
absorption/emission events to yield:

ηcol =
∞∑
n=1

ηncol =
η

(1)
col

1− ηplqy · ηtrap

(
1− η(1)

wg

) . (2.4)

In this form, we know that the collection efficiency of the very first absorption event,

η
(1)
col , simplifies to the PLQY and trapping efficiencies. Thus, the final unknown term

in Equation 2.4 is given by the factor η
(1)
wg . We can observe its importance in this

analytical model by re-writing as the overall LSC optical efficiency:

ηopt =
ηabs · ηplqy · ηtrap · η(1)

wg

1− ηplqy · ηtrap

(
1− ηplqy · ηtrap · η(1)

wg

) . (2.5)

Besides the unknown factor, η
(1)
wg , we can directly measure each term of the op-

tical efficiency shown in Equation 2.5—absorption, PLQY, and average trapping

efficiencies. However, this final term, η
(1)
wg , cannot be directly measured as it ac-

counts for the dynamics of photons within the waveguide system with respect to
the collecting cell areas. In the original model, Klimov et al. estimate this term on
a previous calculation of waveguiding efficiency based upon the work of Weber and
Lambe42, citing the perimeter edge length, L, and luminophore reabsorption edge,
α2, as the sole variables.

The accuracy of this example quality factor model therefore depends entirely
on the expression for waveguiding efficiency of an initial absorption event. With
appropriate choices for this term with respect to the LSC form factor, one can obtain
reasonably accurate optical efficiencies39. However, while useful in certain situations,
this model cannot operate without this initial explicit input. It is therefore of
significant interest to describe the photoluminescence dynamics within a waveguide
from first principles in a closed form setting.
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2.3.2 The Solid Angle Model of Luminescence

Let us consider a single luminophore absorption event of an incoming photon within
an optical waveguide of thickness, T , of a certain dielectric material of refractive
index, n, located at some point, ~r. For LSC applications, we aim to determine the
likelihood that, upon radiative emission, the photon is collected by some intended
absorber (e.g., a solar cell). Therefore, let us assume an arbitrary absorbing material
located at one of the four waveguide edges of length, l, where we place our origin,
O, in the center of this edge. For simplicity, we will assume that all other edges are
completely absorptive. Finally, let us define the probability of photoluminescence
collection by this absorber as I (~r), where we assume some dependence of this col-
lection according to the distance, ~r, between the cell and emitter center positions.
Figure 2.3(a) depicts the general setup of the luminophore/waveguide/absorber sys-
tem.

Figure 2.3: A general absorber/emitter setup for an LSC system, where we restrict our
scope to a single luminescence event. (a) A 3D conceptualization of the problem, identifying
the origin, O, for the given solid angle calculation, and emitter position, ~r (r, φ, z), in cylin-
drical coordinates for mathematical ease. (b) and (c) illustrate a simplified 2D setup for the
direct and indirect (guided) photon collection solid angle cases Ω0 and Ω, respectively.

To quantify this probability, we must first identify the pathways by which pho-
tons can reach this cell. Within a waveguide of thickness T � λpl, where λpl is
the emitted photon wavelength, we can distinguish two pathways for collection.
First, emitted photons within a solid angle can impinge upon the absorber with no
waveguide edge interactions (i.e., can strike the absorber directly). Second, emitted
photons can radiate at waveguide TIR angles and reach the absorber after a cer-
tain number of top/bottom edge boundary reflections. For the case of waveguide
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thicknesses T ≈ λpl, we must consider discrete TIR modes rather than the nearly
continuous set of angles.

As described, emitted photons can reach the absorbing cell via two pathways
(direct and guided). In the general case where we place a rectangular cell absorber
in the waveguide center, photoluminescence can impinge upon either the absorber
top/bottom or side surfaces. However, in this edge-lined case, we need only consider
interaction with the cell edge surface that directly faces the waveguide. Thus, we
can re-write our photon collection probability as:

Iedge-lined (~r) = Itop (~r) + Iside (~r) =��
�*0

Itop (~r) + Iside (~r)

= Iside
0 (~r) +

∑
θ∈ςtir

Iside (~r, θ) ,
(2.6)

where we have that I0 describes the probability of direct photon collection for either
the top or side surface and θ is a TIR angle in the set of angles, ςtir, that impinge
upon the absorber surface. For the edge-lined cell case, all TIR angles will impinge
upon the cell after a certain number of top/bottom reflection events, provided the
emission direction is toward that edge. As such, the discrete sum of angles becomes
an integral for TIR emitted, edge-facing photons—i.e., with θ ∈ (θc, π − θc), where
θc is the critical angle given by Equation 1.11. We now can define each probability
term as the solid angle of that collection method (direct or guided) given the total
sum of available 4π steradians solid angles per collection mode. Re-writing I(~r)
with respect to this integral of solid angles, we have:

Iedge-lined (~r) =
Ωside

0 (~r)

4π
+

∫ π−θc

θc

Ωside (~r, θ) dθ∫ π−θc

θc

4πdθ

, (2.7)

where Ωside
0 and Ωside give the solid angle for photons at a location, ~r, to the area of an

edge-lined absorbing cell for the direct and indirect (i.e., guided) cases, respectively.
As shown in Figure 2.3(b),(c), we can identify this solid angle given the collection
surface dimensions, luminophore position, and the photon path-lengths. For directly
incident pathways, this solid angle can be calculated, in cylindrical coordinates for
convenience, as118:

Ωside
0 (r, φ, z) = 4 sin−1

(
sin
(
αside

0 (r, φ, z)
)
· sin

(
βside

0 (r, φ, z)
))

= 4 sin−1

(
sin

(
tan−1

(
l |cosφ|

2
√
r2 + z2

))
·

sin

(
tan−1

(
T
∣∣cos

(
tan−1 (z/r)

)∣∣
2
√
r2 + z2

)))
.

(2.8)

We can derive a similar expression for the Ωside solid angle function as well.
Accounting for how the emitted angle affects the overall radial distance, r, we can
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write the solid angle for indirect, guided pathways as:

Ωside (r, φ, z, θ) = 4 sin−1
(

sin
(
αside (r, φ, z, θ)

)
· sin

(
βside (r, φ, z, θ)

))
= 4 sin−1

(
sin

tan−1

 l |cosφ|

2
√

r2

sin2 θ
+ z2

 ·
sin

tan−1

T ∣∣cos
(
tan−1 (z/r)

)∣∣
2
√

r2

sin2 θ
+ z2

).
(2.9)

With the analytical expressions for each term of Equation 2.6, we can now de-
velop some intuitive understanding of the photoluminesced photon collection prob-
ability for a luminophore at position vector, ~r, relative to the edge-lined cell center.
Figure 2.4 examines the interplay between some of the system geometrical parame-
ters and this collection probability in the absence of luminophore reabsorption. We
assume a 500µm thick waveguide of refractive index n = 1.50 and cell edge length
1cm. Seen in Figure 2.4(a), we can probe the vector space by simultaneously varying
each position component.

Figure 2.4: Results of the solid-angle model in the ideal case of zero luminophore re-
absorption (i.e., α2 = 0). (a) Full, 3D parameter space results of the photon collection
probability with respect to the radial distance, r, in micrometers (µm); polar angle, φ, in
degrees (◦); and vertical distance, z, with respect to the cell edge center. (b),(c) show how
radial distance and vertical or polar coordinates, respectively, affect the photon collection
probability for the case where φ = 15◦ or z = +50µm, respectively.

While Figure 2.4 quantifies the likelihood of photon collection from a fractional
solid angle standpoint within a perfect waveguide material, we know from previ-
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ous work the detriment photoluminescence reabsorption can have on LSC perfor-
mance39,42. As such, we can modify Equations 2.8 and 2.9 by including a reab-
sorption term. Specifically, we apply the Beer-Lambert absorption law for a given
luminophore extinction coefficient, α2, to scale the total photoluminescence travel
length, d, giving us a multiplicative absorption factor (A) to Ωside

0 and Ωside as:

A = exp

{
− α2 · (d/T )

}

=


exp

{
− α2·

√
r2+z2

T

}
for: Ωside

0

exp

{
−

α2·
√

r2

sin2 θ
+z2

T

}
for: Ωside.

(2.10)

By combining the reabsorption factor, A, with the full expression for photon

collection probability in 2.7, we can calculate the total waveguiding efficiency, η
(1)
wg , of

a given LSC device by integrating the collection probability for a given luminescence
event location, Iedge-lined (~r), across all points in a particular waveguide geometry.
For discussion, let us assume a square form factor with side length, `, and thickness,
T , as shown in Figure 2.3(a). Thus, our final expression for total waveguiding
efficiency can be written as:

η(1)
wg =

1

4π

∫ √
5/2`2

0

∫ π/2

0

∫ T

0

{
A (r, z) Ωside

0 (r, φ, z) +∫ π−θc

θc

A (r, z, θ) Ωside (~r, θ) dθ∫ π−θc

θc

dθ

}
rdzdφdr,

(2.11)

where the integral bounds are determined by transforming from Cartesian to cylin-
drical coordinates for the square waveguide. For brevity, Equation 2.11 does not
include the normalization factor, where we must divide by unity probability at all
points within the device volume. We can now see how to write the LSC waveg-
uiding efficiency term—discussed by Klimov et al.39—based solely off the device
geometry and luminophore reabsorption coefficient, α2. Given this expression, we
can vary the luminophore characteristics to unveil both the limits of waveguiding
(and overall optical) efficiency and the effect of luminophore reabsorption. Figure
2.5 shows these results and the impact of α2 on both the collection probability (a)
and overall waveguiding efficiency (b). From previous work42, we can observe the
close matching of this solid-angle luminescence collection model to measurement.

With a closed form model at hand to quantify the overall LSC optical efficiency,
we can apply rapid optimization analyses to probe the parameter space for a variety
of form factors. Appendix B describes the analytical model implementation in a
Matlab/C environment.
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Figure 2.5: The results of a first principles calculation of collection efficiency of a square
LSC of side length `. (a) The impact of luminophore re-absorption (α2 from Equation 2.10)
and radial component, r, on the luminophore collection probability, Iedge-lined, at a given

location ~r = (r, 0, 0). (b) The full waveguiding efficiency, η
(1)
wg , for an LSC of edge length `

given by equation 2.11.

2.4 LSC Modeling Techniques Outlook

In this chapter, we have discussed various methods to quantify LSC device perfor-
mance (in the context of optical and power conversion efficiency). While there exists
a variety of closed form models, the accuracy of Monte Carlo ray-tracing routines
and their versatility to a wide-range of ray-optical form factors enable such tools to
be the most common and widely accepted modeling approach. However, both for
rapid optimization and wave-optical regimes, ray-trace methods cannot sufficiently
describe all scenarios. Given these limitations, we have introduced here a closed
form calculation of photoluminescence waveguide collection probability and, sub-
sequently, overall LSC optical efficiency based in part on the quality factor model
by Klimov et al.39. The approach of this model in developing an analytical ex-
pression for fractional solid angles with respect to emission location applies itself
to non-traditional waveguide geometries, wave-optical LSCs, and constant run-time
analyses for large parameter sweeps. Future work in this area must compare exper-
imentally the predicated performance by the model for both ray- and wave-optical
scales in order to verify its versatility and accuracy.

With the tools discussed in this chapter, we can now turn our attention to
quantifying the performance and technoeconomic limits of LSCs. Throughout the
remainder of this thesis, we will rely primarily upon the Monte Carlo ray-trace
tool to examine device limits and the effects of system constituent non-idealities—
enabling us to understand the pathways forward toward higher power conversion
efficiencies. As such, we organize each chapter in this thesis by application and
intended LSC use that sets the form factor and system input parameters.
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CHAPTER 3

Single Junction LSC Devices for Terrestrial Applications

In the spring of 1953, Gerald Pearson, Daryl Chapin, and Calvin Fuller of Bell Lab-
oratories inadvertently fabricated the first ever single junction silicon photovoltaic
cell—a cell which, at the time, reached a record 4% power conversion efficiency un-
der typical terrestrial (i.e., 1-sun AM1.5g) conditions11. Within two years, William
Cherry proposed the first ever large-scale application of photovoltaic cells through
integration with orbiting Earth satellites. And in 1958, the Vanguard I space satel-
lite flew into orbit with on-board silicon photovoltaic modules, delivering less than
one watt of electrical power. It was not until the early 1970’s that photovoltaic cell
manufacturing reached low enough costs to enable terrestrial applications. And, as
described in chapter 1, the tremendous decrease in cell cost combined with scientific
breakthroughs in performance led to single-junction terrestrial photovoltaic systems
today totaling more than 500 GW of power—that is, 500 billion times the amount
of total power production in about 60 years.

Of particular importance to both the general solar photovoltaic and more niche
LSC communities, quantifying the thermodynamic limits of a terrestrial, single junc-
tion solar converter enables finer understanding in the potential impact a specific
device holds, in addition to the methodology for how to reach these upper-bounds.
Having shown the well-known detailed balance limit in Figure 1.6 and Equation
1.8, we can apply a similar analogue to the LSC. Previous studies exist illustrat-
ing how such a detailed balance approach could apply to certain geometries of an
LSC119–121—a device that consists of not one but two distinct electronic bandgap en-
ergies (i.e., the luminophore absorber/emitter and photovoltaic cell collector). Here
we detail a general approach to quantifying the power conversion efficiency limit
of LSCs, taking into account the double bandgap of LSCs as well as the system
parameters. Such an analysis identifies both the upper performance limits and the
pathways to achieving increased efficiencies.
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3.1 Efficiency Limits for Single Junction LSCs Under
1-Sun

To begin, let us assume an arbitrary LSC device that consists of an optical waveguide
with refractive index, n, embedded luminophores of absorption and photolumines-
cence bandgap energies, Eabs

lum and Epl
lum respectively, and an optically coupled solar

cell of bandgap energy, Epv. We can further define the Stokes shift separation, σ,

between absorbed and emitted photons of the luminophore as σ = Eabs
lum − Epl

lum.
As given in Chapter 1 via Equations 1.3,1.4, and 1.6, to clarify the upper perfor-
mance limits we must characterize the short-circuit current and open-circuit volt-
age. To quantify the former, we can apply either our deterministic or stochastic
modeling techniques given the luminophore and cell bandgap energies—whereby we
can also include device-specific parameters (e.g., luminophore PLQY, photolumines-
cence trapping, waveguide attenuation or scattering, etc.). However, to understand
the open-circuit voltage maximum, we must also develop a model for calculating
the dark saturation current of the photovoltaic cell when optically coupled to a
luminescent waveguide.

Therefore, before we can quantify the AM1.5g 1-sun performance limits for a
general single junction LSC device, we must first construct an understanding of the
dark current term and, specifically, how inelastic, incoherent concentration of light
affects the ratio between dark and light currents.

3.1.1 The LSC Limit in the Context of a Maxwell Demon

Let us, for the moment, consider by way of analogy a famous gedanken experiment
originally brought forward by James Clerk Maxwell. Described in a letter around
the mid 19th century to Peter Guthrie Tait122, Maxwell introduced the concept of
a system that could, at first glance, break the second law of thermodynamics via
some sort of “demon”—some outside entity that would decrease entropy. In its first
form, Maxwell envisioned this foreign entity (the “demon”) to distinguish between
low and high velocity gas molecules in a box. At time t = 0, all particles would
exist within a single partition. As time runs forward and the atoms collide with the
barrier, Maxwell imagined a “trap door” that the demon could open and close at
will. The demon would then quickly open and shut the valve in order to separate
low and high velocity gasses. Thus, it would appear that a temperature gradient
would spontaneously form—the high and low velocity gas sides becoming hotter and
cooler, respectively.

We resolve this apparent contradiction by considering the amount of entropy
that the demon must add to the system through the act of opening and shutting
the trap door and measuring the gas velocities. Turning our attention back to
LSCs, we can similarly frame the upper performance regime for such a device in the
context of a Maxwell demon. If we imagine a waveguide that could trap high energy
photons but reflect low energy photons, where the trapped particles would forever
occupy waveguide modes, then we would effectively recover the photonic analogy
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to the Maxwell demon123. However, as given by Liouville’s theorem—with specific
application to the brightness theorem in geometric optics—the intensity (that is,
the number of particles passing through a given point per unit momentum, per unit
area, per unit solid angle) of a photon beam cannot change124.

Given that trapping high energy incident light remains the general goal of LSCs,
we must carefully understand how it is that we do not violate Liouville’s theorem
and, in turn, the second law of thermodynamics. Akin to the demon, we must
include in our system that the only means by which we can trap high energy light is
through the use of waveguide-embedded luminophores. Such particles absorb high
energy light and re-radiate lower energy light along with heat. Thus, we resolve our
apparent paradox by noting that the downshifting luminophores must play the role of
our demon, generating additional entropy within the system. At the uppermost limit
of photon concentration, the system equilibrates: where the luminescent waveguide
emits high energy photons at the same rate as they are absorbed and downshifted
(as shown in Equation 1.17 via µin = µout).

To determine the impact that this photon concentration holds over the LSC pho-
tovoltaic performance, we begin by quantifying this effect with respect to the dark
radiative current term, J r

0, and its relationship with open-circuit voltage. While the
concentration of the incident photon beam affects both the light induced photocur-
rent (Jsc) and dark radiative current, the latter results from ambient, background
radiation when the LSC system is in thermal equilibrium (and thus we can readily
apply the Kirchoff law of radiation). To calculate the photoinduced current at high
irradiance levels, to first order, we can ignore the effects of the surrounding ambient
blackbody radiation.

In the LSC radiative limit, where we consider the photovoltaic cell dark current
to result solely from radiative recombination/generation of excitons (i.e., QERE = 1),
we can rewrite our open-circuit voltage, given by Equation 1.5, as:

V rad
oc =

kT

q
ln

(
Jsc

J r
0

)
, (3.1)

where, as before, k, q, and T are the Boltzmann constant, electronic charge, and
temperature of the LSC (which we assume to be at 300K for typical terrestrial-based
applications).

In thermodynamic equilibrium, the total absorption by the LSC system from the
blackbody background (J r

0,abs) must equal the total emission by the LSC into free
space (J r

0,emit), as illustrated in Figure 3.1(a). Therefore, when solving for J r
0, we can

choose either the absorption or emission picture125. Let us therefore assume thatX%
of luminophore photoluminescence and Y% of photovoltaic cell photoluminescence
enter the waveguide escape cone and radiate back into free space. Here, X% can be
calculated via the specific luminophore radiance profile and knowledge of the escape
cone and Y% by the waveguide index of refraction and specific cell orientation82.
Starting with the emission picture, we can distinguish the resulting LSC dark current
as the luminophore contribution (J r,lum

0,emit) and photovoltaic cell (J r,pv
0,emit) into free
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space:
J r

0 = J r
0,emit = J r,lum

0,emit + J r,pv
0,emit. (3.2)

Figures 3.1(a),(b),(c) conceptually illustrate this dark current term in both the
emission and absorption settings. Given the X% and Y% fractions, we can rewrite
Equation 3.2 to include the total amount of luminophore and cell emission rather
than solely into the escape cone—and thereby back into free space. Doing so, we
have:

J r
0 = X% · J r,lum

net, emit + Y% · J r,pv
net, emit, (3.3)

where J r,lum
net, emit and J r,pv

net, emit give the total amount of radiative recombination by
the luminophore and solar cell, respectively, and not just the portion that emits
back into free space. By Kirchhoff, the total absorption into the luminophores/cell
must equal total emission out of the luminophores/cell, respectively. And so we
can rewrite Equation 3.3 in the context of absorption—which we more readily can
measure:

J r
0 = X% · J r,lum

net, abs + Y% · J r,pv
net, abs. (3.4)

As shown in Figure 3.1(b), we know that the total cell absorption (J r,pv
net, abs) must

be a sum of both the trapped luminophore photoluminescence (i.e., 1 − X%) and
photons entering the waveguide and striking the cell directly from the blackbody
spectrum at ambient temperature, T—where the geometric gain (GG) gives this
amount of ambient background radiation directly striking the cell. For simplicity
we assume (given the electronic bandgap of the luminophores and that cell PLQYs
are orders of magnitude lower than that of luminophores) that the trapped cell
photoluminescence contributes a negligible amount to the total absorption of the
luminophores. Therefore, we can write:

J r
0 = X% · J r,lum

net, abs + Y%

(
(1−X%) · J r,lum

net, abs +
1

GG
J r,pv

0, abs

)
, (3.5)

where, as shown in Equation 3.5, we distinguish between J r,lum
net, abs and J r,pv

0, abs, where
the former gives total absorption by the luminophore species, which must equal the
total amount of photoluminescence, while the latter indicates irradiance absorbed
by the photovoltaic cells exclusively by free space blackbody radiation. We can
now define each of these terms given our known absorption profiles and the Planck
spectrum:

J r
0 =

[
X%+Y% (1−X%)

]
·

∫
ω

∫
Ω

Alum (ω,Ω) · Φbb (ω) dΩdω +

Y% · 1

GG
·

∫
ω

∫
Ω

Apv (ω,Ω) · Φbb (ω) dΩdω,

(3.6)

whereAlum andApv give the absorption profiles of the luminophore and photovoltaic
cells, respectively, as a function of photon frequency, ω, and incident solid angle,
Ω. Φbb is the Planck spectra at 300K. With this expression, we can calculate the
dark current of our LSC in closed form and, thereby, the radiative-limit open-circuit
voltage. Given Equation 3.6, we can conceptually unveil the effects of luminescence
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trapping with such an optical waveguide in terms of the spectral shifting of the solar
cell radiative recombination of excitons, highlighted by Figures 3.1(d),(e),(f).

As shown in Figure 3.1(d), if we assume general luminophore and cell absorp-
tion and emission profiles, we can qualitatively observe the impact of luminophore
light trapping on exciton recombination energies. As seen in 3.1(e), partial trapping
yields blue-shifted cell emission (higher photogenerated exciton energies), while full
trapping (3.1(f)) demonstrates how the effective system open-circuit voltage satu-
rates to the luminophore bandgap for the limit of high geometric gain. In order
to include non-radiative effects of the cell (i.e., excitons that do not contribute to
meaningful work and are not radiated at bandgap energies), we can apply explicit
forms of the external radiative efficiency (QERE), as well as approximate fill factor
calculations (i.e., series/shunt resistances) to account for non-idealities in carrier
transport.

Figure 3.1: A conceptualization of the LSC system when in thermal equilibrium with the
ambient Blackbody background at 300K. In this case, we know that absorption into and
emission out of the LSC system must be equal as shown in (a). Therefore, we can choose
to analyze the system in either the absorption (b) or emission (c) pictures. (d),(e), and
(f) conceptually illustrate the spectral consequence to outgoing, free space photolumines-
cence via the coupled photovoltaic cell—shown here to be oriented as an edge-lining cell for
example—as the luminophore photoluminescence trapping increases. (d) depicts the case of
no photoluminescence trapping, where the luminophore absorption (blue) and luminescence
(red) are shown to be separated by the Stokes shift energy (σ), and there is some spec-
tral width to the cell radiative emission (green) for an arbitrary cell absorption (gray). (e)
and (f) show how varying the amount of luminophore photoluminescence trapping affects
the spectral location of the cell emission—where, as shown in (f), complete trapping yields
the highest open-circuit voltage condition which is given by the luminophore absorption
bandgap.
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3.1.2 Detailed Balance Limits for Single Junction LSCs

With an explicit form of LSC dark radiative current given by Equation 3.6, we can
now predict the detailed balance performance limits. Unlike conventional single
junction photovoltaic cells, an LSC consists of two energy bandgaps (luminophore,
cell) and a Stokes shift energy that traps luminophore emission to impinge upon
the cell. Therefore, we begin our analysis of the detailed balance limit of an LSC
by co-varying the luminophore and cell bandgaps. To elucidate the upper limit,
we assume: (i) a co-planar cell form factor at a geometric gain of 20 for example,
(ii) unity luminophore PLQY, (iii) a constant Stokes shift separation (in wave-
length) of luminophore absorption/emission, (iv) a high optical density of embed-
ded luminophores within the LSC waveguide such that 99% of incident light up
to the absorption bandgap of the luminophores is absorbed, and (v) a Heaviside
step-function as the collecting photovoltaic cell external quantum efficiency. Impor-
tantly, the detailed balance results of this section assume an LSC form factor where
the collecting photovoltaic lies parallel along the bottom waveguide surface (normal
in the +ẑ direction). Section 3.3 discusses the implications for edge-lined versus
co-planar orientations of the cell and consequences on area scalability.

Figure 3.2(a) illustrates the luminophore absorption and photovoltaic cell en-
ergy bandgaps of the LSC with respect to wavelength against the incident AM1.5g
irradiance. As shown, we first vary the luminophore and cell absorption bandgaps
separately in order to clarify the full operating space of an arbitrary LSC system.
Figures 3.2(b),(c) quantify this detailed balance limit for the cases of luminophore
photoluminescence trapping limited by the refractive index contrast between the
optical waveguide (n = 1.50) and surrounding medium (air) and perfect trapping,
respectively. We observe that in either case, there exists an ideal luminophore to
cell bandgap offset. For this analysis, we assume a certain Stokes shift of 200nm
wavelength for every luminophore instance. Given the 20nm emission full-width at
half-maximum, we find ideal cell matching to depend upon both the photolumines-
cence profile width and the Stokes shift—where in this case the ideal separation we
find to be 180nm. Of course, we could have chosen a different emission profile shape
and/or a varied Stokes shift. In any case, the ideal matching between the cell and
luminophore is given by how the luminescence matches near the band edge of the
photovoltaic cell.

For the case of ideal emission trapping in Figure 3.2(c), we find an ultimate
LSC power conversion efficiency upper limit approaching 28% given the system ge-
ometric gain, optical density, and absorption/emission spectra for the case when lu-
minophore/cell bandgaps near 1000/1200nm, respectively. This limit nearly matches
the detailed balance limit for a single junction photovoltaic cell at 1000nm (i.e.,
1.24eV); however, as discussed in section 3.1.1, the dark current limit must also
take into account the photovoltaic cell photoluminescence that escapes back into
free space. Given that we make no assumptions on how the LSC system traps
outgoing cell emission, the open-circuit voltage of the ideal LSC falls short of the
traditional detailed balance 1-sun limit given the finite geometric gain of 20. How-
ever, in the limit where the geometric gain approaches infinity and we retain perfect
waveguide trapping, the power conversion efficiency will saturate to the well-known
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Figure 3.2: A detailed balance analysis for an LSC device, varying simultaneously the
luminophore and photovoltaic cell bandgaps. We assume fixed Stokes shift with respect to
wavelength offset, ideal cell and luminophore absorption edges as shown in (a), and unity
PLQY to probe the upper performance limits for such modules at a system geometric gain of
20 and high luminophore optical density loading to enable complete incident light absorption
by the luminophores. (b) The upper limits for LSCs with no luminophore photoluminescence
trapping methods other than the contrast in index of refraction between the waveguide and
external media (TIR). (c) The upper limits for LSCs in the case for some arbitrary perfect
photoluminescence trapping waveguide mechanism. Here we observe a narrow ridge-line
that forms, given the luminophore emission profile and Stokes shift.

detailed balance limit for traditional photovoltaic cells.

3.1.3 The Single Junction LSC Parameter Space

Beyond the two bandgap system, we can quantify the impact of optical waveg-
uide luminophore emission trapping and PLQY on the system power conversion
efficiency. As discussed in chapter 2 and shown in Figure 2.1, there exists myr-
iad number of device parameters that affect power conversion and optical efficiency
performance. However, the photoluminescence trapping and luminophore PLQY
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are first order factors for attaining high efficiencies, as shown quantitatively in Fig-
ures 3.3(a),(b) respectively. We observe how, in order to achieve high performance
LSCs, we must reach near-unity trapping and PLQY efficiencies at optimized lu-
minophore/cell bandgaps. We also observe how, contrary to previous paradigms in
the LSC community126, the photoluminescence trapping plays a more impactful role
in attaining maximum power conversion efficiency than PLQY.

Figure 3.3: The parameter space of an LSC with respect to the system bandgap. Given
the optimization between photovoltaic cell and luminophore bandgaps shown in Figure
3.2, we assume a fixed wavelength offset in order to quantify the effects of luminophore
photoluminescence waveguide trapping efficiency (a) and PLQY (b). In (a), we assume
unity PLQY; whereas in (b), we fix the trapping efficiency to 100%. As seen, a reduction
in trapping from unity to 90% yields a power efficiency reduction of approximately 17.5%
absolute for the optimal system bandgap case. In contrast, PLQY leads to less than 8.5%
absolute for the same range.

Armed with this knowledge of the LSC parameter space with respect to the
luminophore and cell bandgap energies, we can now begin to unveil how various
system parameters affect performance (e.g., geometric gain and optical density).
Given the availability of high radiative efficiency and ideal band alignment of III-V
GaAs photovoltaic cells, we now analyze power conversion efficiency for such an
LSC. We begin by assuming an ideal, step-like function response of the GaAs cell
external quantum efficiency (electronic bandgap at approximately 900nm). Further,
to probe the limits for such devices, we also assume a reabsorption free luminophore
material127 with ideal bandgap matching as given by Figures 3.2 and 3.3.

As expected for near zero luminophore reabsorption, Figure 3.4(a) shows how
increased optical density (i.e., concentration within the dielectric waveguide) yields
increased power conversion efficiency performance regardless of the photolumines-
cence trapping fraction (ηtrap) and PLQY (ηpl). For all cases, the power conversion
efficiency saturates for optical density values greater than 3—corresponding to an
average visible transparency of 0.1%. We can further understand the effects of vary-
ing the ratio of illuminated waveguide area to total photovoltaic cell area (geometric
gain). As we should expect, increasing gain monotonically decreases power conver-
sion efficiency, illustrated in Figure 3.4, as more photons must travel greater lengths
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within the optical waveguide to be collected by the planar solar cell. Additionally, at
low geometric gains, the photovoltaic cell collects incident irradiance not absorbed
by the luminophore species.

Figure 3.4: The upper performance limits for an ideal (Heaviside) GaAs embedded cell
of area 1.4mm x 1.4mm within an optical waveguide of index, n = 1.5, varying (a) the
luminophore loading (optical density measured at 450nm light) and (b) geometric gain
together with the trapping efficiency (ηtrap) and photoluminescence quantum yield (ηpl).

3.2 The Implications of Anisotropic Luminophore Ra-
diance

As we have seen in Figure 3.3(a), trapping photoluminesced photons into the optical
waveguide modes most influentially determines the resulting power conversion effi-
ciency of an LSC photovoltaic device. Given this result, we can turn our attention to
various methods that serve to increase this trapping fraction. For single junction ap-
plications (i.e., LSCs with only one luminophore species), we can optimize external
photonic crystal structures exhibiting optical bandgaps to enable high transmit-
tance of short-wavelength, high reflectance of long-wavelength light. However, such
structures (e.g., one-dimensional photonic crystals) typically depend on the incident
polar angle of light (with respect to the surface normal). Thus, while suitable for a
narrow range of incident photon angles, LSCs equipped with these trapping layers
suffer from high reflectance for off-angle light—preventing such concentrators from
operating at high efficiencies in diffuse light conditions117.

An alternative approach to inducing high photoluminescence trapping efficien-
cies is to alter the angular distribution of the luminophore emission profile while
maintaining high incident light absorption. Certain luminophores naturally exhibit
anisotropic radiation due to geometrical asymmetry, such as quantum rod struc-
tures91,128, specific dye molecules49, or two-dimensional transition metal dichalco-
genide heterobilayers79. While there exist various known materials that achieve
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anisotropy, relatively fewer studies unveil the effects on power conversion efficiency
for LSC devices129.

3.2.1 1-Sun Limits of Anisotropically Emitting LSCs

Given the LSC power conversion efficiency limits for an ideal GaAs-based device,
we can now model an experimentally realized GaAs cell based on the Alta devices
record25. As shown in Figure 3.5(a), we consider an ideal luminophore absorption
bandgap with a Stokes shift less than 200nm and a finite reabsorption band within
the photoluminescence wavelength regime. Here we aim to quantify effects of lu-
minophore anisotropic emission on power conversion efficiency, assuming isotropic
incident light absorption and a more realistic reabsorption pattern than in Figures
3.2. Figure 3.5(b) shows example luminophore photoluminescence spectra for three
radiation profiles: the isotropic, Heaviside, and dipole-like patterns.

Figure 3.5: (a) The spectral profiles that we assume; whereby we model a luminophore with
an absorption edge up to 700nm (left y-axis), a photoluminescence center of 800nm with a
full-width at half-maximum of 20nm (left y-axis), and a GaAs cell whose measured external
radiative efficiency we show in green (far right y-axis). We plot against the AM1.5g spectrum
(right y-axis) for reference. (b) Three examples of luminophore photoluminescence profiles
(arbitrary wavelength) given the emission angle relative to the top waveguide surface normal.
Here we show the relative emission probability for the case of an isotropic luminophore with
equal likelihood of radiance across all angles; a Heaviside function luminophore with a
probability, Pesc, of emitting into the escape cone and a complementary probability, Ptir, of
emitting into trapped angles; and a dipole emission pattern showing a continuous anisotropic
profile.

Ideal Emitters with Step-like Anisotropy

To begin, we assume a step-like luminescence angular emission distribution, as shown
in Figures 3.6(a),(b). We vary the luminescence intensity fraction, Ptir, emitted at
total internal reflectance angles and assume this angular distribution to be sym-
metric about the z-axis (i.e., normal to the waveguide plane). By representing
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the luminophore anisotropy with a single variable, we uncover the relationship be-
tween anisotropic emission, system geometric gain, optical density of embedded
luminophore absorbers, and luminophore PLQY. First, we vary the luminescence
quantum yield and Ptir of the luminophores, assuming a high optical density of
three, such that 99.9% of the incident light is absorbed in a single pass for a modest
geometric gain of 20. As shown in Figure 3.6(c), the optimal conversion efficiency oc-
curs for unity PLQY and Ptir, where for this luminophore/cell system, we observe a
global maximum of approximately 29% power conversion efficiency under 1-sun illu-
mination––approaching the detailed balance limit with respect to the luminophore
absorption and reabsorption bandgaps, including nonradiative effects within the
GaAs cell. We note that by decreasing the Stokes shift to enable a broader spectral
coverage of incident light, the power conversion efficiency for this system extends
past that shown by Figures 3.2 and 3.4. In contrast to this anisotropic limit, the
isotropic case (Ptir = 75%) falls short of 5% power conversion efficiency.

Within Figure 3.6(c), we plot contours of the product (PLQY, Ptir) for constant
values of 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, and 0.99, finding qualitative alignment between
these contours and the simulation results. This agreement can be understood given
that the product of luminescence quantum yield and Ptir sets the probability that
a trapped photon survives an absorption event by a luminophore and traverses the
waveguide to reach the solar cell collector. Whether the photon is lost through
nonradiative recombination (for low PLQY) or by escaping the waveguide (low Ptir)
is irrelevant for the high-level power conversion efficiency. Significantly, achieving
higher Ptir fractions is more important than increasing the luminescence quantum
yield, as seen by previous results in the detailed balance section.

To examine the relationship between photoluminescence trapping, PLQY, geo-
metric gain, and optical density, Figures 3.6(d),(e) show stacked contour maps for
total internal reflection limited and ideal trapping cases, respectively. As seen in
Figure 3.6(d), there exists a global optimum optical density for all PLQY and ge-
ometric gain values of approximately 0.50 for PLQYs between 75% and 100%. As
the geometric gain increases for PLQYs at or below 99%, we observe a steep and
monotonically decreasing power conversion efficiency at constant optical density.
Importantly, we find that for ideal emitters (near-unity PLQY and unity trapping)
lower geometric gain limits the maximum concentration of the system thereby con-
straining the open-circuit voltage to the GaAs electronic bandgap. As the gain
increases for these high PLQY and trapping cases, the system tends toward the
luminophore absorption bandgap yielding higher overall performance.

We find a similar trend with a global optimum optical density near 1.0 for
cases where the PLQY falls below 95%. For higher PLQYs we observe a shift in
maximum power conversion efficiency with respect to optical density—in the case of
unity PLQY, higher density yields more significant power conversion efficiency. Only
in the case of unity trapping and PLQY do we observe power conversion efficiencies
that remain constant with increasing geometric gain. Figures 3.6(c) and 3.6(e)
demonstrate the importance of achieving both near-unity PLQY and PL trapping.

In order to more closely quantify the role of optical density and geometric gain,
Figures 3.7(a),(b) examine how various (PLQY, Ptir) pairs impact conversion effi-
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Figure 3.6: (a) 2D polar plot of the step-function emitter profile, illustrating how the total
internal reflection (TIR) escape cone (Pesc) and TIR trapping probabilities (Ptir) affect the
overall luminescence angle of emission probability. As shown in (c), we assume symmetry
about the polar angle (i.e., about the z-axis). (b) The effects of luminophore anisotropy
on the power conversion efficiency of an LSC. Here we vary the PLQY and amount of TIR
emitted radiation by the luminophore, assuming a geometric gain (GG) of 20 at a waveguide
optical density of 3. The analytical predictions for the efficiency (green contours) show close
matching with the Monte Carlo results. (d),(e) Monte Carlo ray-trace simulations for the
power conversion efficiency of an LSC with luminophores that emit 75% into TIR angles
(i.e., isotropic) vs. 100% (i.e., anisotropic) as a function of geometric gain, optical density,
and PLQY, respectively.

ciency. As seen in Figure 3.7(a), the optimal optical density depends strongly upon
the waveguide trapping and luminophore radiative efficiency. Since this density de-
termines both the amount of absorbed sunlight and photoluminescence reabsorption
within the waveguide, a poor PLQY and Ptir results in detrimental nonradiative
recombination and high escape cone losses for absorbed incident and re-emitted
photons. As the (PLQY, Ptir) product increases, the drawback of re-absorption
diminishes while the advantage of increased sunlight absorption remains, thereby
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Figure 3.7: (a) LSC power conversion efficiencies as a function of optical densities for
several (PLQY,Ptir) pairs, illustrating how an increase in the (PLQY,Ptir) enables higher
efficiencies and shifts the optimum optical loading to higher values. Here we assume a GG
of 20. (b) LSC power efficiencies as a function of geometric gain for the same (PLQY,Ptir)
pairs as (a), assuming an optical density of three. We observe decreasing efficiencies with
increasing geometric gain for low PLQY and Ptir values due to surface and bulk scattering
waveguide losses. At near-unity PLQYs and Ptir values, however, increased geometric gain
yields open-circuit voltage enhancement due to larger concentration. The dotted lines in
both (a) and (b) correspond to the optical density and geometric gain for the previous record
LSC with conversion efficiency 7.1%, respectively.

increasing the optimal optical density. Figure 3.7(b) illustrates the difficulty in
achieving a high power conversion efficiency for increasingly large waveguide to cell
area ratios for products less than unity. In all but the ideal case, efficiency mono-
tonically decreases with increasing geometric gain. Even in this special case of
unity PLQY and Ptir, increasing the geometric gain beyond a certain value yields
higher likelihood of photoluminescence scattering inside the escape cone, resulting
in lowered power conversion efficiencies. We find that for power conversion efficiency
values above 15% and geometric gains greater than 10, the (PLQY, Ptir) product
must exceed 85%.

Having identified the effects of an ideal anisotropic system on the power con-
version efficiency of an LSC device, one where we can continuously vary the degree
of anisotropy, we can now model more realistic anisotropic systems. We can still
assume certain idealities with respect to the luminophore absorption/emission spec-
tra and second-order effects such as bulk/surface state waveguide scattering. By
modeling certain experimentally-achievable far-field emission profiles, we can better
understand how realistic devices can unlock higher performance.

Emitters with Dipole-like Anisotropy

For a more realistic approximation of an LSC employing anisotropic emission, we
begin by modeling a system comprised of dipole-like emitters. Figures 3.8(a),(b)
illustrate the polar and 3D plots of the far-field dipole emission pattern, where we
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again observe symmetry about the z-axis (azimuthal). We find upon integration
that approximately 91% of the generated luminescence is emitted into TIR angles
assuming a dielectric waveguide of refractive index, n ≈ 1.5. Varying the PLQY,
geometric gain, and optical density, we find that—similar to our previous analysis
for non-unity (PLQY, Ptir) pairs—there exist global optima optical densities. A
PLQY of 95% and gains below 60 yield optimal luminophore concentrations near
0.67. We find a maximum power conversion efficiency of approximately 25% for the
case of unity PLQY, optical density of three, and geometric gain of unity. For a gain
of 10, a geometry of practical experimental interest, the maximum power conversion
efficiency decreases to approximately 18.5% for unity PLQY and an optical density
loading of 0.75.

Figure 3.8: Monte Carlo ray-trace results for an ideal dipole-like emission pattern, where
(a) shows the polar two-dimensional plot of the simulated PL profile with respect to az-
imuthal angle and (b) illustrates the polar angle symmetry (i.e., about the z-axis). (c)
Power conversion efficiency of the LSC module with respect to geometric gain, optical den-
sity, and PLQY.

Emitters with Azimuthal Asymmetry

Thus far, our analysis has employed anisotropic emitters with far-field radiation sym-
metric about the z-axis (azimuthal). We now turn attention to optical structures
that exhibit strong emission in a single direction, breaking this symmetry. In the
case of emission systems symmetric about the z-axis, photons perform random walks
throughout the waveguide. By contrast, forward emitting luminophores exhibit a
decreased mean free path for photon propagation to the collector cells. We simulate
forward emitting luminophores consisting of spherical absorbing/emitting nanopar-
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ticles embedded within a nanocone. For such forward-emitting luminophores, Fig-
ures 3.9(a),(b), and (c) highlight the polar radiation plot, spatial emission profile,
and nanocone structure. Integrating the luminescence intensity, we observe that ap-
proximately 88% of the irradiance from such structures couples into TIR waveguide
angles––slightly less than for the dipole-like emitter.

As shown in Figure 3.9(d), the dependence of forward emitter power conversion
efficiency on optical density, geometric gain, and PLQY closely parallels that of the
dipole emitter case. However, even though the forward-like case is 33% more likely
to emit photons into the escape cone relative to dipole structures, we observe a
maximum conversion efficiency of 24%, approximately 96% the dipole emitter limit.
We find fewer luminescence re-absorption events for forward emitters compared to
their dipole emitter counterparts, suggesting that breaking z-axis symmetry enables
shorter luminescence mean free paths within the waveguide. This decreased path
length almost completely compensates the increased escape cone loss. Further, we
observe that for a geometric gain of 10, the maximum conversion efficiency reaches
17.3% for the case of unity PLQY and optical density of 0.75.

Figure 3.9: Monte Carlo ray-trace results for the forward, nanocone emission pattern,
where (a) shows the polar plot of the simulated PL profile with respect to azimuthal angle
and (b) illustrates the polar angle asymmetry of the forward emitter, where the structure
preferentially emits into angles along a single direction of the horizontal x-axis. (c) A three-
dimensional rendering (cross section) of the forward emitting structure, consisting of the
luminophore (red sphere) at the narrow end of the cone (D1) of length L with a final, large
diameter of D2. (d) Conversion efficiency of the LSC module with respect to geometric gain,
optical density, and PLQY.
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2D Heterobilayer Emitters

Recently, two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have achieved
near-unity PLQYs after chemical treatment, making such materials promising can-
didates for LSC devices130. Particularly, monolayer molybdenum disulfide (MoS2),
tungsten disulfide (WS2), and tungsten diselenide (WSe2) exhibit direct electronic
band gaps and thus have shown enhanced PLQYs. While monolayer MoS2, WS2,
and WSe2 each exhibit significant overlap in their photoluminescence and absorption
spectra, heterobilayer TMDCs (e.g., MoS2/WS2 and MoS2/WSe2) achieve larger
Stokes shifts131. Moreover, these heterobilayers exhibit anisotropic, dipole-like ra-
diative emission patterns79 making them of practical interest given our results shown
by Figure 3.8.

Here, we investigate, as a proof of concept, two distinct LSC systems: whereby
one employs an MoS2/WS2 luminophore system, the other MoS2/WSe2. Figure
3.10(a) shows the full spectral breakdown of the LSC device, where we plot the
MoS2/WS2 and MoS2/WSe2 absorption and emission spectra (left y-axis) in refer-
ence to the optically coupled GaAs cell (far right y-axis). Again, we simulate the
Alta devices record GaAs cell while now introducing realistic absorption and emis-
sion spectra of the embedded TMDC heterobilayer luminophores. Figure 3.10(b),(c)
again show the polar and 3D plots of the far-field dipole emission pattern simulated
here.

Figure 3.10: (a) Heterobilayer TMDC absorption and emission spectra overlaid against an
Alta Devices GaAs solar cell external quantum efficiency and AM1.5G spectra. We supply
these spectra directly into the Monte Carlo ray-trace and detailed balance model to predict
the LSC device performance. (b) The polar two-dimensional plot of the simulated emission
profile with respect to azimuthal angle, where (b) illustrates the polar angle symmetry of
the dipole emission.

Both heterobilayer absorption/emission spectra shown in Figure 3.10 originate
from previous measurements79,131. For both studies, the monolayer TMDCs were
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prepared using mechanical exfoliation and measured at ambient temperature. To
approximate the full spectral response of each heterobilayer interlayer exciton re-
combination, we apply a Gaussian fit to extrapolate across the broad wavelength
regime from 300 nm up to 1500 nm. For both of the material absorption data,
we reference monolayer MoS2, WS2, and WSe2 refractive indices and extinction
coefficients measured from 193 nm to 1700 nm at 300K132. Applying the transfer
matrix method133 and assuming a monolayer thickness of approximately 0.6nm, we
calculate the expected absorption spectra for each of the heterobilayer TMDCs. For
means of comparison, we calculate the absorption spectra using the complex dielec-
tric function from a separate study134. We find close matching between the resulting
absorption spectra from each method.

As shown in Figure 3.11, we evaluate the TMDC based LSC power conver-
sion efficiency as a function of the luminophore PLQY, device geometric gain, and
waveguide optical density loading of luminophores (referenced at 450 nm). However,
given the limited interlayer exciton PLQY for such heterobilayer materials, we vary
the PLQY from 50% to 100%—as done in the cases for computationally modeled
forward/dipole emitters. Figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(d) overview the entire parame-
ter space with respect to these three independent variables for the MoS2/WS2 and
MoS2/WSe2 cases, respectively. Highlighted in Figures 3.11(b) and 3.11(e) for each
material case, we analyze the LSC power conversion efficiency solely as a function
of optical density, assuming a constant system gain of 10 and PLQYs given by each
curve (where we choose discrete values of 80%, 90%, 95%, 99%, and 100%). For
MoS2/WS2, we observe efficiencies starting at 2.9% purely due to bulk waveguide
scattering of incident photons. As the optical density of heterobilayer TMDC lu-
minophores increases, the efficiency ranges from 2.0% up to 3.8%. For MoS2/WSe2

system we observe similar trends with respect to luminophore concentration. For
PLQYs less than unity, higher optical density luminophore loading yield lower power
conversion efficiency performance as a result of increased photon reabsorption at
photoluminescence wavelengths—thus adding a chance at further non-radiative ex-
citon recombination or emission into the escape cone. As a result, we find that for
PLQYs below 99%, there exists a global optimal value of optical density. Further,
as a result of relatively higher amounts of absorption/photoluminescence overlap in
the MoS2/WS2 system than the MoS2/WSe2, there exists a stronger dependence on
the PLQY for all optical densities.

Figures 3.11c and 3.11f quantify the effects of LSC system geometric gain on the
overall power conversion efficiency performance, assuming a constant optical density
of three. For all values of PLQY, power conversion efficiency decreases monoton-
ically as the geometric gain increases as seen in our previous analysis in Figure
3.8. However, at unity gain and PLQYs of 80% and 100%, the conversion efficiency
ranges from 3.9% to 6.6% and 4.5% to 6.4% in the MoS2/WS2 and MoS2/WSe2

cases, respectively. We observe that, for gain values less than six and high PLQYs,
the WS2 luminophore-based system can achieve higher conversion efficiencies owing
to a lower energy bandgap and, therefore, a more complete spectral coverage of the
incident AM1.5G spectrum. However, at larger geometric gains, MoS2/WS2 effi-
ciencies decrease more quickly than that of the WSe2-based system owing to larger
Stokes shift between the absorption and photoluminescence peaks.
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Figure 3.11: Analysis of two-dimensional TMDC-based LSC devices for the MoS2/WS2

(a,b,c) and MoS2/WSe2 (d,e,f) luminophore cases as a function of device geometric gain,
optical density at 450nm, and luminophore (i.e., interlayer exciton) PLQY. (a) and (d)
illustrate the full parameter space for these two luminophore sets. (b) and (e) highlight the
LSC power conversion efficiency dependence as a function of optical density and PLQY for a
set geometric gain of 10. (c) and (f) similarly show this efficiency dependence as a function
of geometric gain and PLQY for a set optical density of three.

Enhancing the Previous LSC Record Device

While the dipole and forward emission cases correspond to physically realizable
emitters, the LSC structure itself assumes certain idealities. Specifically for the
case of Figures 3.8 and 3.9, we have assumed record GaAs cells coupled to ideal
luminophore emitters with a narrow photoluminescence profile matched to the GaAs
bandgap. Additionally, our simulated LSC waveguide matrix assumes a constant
index of refraction across the relevant emitted photon wavelengths. To illustrate
how anisotropic emission can significantly benefit less idealized systems, we model
the previous record power conversion efficiency luminescent concentrator fabricated
by Slooff et al.65 As shown in Figure 3.12(a), this device employs two luminophore
species: LumogenRed and Fluorescence Yellow dyes, with peak optical densities of
0.71 and 2.36 at 450 nm light and luminescence quantum yields of 87% and 98%,
respectively. With a square waveguide side length of 5 cm and an overall thickness
of 0.50 cm, the fabricated LSC yields an overall geometric gain of 2.5. Figure 3.12(a)
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displays the refractive index of the waveguide polymer matrix material, poly(methyl
methacrylate) and the external quantum efficiency of the GaAs solar cell. Finally,
a diffuse Lambertian-scattering back reflector is coupled to the bottom surface of
the waveguide, with approximately 97% averaged reflectance at photoluminescent
wavelengths.

We first simulate this luminescent concentrator device assuming no anisotropy
of the luminophore radiance profile—validating our model by obtaining a power
conversion efficiency equal to the experimental measurement. As a next step, we
systematically vary the luminescence fraction emitted into TIR angles in the waveg-
uide. As shown in Figure 3.12(b), the isotropic emission case (i.e., Ptir of 75%)
attains the experimentally measured conversion efficiency value of 7.1% under 1-
sun illumination. However, upon increasing the anisotropic luminescence fraction,
we find a monotonic increase in performance up to 9.6% in the ideal case of unity
Ptir––a relative increase of 35%. The observed power conversion efficiency enhance-
ment resulting from luminophore anisotropy again underscores the crucial role of
waveguide trapping.

Figure 3.12: (a) The spectral characteristics of the current record LSC device, consisting
of two luminophores within the waveguide (LumogenRed, Fluorescence yellow) (left y-axis),
four edge-lined GaAs cells (cell quantum efficiency at far right y-axis), and a PMMA waveg-
uide matrix (refractive index at right y-axis). (b) Monte Carlo ray-trace simulations showing
the impact of anisotropy on the power conversion efficiency for the current record device.
At the isotropic limit (Ptir of 75%), we observe close matching between measured and mod-
eled efficiencies (7.1% measured and 7.096% modeled). At the anisotropic limit, power
efficiencies reach 9.6%, a relative increase of approximately 35%.

3.2.2 Anisotropic LSC Thermodynamic Losses

As discussed in chapter 2, the Monte Carlo ray-trace model tracks photons collected
as well as lost. For the LSC, we can categorize losses into five thermodynamic mech-
anisms. Figures 3.13(a)–(c) illustrate these losses as a function of the luminophore
optical density at an LSC geometric gain of 20, assuming PLQY of 95%. For each
of the three emitter types (step, dipole, and forward), losses can be understood as
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either: (i) non-absorbed incident photons due to sub-bandgap photon energy or low
luminophore optical density; (ii) thermalization, i.e., energetic relaxation of pho-
togenerated excitons to the luminophore bandgap energy; (iii) waveguide escape
cone loss; (iv) sub-unity PLQY loss; and (v) loss from the photovoltaic cell itself,
owing to thermalization from the luminophore emission energy to the cell bandgap,
sub-unity collection efficiencies (i.e., external quantum efficiencies), fill factor, and
cell contact resistance.

Figure 3.13: The overall power conversion efficiency loss mechanisms of an LSC with
respect to the optical density of the luminophores within the optical waveguide for the case
of the dipole emitter (a), forward emitter (b), and perfect anisotropic step emitter (c). (a),
(b), and (c) assume a PLQY of 95%. Here we define the losses as: (i) incident irradiance
not absorbed by the LSC, limited by both the absorption spectrum of the luminophore
and, for lower optical densities, the amount of in-band luminophore absorption; (ii) LSC
thermalization energy loss, owing to the thermalization of photogenerated excitons within
the luminophore that relax to the photoluminescence band edge; (iii) the TIR escape cone
loss of the photoluminescence which can result from emission coupling into the cone from
an emission event or a scattering event by the waveguide; (iv) luminophore non-radiative
recombination of photogenerated excitons given non-unity PLQYs; and (v) PV cell losses,
which include parasitic absorption, given the limited internal quantum efficiency of the
coupled cell material and thermalization from the photoluminescence wavelength to the
bandgap of the cell. (d) A comparison of five cases at optimal optical density given the
emitter and geometric gain of 20 for (i) PLQY of 95% and TIR-limited trapping, (ii) the
dipole emitter at 95% PLQY, (iii) the forward emitter at 95% PLQY, (iv) PLQY of 95% and
perfect trapping, and (v) the upper performance-limit of unity PLQY and perfect trapping.
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Figures 3.13(a)-(c), illustrate the trade-off between optical density and maxi-
mum power conversion efficiency (black). Although a higher optical density min-
imizes the non-absorbed incident light (blue), waveguide escape cone loss (yellow)
and luminophore non-radiative recombination (orange) adversely affect overall per-
formance for the dipole and forward emitters. For the perfect step emitter, we
observe increased luminophore optical density yields substantially higher amounts
of non-radiative recombination (orange). As expected, we observe lower escape cone
loss in the dipole emitter case compared to that of the forward emitter. However, the
forward emitter loses comparatively less power through luminophore non-radiative
recombination compared to the dipole case given shorter mean free photoluminesced
photon path lengths as previously discussed.

Figure 3.13(d) compares four non-ideal systems to an ideal case of unity PLQY
and Ptir, high optical density of three, and a geometric gain of 20 (yielding a max-
imum conversion efficiency of approximately 29% as expected for this luminophore
and cell system). For isotropic emission (i.e., Ptir of 75%) at a PLQY of 95%, the
dominant loss mechanism is photoluminescence coupling into the escape cone. We
also observe that for dipole, forward, or perfect step emission and PLQY of 95%, the
primary loss mechanism is luminophore non-radiative recombination. In the ideal
case of complete trapping and perfect luminophore radiative efficiency, the lumines-
cent concentrator power conversion efficiency reaches the detailed balance limit of a
photovoltaic system whose bandgap is given by the luminophore absorption spectra
rather than the GaAs bandgap. This can be understood given that incident light
with energies greater than the bandgap of the cell, but less than the luminophore ab-
sorption edge, will not be absorbed by either the luminophore or waveguide matrix—
assuming a dielectric waveguide with an arbitrarily large bandgap (i.e., insulator).
As demonstrated by previous studies120,121,129, LSCs can retain the detailed balance
limit only if this condition holds where the dark radiative saturation current is not
scaled with the short-circuit current.

3.3 Consequences of Geometric Form Factors

As discussed in chapter 1, the traditional LSC form factor consists of photovoltaic
cells optically adhered to collect photoluminesced photons at the perimeter edge
of a rectangular waveguide. While previous studies unveil the effects of altering
the luminescent waveguide geometry (e.g., square, thin rectangular, rod)66, the ar-
rangement of the collecting photovoltaic remains largely undiscussed in the LSC
literature. While sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss the limits of an LSC employing edge-
lined photovoltaic cells, we can also develop deeper insight into the question of how
cell placement affects power conversion efficiency and system geometric gain.

3.3.1 The Geometric Gain

Defined in section 1.2.2, the geometric gain relates the total illuminated LSC waveg-
uide area (Ain) to the total active photovoltaic cell area (Aout). If we generally
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assume a square waveguide of edge length, `, of thickness, h, and cells lining each
of the four edges, then we observe that the geometric gain simplifies to:

GGedge-lined =
Ain

Aout
=

`2

4`h
=

`

4h
. (3.7)

As shown by previous luminescent concentrator studies135,136 and this thesis,
power conversion and optical efficiencies monotonically decrease with increasing ge-
ometric gain. If we therefore assume the case where such concentrators transition
from the lab-scale (e.g., ` = O(cm)) to the industrial scale (e.g., ` = O(m)), we must
carefully consider how to decouple module power conversion efficiency performance
from overall device area. That is, we must issue a luminescent solar concentrator
form factor whose geometric gain remains fixed given increasing module sizes (`).

Figure 3.14: The comparison between an edge-lined and planar grid photovoltaic LSC
device as a function of the illumination to edge area ratio. (left) a traditional edge-lined
LSC, whereby an increase in the illumination to edge area ratio of 1, 10, and up to 100,
corresponds to a system geometric gain growth by the same amount. In contrast, (right) a
planar grid architecture demonstrates how the fractional areal density of photovoltaic cells
sets a constant gain, irrespective of illumination to edge area ratio. At large ratios, mod-
est geometric gain LSCs enable decreased average photon collection lengths. (Zoom-in) A
look at a general planar luminescent solar concentrator unit cell, consisting of luminophores
dispersed within an optical waveguide, absorbing incident light and re-radiating as down-
shifted photoluminescence within the optical waveguide to be collected by the embedded
photovoltaic cell.

Among many possible solar cell arrangements within the luminescent waveguide,
let us imagine a two-dimensional grid-like pattern of small-area solar cells to lie
planar the luminescent waveguide bottom surface, as illustrated in Figure 3.14. As
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a proof of concept, we will forego any discussion of the assembly and interconnection
for such an array of cells—although various studies have discussed similar, large-
area designs and approaches for alternative applications137–143. As seen, the total
photovoltaic area for such a layout depends solely on the fractional area density of
the cell grid, ρgrid. We can now rewrite our expression for geometric gain as:

GGplanar =
Ain

Aout
=

`2

ρgrid · `2
=

1

ρgrid
. (3.8)

With these two different LSC form factors, we qualitatively observe how the av-
erage photoluminescence collection length, ˆ̀ shown in Figure 3.14, increases mono-
tonically for the case of edge-lined photovoltaic cells and remains constant for a
grid array. Despite our choice of orienting the periodic unit cell to lie planar to
the bottom waveguide surface, we could have chosen a number of various cell form
factors. Therefore, we can quantify the impact orienting the photovoltaic cell within
the unit cell waveguide has on collection efficiency.

3.3.2 LSC Form Factors

While the choice to assemble a repeated motif of unit cell LSCs enable module scal-
ability to arbitrary areas, the orientation of the collecting photovoltaic within the
LSC unit cell remains an active parameter. Here we evaluate optical efficiency of a
unit cell (i.e., the photoluminescence collection efficiency) for six distinct arrange-
ments of the photovoltaic. As seen in Figure 3.15(a), we will assume a CdSe/CdS
quantum dot luminophore (measured absorption/photoluminescence) waveguide of
poly(lauryl methacrylate). We simulate the optical efficiency via the Monte Carlo
ray-trace model, whereby the unit cell consists of a silicon photodiode collector
(Luna Optoelectronics PDB-C152SM) at a fixed area at different orientations.

For example, we assume the collecting cell to be arranged: (i) vertically in the
center of the waveguide (monofacial), (ii) vertically along one of the four edges, (iii)
planar at the top and laterally centered, where the photoactive area of the diode is
face downward (inverted), (iv) planar in the center of the waveguide and laterally
centered, (v) planar along the bottom and laterally centered, and (vi) planar along
the bottom and located parallel to an edge of the waveguide. In all cases, we assume
a monofacial photodiode cell with approximately 5% areal coverage due to active
area shading. Figure 3.15(b) illustrates the various orientations described here.

From Figures 3.15(c),(d), we observe distinct optical efficiency performance of
the LSC unit cell for varying orientations of the collecting photodiode and optical
density or geometric gain, respectively. While the planar edge (PE), planar bot-
tom (PB), and planar center (PC) follow similar trends and efficiency values with
respect to optical density and geometric gain, these show superior performance to
the vertical center (VC) and vertical edge (VE) designs in all geometric gains and
optical density values. Due to the planar top (PT) inversion of the active area, low
geometric gains prevent significant photoluminescence collection efficiency of the
planar top cell. However, for increasing geometric gains, we observe that the planar
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Figure 3.15: A study on the impact of the collecting cell (in this case a silicon photodiode)
on the optical efficiency. (a) The modeled spectra for the Monte Carlo ray-trace model,
showing a measured CdSe/CdS quantum dot spectra and the photodiode response curve
against the irradiance (AM1.5g). (b) An illustration of how we arrange the cells within the
LSC unit cell waveguide. For ease of illustration, we arrange the vertically aligned cells (top
LSC) and planar aligned cells (bottom LSC) in different waveguides. A single simulation
uses a single LSC waveguide with the specified cell orientation. (c),(d) Optical efficiency
results for varied cell orientations with respect to the optical density taken at 450nm or unit
cell geometric gain, respectively.

top orientation converges to the other planar cases.

With this analysis of the geometrical form factor of the collecting photovoltaic
cell within the LSC unit cell, we find strong evidence that suggests planar cells out-
perform their vertical cell counterparts. This also suggests that photoluminescence
collection within the LSC waveguide does not occur isotropically—as we should ex-
pect given the escape cone loss. This conclusion implies that we cannot simply treat
the waveguide as a photon gas. Armed with this study, we can now turn our atten-
tion to fabricating high efficiency LSC devices employing planar cell orientation.
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3.4 Solid-State, Single Junction LSC Devices

In order to quantify the current material constraints in achieving a high perfor-
mance single junction LSC, we fabricate a fully polymerized, solid-state lumines-
cent waveguide with a planar photovoltaic unit cell. To emulate periodic boundary
conditions—and therefore an infinite array of cells—we herein place our LSC mod-
ule within a diffuse trench reflector as discussed and shown in Appendix H. Figure
3.16 schematically depicts the prototype structure, LSC constituents, diffuse trench
reflector, and process of fabrication and assembly. We can further measure the spec-
tral characteristics for each of the LSC components (i.e., GaAs external quantum
efficiency, CuInS2/ZnS quantum dot absorption/photoluminescence) as well as the
angle-averaged reflectance of the trench, where Figures 3.16(3b),(5a),(6a) gives each
measured spectra, respectively.

3.4.1 Single Junction Fabrication Procedure

Among many choices of luminophores (as shown for example in Figure 1.10), here
we employ a core/shell, CuInS2/ZnS quantum dot. As seen in Figure 3.16(5a), the
luminophore absorption extends up to approximately 700nm incident light and ex-
hibits a large Stokes shift at 800nm center wavelength emission. Given these spectral
features, a GaAs cell (electronic bandgap of approximately 900nm) matches well to
the photoluminescence behavior. We commercially order the CuInS2/ZnS quantum
dots (UbiQD Inc.) and collaborate with the staff scientists in order to disperse these
dots within a poly(lauryl methacrylate) waveguide layer of approximately 2mm in
thickness.

At UbiQD, the waveguide samples are prepared using a cast-in place, capillary
injection method in which we introduce a liquid resin between two glass waveguides
and polymerize to create a laminate. In the absence of spacers that set the interlayer
thickness, a custom-built scaffold is used to suspend and align the top waveguide
directly above the bottom, with the entire luminescent layer. We inject resin man-
ually with a syringe and needle to fill the volume between the glass substrate and
superstrate, where we cure the resin for 30 mins under a 403nm source (LEDSup-
ply). Glass layers consist of low iron, optical Schott B270i glass (Edmund Optics).
We prepare the liquid resin according to the method described in Bergren et al.144.
We optically characterize the quantum dots within the luminescent waveguide using
a commercial absorption spectrometer (Cary 8454) and custom built near infrared
emission spectrometer equipped with a 640nm laser (Coherent Cube), an InGaAs
photodiode detector (Thorlabs PDF10C), and a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research
Systems SR830 DSP)144.

Through collaboration with researchers at the National Renewable Energy Lab-
oratory, we grow n-on-p upright GaAs homojunction solar cells by atmospheric
pressure organometallic vapor phase epitaxy at 650°C. The Zn-doped absorber layer
was approximately 2.5µm thick and the Se-doped emitter layer was 100nm thick.
Nearly lattice-matched p-GaInP was used as a back-surface-field while a 25nm-thick
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Figure 3.16: The single junction LSC device fabrication process. Starting with: a glass
substrate of 2.5cm x 2.5cm area and 3.3mm thickness (1), adhering Cu tape busbars to either
side of the glass for electrical power collection (2), anchoring GaAs minicell (1.4mm x 1.4mm
x 300µm) to the glass with Ag backside epoxy (3)—where 3a,b,c show an optical micro-
scope image, the measured GaAs external quantum efficiency, and the cell area-normalized
JV curve under 1-sun AM1.5g illumination, respectively—attaching Ag epoxy leads and
side wall insulation (4), depositing a thick CuInS2/ZnS core/shell quantum dot waveguide
(5)—where 5a gives the measured absorption and photoluminescence of the luminophores
in powder form—and placement of the LSC device within a diffuse trench reflector to em-
ulate a periodic array of the LSC component for a two-dimensional grid array (6)—where
6b gives a side-view cartoon of the device structure and thicknesses of each layer as well as
demonstrating the variable aperture area over the LSC waveguide.

Se-doped AlInP layer served a passivating window. Electroplated gold on the GaAs
substrate formed the back contact. Front Pd/Ge/Ti/Pd/Al grids were defined by
standard photolithography, deposited using e-beam evaporation, annealed at 120-
140°C, and mesa isolated to form 0.02 cm2 square devices. 80nm of ZnS deposited
by thermal evaporation was used as an antireflective coating between the GaAs and
the LSC waveguide.. Appendix E details the precise geometry of the mesa etch,
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metallization, and anti-reflection coating mask set. Upon deposition of the final
layer (anti-reflection), we send the full wafer to be diced by a commercial vendor
with an automated dicing scribe tool (American Precision Dicing Inc.).

In order to create an electrically interconnected co-planar cell, we mount the
diced 1.4mm x 1.4mm GaAs cells onto glass substrates. We apply copper tape to
either side of the glass, shown in Figure 3.16, to act as larger busbars for four-point
probe measurements. We apply a thin line of silver epoxy (Creative Materials 114-
41) from the center of the glass substrate to the copper busbar, place the GaAs
cell onto this thin layer of epoxy (several microns thick), and cure the epoxy in
place under 165°C for 45 mins. After curing, we electrically insulate the edges of
the GaAs cell with Norland Optical Adhesive (NOA61) in order to prevent shunting
and shorting across the heterojunction. We then cure the adhesive under 10 mins of
403nm UV illumination (LEDSupply). Next, we apply a thin line of silver epoxy to
the top contact busbar of the minicell out to the opposite copper pad and cure again
at 165°C for 45 mins. Figure 3.16 shows the entire cell mounting and interconnection
process.

Described in section 3.3 and highlighted in Figure 3.14, the co-planar LSC design
holds a distinct advantage over its edge lined counterpart: cells can be placed in
repeating unit grids throughout the waveguide substrate, effectively establishing a
fixed geometric gain regardless of overall LSC lateral size. Given our engineering
limitations in the laboratory, constructing printed minicells in series and parallel
over large distances for hundreds of cells requires use of pick-and-place automation
and screen-printing technology. Instead, we place the entire LSC module within
a diffuse trench reflector as shown in Figure 3.16(6). We custom fabricate the
diffuse trench reflector out of aluminum stock material and mill the pieces to the
appropriate dimension. Appendix H gives the dimensions and fabrication process
for the trench. Matching the area of our glass substrates, we cut a 2.5cm x 2.5cm
window within the top half of the aluminum trench in order to allow incident light
through to reach the LSC. We sand blast the interior aluminum faces and apply (air
gun) barium sulfate paint in excess of 30 layers in order to achieve high reflectance.
Figure 3.16(6a) displays the measured spectrum of the trench interior.

3.4.2 Single Junction Results and Analysis

Figure 3.17(a) provides the current density response to varying voltage biases of
the device under an aperture corresponding to a relatively small geometric gain of
1.6. We measure the luminophore PLQY at 87% when dispersed in the poly(lauryl
methacrylate) waveguide layer at an optical density of 0.88 measured at a reference
wavelength of 450nm. At the low geometric gain of 1.6, the LSC achieves approx-
imately 9.86% power conversion efficiency under an AM1.5g solar simulator lamp
measured at approximately 83 mW per cm2 of input power.

Figure 3.17(b) shows the effect of varying geometric gain (performed via an iris
aperture directly atop the diffuse trench reflector window) on power conversion ef-
ficiency. We observe clear matching between our model and measured data for all
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Figure 3.17: For a planar luminescent solar concentrator employing the components de-
tailed in subsection 3.4.1, (a) gives the maximum measured power conversion efficiency,
current-voltage analysis at a geometric gain (GG) of 1.6 and measured optical character-
istics. (b) Describes the effect of illuminated geometric gain on measured device power
conversion efficiency (red bars) and short circuit current density (green bars) against the
predicted performance via the Monte Carlo ray-trace model (red/green lines).

geometric gains, within error—the uncertainty given due to the error in measure-
ment of the illumination aperture, cell area, and irradiance given our reference cell,
as detailed in Appendix I. As predicted, power conversion efficiency decreases mono-
tonically with increasing geometric gain. This important result clarifies the value of
a luminescent solar concentrator whose form factor decouples geometric gain from
overall device area.

3.5 Passive/Active Concentrator Devices

Section 1.2 introduced the notion of light concentration, where we spoke clearly
of two separate mechanisms. The first mode we discussed, passive concentration,
occurs for systems in which the energy of incident light equals the energy of outgoing
light. Through relating the total incident to output flux, we found that this method
occurs only when we effectively restrict the acceptance angle of the incident ensemble
of photons—otherwise we would be breaking the conservation of optical étendue. In
contrast, the second mode of light concentration, active concentration, enables us to
circumvent this passive conservation law by downshifting the trapped photon energy
and, thereby, introduce non-concentrated thermal photons to the system.

Given this physical distinction, active and passive concentrators have historically
been viewed as separate branches in optical devices. However, given the evidence
we have seen in this thesis, both systems offer unique practical advantages to pho-
tovoltaic devices. For the case of the geometric concentrator, given the narrow solar
disc half angle, photons that strike the device from this far-away light source can be
directed to very small output collector areas at extremely high efficiency—described
by Equation 1.10. Unlike the passive concentrator, the LSC can achieve angle-
insensitive light concentration owing to its Stokes shift down-conversion. And while
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the LSC can only absorb those photons at energies within the absorption region
of its active luminophore species, a geometric concentrator remains agnostic to the
incident photon energy.

With the complement of advantages between the luminescent (active) and ge-
ometric (passive) concentrator, we can design a hybridization of the two distinct
concepts into a single device. Figure 3.18 illustrates the rendered and schematic
view for such a concentrator. As seen, high energy incident light, irrespective of
incidence angle, interacts strongly with the luminescent layer. Assuming high pho-
toluminescence light trapping within the device, this high energy irradiance can be
collected by the optically coupled photovoltaic cell. Concurrently, as low energy
photons strike the concentrator at near normal incidence, their optical paths are
very weakly perturbed by the luminescent layer; such photons can therefore inter-
act with the geometric concentrator component and be focused on the photovoltaic
according to the laws of ray-optics.

Figure 3.18: The concept for a hybrid passive/active photovoltaic concentrator. (a) The
three-dimensional rendering for a compound parabolic concentrator structure that hosts
a luminescent waveguide layer within its shell and couples the concentrated light onto a
collecting cell. (b) The two-dimensional sketch view of this compound parabolic concen-
trator structure, where we specifically employ a selective reflector atop the module to trap
photoluminesced photons within the concentrator. Here, hν1 > hν2 > hν3.

3.5.1 Geometric Concentrator Fabrication

While Figure 3.18 displays a compound parabolic concentrator geometry as its pas-
sive component, as a proof of concept we employ a hemispherical shell reflector
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design for ease of fabrication. Figure 3.19(b) shows the rendered shell reflector
we use as the geometric concentrator. As illustrated, such a device concentrates
incident illumination onto a center focal point given the curvature of the shell. Fig-
ures 3.19(b),(c) give the dimensions of the fabricated shell reflectors as well as the
measured reflectance with respect to incident wavelength, respectively.

To construct this shell reflector, we first saw standard round-bottom vials with
a 1.6cm diameter across and 4.4mm diameter depth. We next deposit a high re-
flectance silver layer via electron beam deposition mounted to a custom chuck holder
shown in Figure 3.19(a). This chuck enables more uniform deposition over the shell
reflector surface and, therefore, more uniform growth and a higher reflectance. We
custom fabricate this chuck holder out of aluminum stock by lathing and milling.

Figure 3.19: (a) The fabrication process for the geometric concentrator component. We
begin with a glass vial (1), cut the rounded bottom with a glass saw (2), mount onto an
angled check and electron beam deposit about 300nm of silver (Ag) uniformly onto the
surface (3), and then remove the hemisphere from the chuck (4). (b) A rendered schematic
of the hemispherical reflector serving as a geometric concentrator where, as shown in red
arrows, incident photons near normal incidence reflect to the top center of the shell. (c) The
measured specular reflectance of the silver-coated hemisphere (black, left y-axis) across the
incident AM1.5g spectrum (gray, right y-axis).

3.5.2 Liquid Waveguide Layer Integration

In tandem with the geometric concentrator component (in this study, a hemispher-
ical shell reflector), we disperse a luminophore solution into the shell in order to
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absorb and actively concentrate a portion of the irradiance. The architecture of
this design, shown in Figure 3.18, affords us the ability to apply a liquid waveguide
layer—rather than a polymer-based layer as for typical LSC designs (3.4). Such
a liquid-based luminescent component leverages several advantages both in fabri-
cation and operation: (i) a single hemispherical shell can be reused for a variety
of luminophore types and optical density loading in solution (given we can pipette
in/out the luminophore waveguide), (ii) as shown by previous work145, the PLQY
of quantum dot luminophores decreases upon polymerization owing to clumping of
nearby dots, and (iii) the luminophores (in this case various types of quantum dots)
that we disperse within a solvent (toluene) can be reused for different shell reflectors
or geometric optics components.

For square or rectangular LSC waveguide layers of uniform thickness with respect
to the top surface normal (e.g., +ẑ direction as shown in Figure 2.3), we indirectly
measure the concentration of luminophores dispersed with the (typically polymer)
waveguide via the optical density at some reference photon wavelength. Given that
the optical density is a measure of the transmittance though a single-pass of the
luminescent waveguide, per the Beer-Lambert absorption law given by Equation
2.1, we must be careful with how we apply this parameter to such a hemispherical
shell hybrid concentrator device. Namely, given that the shell depth changes in the
+ẑ direction, we can only define the optical density as it pertains to the hemisphere
center—that is, a thickness equaling the shell radius.

Figure 3.20 shows three different types of quantum dot absorption and photolu-
minescence patterns we can dissolve in three different hybrid concentrator designs.
We obtain commercial CuInS2/ZnS in powder form (UbiQD) with measured PLQYs
greater than 94% in solution. We also can disperse two other core/shell structures
to illustrate the impact that the choice of luminophore has on the concentrator
performance, where we collaborate with the Nuzzo Research group at University of
Illinois at Urbana Champaign to acquire solutions of CdSe/CdS and InAs/InP/ZnS.
In addition, Figure 3.20(b) shows an example of how we determine the optical den-
sity per unit length (mm shell depth) with respect to the net quantum dot mass
(mg of dots) per solution volume (mL of toluene). We apply an exponential fit to
the measured reference points given the Beer-Lambert law.

3.5.3 Full Device Assembly and Analysis

With the hemispherical shell reflector and the luminescent solution, we can quantify
the optical and power performance of the full active/passive photovoltaic concen-
tration device. Figure 3.21 illustrates the experimental setup we employ, where (a)
and (b) depict the simplified sketches of the system. With this testing apparatus,
we can analyze the concentration factor (1.13), power conversion efficiency, and the
device response with respect to angle of incidence—where we can measure the bare
shell reflector case as a baseline for the geometric concentrator.

For this work, we focus exclusively on the high radiative efficiency CuInS2/ZnS
quantum dot luminophore liquid waveguide layer devices, owing to their large spec-
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Figure 3.20: The analysis of example quantum dot luminophore systems integrable into
the hybrid active/passive photovoltaic concentrator device. (a) Spectral measurements of
the absorption/emission pattern for (i) core/shell CdSe/CdS, (ii) core/shell/shell InAs/In-
P/ZnS, and (iii) core/shell CuInS2/ZnS quantum dot structures. We include the collecting
GaAs photovoltaic cell (1.4mm x 1.4mm in active area) and hemispherical shell angle aver-
age reflectance with respect to photon wavelength. (b) An example calculation to determine
the optical density (at 600nm) of the CuInS2/ZnS quantum dots with respect to the amount
of material within solution.

tral coverage and ideal alignment to the GaAs electronic bandgap (approximately
900nm). As shown in Figure 3.22, we quantify the concentration factor with respect
to three, separate illumination conditions. In the short-pass case, we apply a blue
filter atop the entire device setup—transmittance given by 3.22(b,top). We calcu-
late the concentration factor given the short-circuit current density of the full device
with respect to illumination condition 3.22(a,bottom) divided by the reference case
3.22(a,top) where we illuminate an upright GaAs cell given the illumination condi-
tion.

Since we supply a high optical density of approximately 0.70 at 600nm within
the shell reflector, this illumination condition gives approximately the light concen-
tration owing to the active component. Alternatively, we can allow full AM1.5g
1-sun illumination (100mW· cm−2) to impinge upon our device, and we can further
quantify the impact that a photoluminescence trapping filter has on concentration.
Figure 3.22(a) shows the results for this case (red) and (b,bottom) the correspond-
ing reflectance curve for the distributed Bragg reflector (Edmund Optics) placed
in direct optical contact with the glass superstrate. For 3.22(b), we measure the
reflectance with a Cary UV-Vis spectrometer and calibrate the instrument using a
NIST-issued specular reflector with known reflectance.

As seen in Figure 3.22(a), we achieve a maximum concentrator factor of 11.
For the case of the short-pass and photoluminescence trapping filter, insignificant
amounts of incident lower energy photons are blocked by either layer. Thus, in these
two cases, concentration results primarily due to the active luminescent waveguide
layer. However, as we observe for the case of no-filter under 1-sun, the resulting
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Figure 3.21: The testing setup for a hemispherical active/passive hybrid photovoltaic
concentrator. (a) A simplified two-dimensional cartoon of the sample holder. We mount
the hemispherical reflector onto a compressible foam cutout. The GaAs cell superstrate
(inverted on glass) is held into optical contact with the reflector/liquid luminescent layer by
external clamps, and the device busbars press into electrical contact with spring-pin leads
held in place by mechanical clips. The entire holder is mounted onto an optical breadboard.
(b) The angle of incidence tester in two-dimensions showing the variation of zenith angles
with a mounted laser of 450nm, 4.5mW. (c) The full three-dimensional rendering of the
sample holder and angle of incidence testing.

concentration factor increases by only 10% relative to the distributed Bragg reflector
case. This finding suggests the need for optimization of the geometric concentrator
component. For example, the compound parabolic design shown in Figure 3.18
could issue significantly higher factors.

In addition to varying the illumination conditions of the hybrid concentrator
device, we can also adjust the optical density of luminophores with the toluene so-
lution in order to gradually transition the concentrator from passive (geometric) to
active (luminescent). For an optical density of zero, we regain our geometric concen-
trator design. We test six different optical density solutions (when measured at the
reference wavelength, λ0 = 600nm, for the shell radius) and measure the current-
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Figure 3.22: The concentration factor results for a hybrid passive/active photovoltaic
concentrator. (a) The reference (top) and measured (bottom) current density, voltage plots
for varying illumination condition. (b) The measured transmittance (top) and reflectance
(bottom) for the short-pass filter and distributed Bragg reflector, respectively.

voltage characteristics. Figures 3.23(a)–(d) show the power conversion efficiency
performance of the device with respect to the optical density.

From Figure 3.23, we observe that the power conversion efficiency monotonically
decreases for increasing optical density. This result, however, aligns with our intu-
ition from previous results. Namely, that for photoluminescence trapping efficiencies
near the total internal reflection limit, overall power conversion efficiency decreases
with increasing optical density owing to multiple luminophore re-absorption events
(such as in Figure 3.7). However, as is the case for rectangular slab LSC waveg-
uides, we expect to observe increased device performance for near-unity trapping
efficiencies.

The hypothesized ability for such a hybrid concentrator to operate in both direct
and diffuse (i.e., off-normal angles of incidence) irradiance conditions underlines
one of the key motivations. As such, we aim to unveil whether or not such a
device outperforms its geometric concentrator counterpart and, if so, to quantify
that difference with respect to angle of incidence. Shown in Figure 3.21, we build
a zenith angle rotating illumination source in order to determine the difference of
performance relative to the normal incidence case.
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Figure 3.23: The passive/active concentrator device performance for AM1.5g, 1-sun il-
lumination and no additional photoluminescence trapping layers, showing the (a) overall
power conversion efficiency, (b) short circuit current density (Jsc), (c) open-circuit voltage
(Voc), and (d) fill factor.

Here, we evaluate the power conversion efficiency performance, again relative to
an incident angle of zero degrees to the surface normal. Figure 3.24(a) shows the
device response for the cases of a bare (no luminescent waveguide) shell reflector and
one with an optical density of 0.50. As expected, the geometric concentrator case
exhibits a strictly decreasing performance relative to normal incidence photons—
matching well to the concentration factor response given by Equation 1.10. In
contrast, for the case of the hybrid concentrator, we find a non-intuitive response
curve given the angle of incidence. While more precise modeling is needed in order to
fully understand the non-trivial device behavior, from a qualitative perspective, off-
normal photons that strike the luminescent layer observe a larger travel distance—
thereby issuing varied probabilities of absorption and photoluminescence. As this
travel distance through the waveguide changes, we should expect to see varying
amount of active concentration, shown by the cartoon in Figure 3.24(b). This
hypothesis could help to explain the response we observe.

3.6 Single Junction LSC Device Outlook

Here we have closely quantified the performance limits, device trade-offs, and ex-
perimental characterization methods for the single junction LSC. In our efforts to
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Figure 3.24: (a) The relative power conversion efficiency (device response) of a hybrid
active/passive photovoltaic concentrator with respect to the angle of incidence for a 450nm,
4.5mW laser. We include approximate fit responses given the sin−2 curve. (b) An illustration
of two possible ray-optical pathways for incident photons where: (i) the first strikes at
normal incidence and is collected by the GaAs cell via geometric concentration, and (ii) the
second strikes at off-normal angles and, consequently, exhibit longer travel lengths within
the waveguide layer.

unveil a path toward high power conversion efficiency concentrators, we first devel-
oped an analytical expression of the dark radiative current term in order to derive
a comprehensive theory of LSC open-circuit voltage behavior. We next found the
detailed balance limits for a general single junction LSC by varying the electronic
bandgap of both the collecting photovoltaic and emitting luminophore. Through
our analysis, we determined the photoluminescence trapping efficiency to be among
the most influential parameters in achieving high performance—therefore exploring
the concept of embedding anisotropic luminophore emitters within the waveguide
for increased trapping. To further validate our detailed balance model as well as
attempt for a high performance LSC device, we fabricated a single-junction module
with CuInS2/ZnS quantum dot luminophores that reached efficiencies near 10%.
Finally, we provided a first-look into a novel concentrator design that joins pas-
sive and active components into one device, where we quantified the concentrator
performance with respect to optical density and angle of incidence.

As discussed in chapter 1, an emerging area of photovoltaic technology blends the
power generation component into building façades for markedly lowered balance of
system and soft costs. In this next chapter, we will analyze how LSC devices apply to
building-integrated photovoltaic modules and, moreover, the technoeconomic limits
that such devices can achieve in this form factor.
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CHAPTER 4

Single Junction, Building Integrated LSC Devices

As introduced in chapter 1 and shown qualitatively in Figure 1.7, recent technoe-
conomic progress in silicon photovoltaic cells has shifted the dominant cost mecha-
nisms away from cell processing and toward installation, hardware, and other soft
costs146,147. As this cost landscape continues to evolve over time, new methods
for markedly lower system costs could surface and, as such, progress photovoltaic
technology in myriad directions. One method for reducing system costs blends solar
cells directly into building components—that is, building-integrated photovoltaic
devices.

In the late 1970s, various initiatives worldwide began to evaluate the potential
to integrate photovoltaic devices directly into distributed (i.e., on-site) generation
for buildings both residential and commercial148. As part of this effort, research and
development teams worked to catalyze market deployment for modules blended into
form factors such as rooftop shingles, building curtain wall, and semitransparent
windows among others. While rooftop photovoltaic systems for residential settings
continue to increase in generation capacity149, commercial high-rise building sidewall
surface area offers more than double the total rooftop areas. However, despite this
tremendous potential, current building integrated photovoltaic deployment remains
vastly underutilized150,151.

Given this disparity between area availability and building integrated photo-
voltaic implementation, as well as the recent shift in silicon technoeconomics, Figure
4.1 overviews several power-generating technology intended for partially transparent
façade applications. Unlike conventional utility photovoltaic modules, building inte-
grated window designs must respond to aesthetic requirements (e.g., color, average
visible light transparency, image clarity) in addition to power production. Conse-
quently, a variety of technologies have been developed over the past several decades
to comply with these constraints. Given that a portion of visible light must pass
through the window to reach the building occupant(s), a reduced spectrum of light
is usable for power conversion. As a result of this reduced amount of usable light,
the power production of the device is limited, creating an inherent trade-off between
window transparency and power conversion efficiency. Figure 4.1(a) depicts photo-
voltaic power generation by light absorption and electron-hole pair generation at
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the inside surface of the exterior glass pane.

While building integrated photovoltaic windows share a common feature of in-
cident sunlight to electrical power conversion in semi-transparent modules, the un-
derlying generation mechanisms vary, as shown in Figures 4.1(b)-(e). Among oth-
ers, organic photovoltaic152–154, luminescent solar concentrator, thin-film155–160, and
perovskite161–166 all enable partial light absorption and have been researched for
power-generating window applications. Figures 4.1(b)-(e) illustrate typical compo-
nents found for thin film structures for each of these technologies.

Figure 4.1: An overview of various photovoltaic generation devices and their respec-
tive structures for a building integrated window insulated glass unit. (a) An illustration
of the structure for a double pane unit with the front layer containing the photovoltaic
module—yielding a photogenerated exciton (h+,e−). (b), (c), (d), and (e) Renderings of
four commonly-employed window devices including organic, LSC, thin-film, and perovskite
structures, respectively. Adapted from Needell et al.167.

While Figure 4.1(c) displays a traditional LSC form factor with an edge-lined
photovoltaic orientation, from our discussion in chapter 3.3, we introduce a two-
dimensional cell grid layout for a building-integrated photovoltaic application. With
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this modified form factor, LSC window areas can scale to match current industry
standards (O(m)) without sacrificing power conversion efficiency. Figure 4.2(a) dis-
plays the conceptual rendering for an LSC window device employing this cell layout.

4.1 Blending Form with Functionality

As for the case of the terrestrial single junction LSC application, in order to quantify
the performance limits for building integrated LSC windows, we assume an ideal
absorption and photoluminescence spectra for the luminophore material based on
type-B quantum dot heterojunctions within a poly(lauryl) methacrylate waveguide
layer. We determine this optimal absorption bandgap from our analysis in section
3.1.

Figure 4.2: The three-dimensional rendering and spectral characteristics of an LSC power-
generating window for building integrated photovoltaic applications. (a) The zoom-in on the
planar grid structure of the photovoltaic micro-cells (columns in series connection) within the
double pane insulated glass unit with a neutral color density luminescent waveguide. (b) The
spectral breakdown of each component of the LSC window unit, where an incident photon
first interacts with the exterior pane distributed Bragg reflector (black), then the luminescent
waveguide absorption and photoluminescence features (blue and red, respectively), where
photoluminesced photons can be collected by the planar GaAs micro-cells (green), and
further trapped within the window unit by an interior (building-wise) glass pane coated
with a distributed Bragg reflector (purple). The relevant AM1.5g irradiance measured in
W·m−2 · nm−1 is shown in gray and projected on the back z-axis.

Figure 4.2(b) displays the broadband absorption and infrared emission spectra of
a prototypical quantum dot, employing a Stokes shift of 170nm with an absorption
band-edge located at approximately 700nm. As seen in the emission, the peak
centers at approximately 870nm, where we assume a finite re-absorption band. To
collect photoluminesced photons at this wavelength range, we model GaAs micro-
solar cells, whose overall external quantum efficiency is shown in Figure 4.2(b).
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We assume a short-pass, long-stop distributed Bragg reflector structure cladding
the front and back of the window device, as shown in Figure 4.2(b). We model
the photoluminescence-trapping layers via the OpenFilters™ optimization program,
assuming 100 layers of alternating high/low refractive index material—where we
assume TiO2 and SiO2 respectively.

In order to quantify the performance of the LSC window, we assume a less than
90° tilt angle for a southward oriented building at a geometry such that the full
AM1.5g 1-sun irradiance strikes the top distributed Bragg reflector surface of the
device at normal incidence168. Previous studies (e.g., Kuhn et al.168) provide more
rigorous analyses of the irradiance fluctuations with respect to azimuthal orientation
and module tilt for varying geographies. However, for a tilt angle less than 60° for
a southward orientation, models indicate that the full irradiance saturates to the
1-sun limit.

We simulate the spectral and electrical behaviors of the optically coupled GaAs
photovoltaic component. To model state-of-the-art performance, we employ a square-
shaped 800µm x 800µm single junction GaAs heterojunction cell. We account for
perimeter edge effects at such small cell sizes by specifying a recombination velocity
of 1 x 106 cm/s along the device edges169. Figure 4.3(a) details the internal quan-
tum efficiency and optical reflectance of the micro-solar cell used in this simulation.
To quantify the open-circuit voltage, fill factor, and short-circuit current density
characteristics with respect to the amount of sunlight concentration, we apply a
Sentaurus program as a direct input into the Monte Carlo ray-trace solver as shown
in Figure 4.3(b)—giving us the approximate cell electrical behavior for a continuous
fit.

Figure 4.3: The spectral (a) and electrical (b) response of the GaAs 800µm x 800µm
cell device. (a) The simulated internal quantum efficiency of photogenerated excitons and
front-surface reflectance. We supply the modeled luminophore photoluminescence (PL)
curve for reference along with the relevant AM1.5g spectrum. We note that the reflectance
oscillations below the energy bandgap originate from the anti-reflection coating thin film
interference. (b) The simulated electrical performance (short-circuit current density, open-
circuit voltage, fill factor) of the GaAs cell under varying concentrations of the luminophore
photoluminescence irradiance.

We design the square-shaped, 800µm x 800µm single junction GaAs micro-cells
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with the following layered structure: p-type AlGaAs window (10nm, 4 x 1019 cm−3),
p-type GaAs emitter (60 nm, 4 x 1018 cm−3), n-type GaAs base (1.5µm, 2 x 1017

cm−3), n-type GaAs buffer (1.5µm, 1 x 1018 cm−3), silver reflector (100nm)170. We
further model a SiNx coating (69nm) applied to the top and edges of the device
for anti-reflection171–173. Given the area of the front surface of the micro-cell, we
assume the top contacts to cover approximately 5% of the active area. Interfacial
recombination velocity between the base and emitter was specified as 100 cm/s, and
edge recombination velocity at the device edges was set to 1 x 106 cm/s (bulk lifetime
100ns). We apply the transfer-matrix method as the optical solver for calculating
device external and internal quantum efficiency.

4.2 Luminophore Optimization for LSC Windows

With a scalable LSC form factor, we can now evaluate the effects of luminophore
spectra on window power conversion efficiency and visual acuity. While we have
developed previous analyses regarding the electrical performance of an LSC, here
we assume an average visible transparency of 10% in order to appropriately blend
into a commercial building insulated glass unit. However, unlike previous analyses,
we must also consider the window aesthetics in addition to power generation. Given
the importance of luminophore materials for LSC device performance and design,
we develop a quantitative roadmap for achieving high power conversion and custom
visual features.

4.2.1 Performance of Architectural LSCs

We begin with an analysis of the power conversion efficiency performance of an
architectural LSC depicted in Figure 4.2. Here we co-vary the luminophore extinc-
tion coefficient (εlum, defined in Figure 1.10 as the ratio of initial absorption to
photoluminescence re-absorption) alongside the luminophore PLQY for a full-width
at half-maximum of approximately 50nm with a center at 870nm. Figure 4.4(a)
demonstrates how we vary εlum, where (b) illustrates this effect on the overall power
conversion efficiency of the LSC window module. We assume that, for any photon
emitted by the luminophore that escapes into free space (interior or exterior the
building), the photon is lost.

We can also co-vary the photoluminescence full-width at half-maximum in or-
der to identify the ideal downshifting material characteristics for such a building
integrated application. Figure 4.4(c) visualizes how we vary this emission width,
whereby we assume an ideal extinction coefficient of 100. 4.4(d) quantifies the power
conversion efficiency dependence on these two parameters. For all simulations here,
we assume a modest geometric of 20 for the LSC waveguide and an optical density
of unity at the absorption bandgap energy (approximately 700nm).

As expected we observe the steepest increase in power conversion efficiency for a
low extinction coefficient and near-unity PLQY—owing to high likelihood of photo-
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Figure 4.4: The impact of luminophore extinction coefficient (re-absorption) (a,b), photo-
luminescence full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) (c,d), and PLQY on the overall window
power conversion efficiency. (a) The spectral shaping of luminophore re-absorption with
respect to varying extinction factor. (b) The power conversion efficiency under 1-sun for
varying extinction coefficient and PLQY. (c) The impact of FWHM on the spectral profile of
the luminophore photoluminescence curve. (d) The power conversion efficiency for varying
FWHM and PLQY.

luminesced photon absorption. As the re-absorption probability decreases (increas-
ing extinction coefficient), the constraints on obtaining high PLQY values to allow
high power conversion efficiencies decrease. In the best case, we find a power con-
version efficiency beyond 22% at average visible transparencies of 10%. In contrast,
for PLQYs below 100%, we find that there exists a global optimum photolumines-
cence full-width at half-maximum that lies between 15 and 30nm dependent upon
PLQY. As the radiative efficiency nears unity, this optimal width decreases. At
below unity PLQYs, modest luminescence widths yield lower likelihood in emission
energies that coincide with the peak re-absorption. As the peak grows too large,
however, the likelihood of emission into energies below the GaAs energy bandgap
increases—thereby decreasing power conversion efficiency.
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4.2.2 LSC Window Aesthetics

A key metric to evaluate the viability of a building integrated photovoltaic power
window system is the visual transparency, acuity, and color tint of the module.
To begin, we can characterize the average visible transparency by the spectrum of
light that transmits through the LSC by the photopic response of the human eye,
Peye, and the incident solar photon flux (i.e., AM1.5g)149. Equation 4.1 details this
average visible transparency (AVT) where we integrate over the wavelength (λ) of
light:

AVT =

∫
Tlsc(λ) · Peye(λ) · S(λ) dλ∫

Peye(λ) · S(λ) dλ

, (4.1)

where Tlsc is the spectrally resolved transmittance of the LSC (determined by the
luminophore and photoluminescence-trapping layer) and S is the incident AM1.5g
spectra.

While we can define the average visible transparency in order to enable inter-
technological comparison, the visual acuity of the window lacks such a clear quanti-
tative Figure of merit. Qualitatively, we define the visual acuity to be the clarity of
transmitted images through the window—i.e., related to the scattering of incident
light. Despite the tremendous importance that previous studies place on this win-
dow characteristic31,143,174,175, quantifying this image clarity aesthetic still remains
a challenge (e.g., certain studies refer to the haze of the window144). As a result, we
print 800µm x 800µm cell patterns at a geometric gain of 20 onto 1m2 square sheets
of variable average visible transparency as shown Figures 4.5(a),(b). We further
laminate this sheet onto a double pane insulated glass unit in order to capture the
visible aesthetics of such an LSC-based module. We include three distinct trans-
parencies at (a) 56 and 26% and (b) 28% and 26%, where only upon closer view can
we identify the micro-cell grid.

The final Figure of merit regarding the aesthetic design concerns the color tint-
ing of the window. Given the near-infrared photoluminescence and, consequently,
infrared stop-band of the distributed Bragg reflectors, the luminophore absorption
bandgap as well as the optical density within the waveguide affect the resulting color.
We can quantify the color via the International Commission on Illumination (CIE)
1931 chromaticity color space diagram, whereby we apply the photopic response of
the eye and the red-green-blue color spectrum to calculate the color space coordi-
nates (x,y) of the transmitted light—the transmitted light modeled via the Monte
Carlo ray-trace. Figure 4.5(c) demonstrates the effect of increased luminophore
optical density (that is, average visible transparency) on the color coordinate. Fig-
ure 4.5(d) illustrates how artificially shifting the luminophore absorption bandgap
(assuming a constant photoluminescence profile) alters the window hue.
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Figure 4.5: (a),(b) Laminate sheets composed of a two-dimensional grid of micro-cell
pattern shapes at 800µm x 800µm at a geometric gain of 20. We vary the average visible
transmittance of several laminates in order to qualitatively observe the difference in image
acuity. (c) The impact of luminophore optical density of luminophores within the LSC
waveguide on the (x,y) color coordinates. We observe, as optical density increases, shifting
away from true white. (d) The color variability of an LSC module dependent upon the
absorption bandgap of the luminophore, where we find a range of colors available in the
CIE coordinate space.

4.3 Technoeconomics of Architectural LSC Windows

Beyond the aesthetic tunability of a photovoltaic window, the technoeconomic fea-
sibility of building integrated devices indicates the likelihood of market adoption.
As done in other studies for comparable energy generation technology35,176–179, the
cost per watt of generated electrical power enables a system-level comparison be-
tween various building integrated photovoltaic devices as well as other markets (e.g.,
utility or residential). While performance modeling like the Monte Carlo ray-trace
can provide high accuracy estimations of overall power conversion efficiency under
varying illumination conditions, developing a thorough technoeconomic model for a
to-scale product remains a much more uncertain challenge. In order to develop such
an analysis, we must therefore clearly state the assumptions and parameters of our
model in addition to one possible realization of the roll-to-roll assembly line for an
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LSC-based power generating insulated glass unit.

To begin, we must first understand the conceptual breakdown of costs associated
with an LSC window production line. We can therefore categorize costs into two
distinct categories: (i) capital expenditure (CapEx) and (ii) operating expenditure
(OpEx). The former describes all costs associated with major purchases that will be
used over a long period of time. We thereby can approximate CapEx as fixed, one
time costs. The latter, OpEx, includes all expenses that require running the day-to-
day operations of the production line. We therefore must first assume a certain size
and production volume of windows per year (at a typical window size of 1m x 1.5m
for example) in order to quantify the size of space and equipment that is needed
(i.e., CapEx) and also the amount of goods, energy, and labor needed to deliver this
throughput per day (i.e., OpEx). Table 4.1 defines the starting assumptions for this
technoeconomic model.

Operating parameters Value Units

Production volume 500,000 Windows per year

Daily throughput 2,000 Windows per day

Operational days 250 Days per year

Operating Hours 8 Hours per day (in operation)

Maximum Allowed Line Utilization 85% unitless

LSC geometric gain variable unitless

LSC optical density variable unitless

Table 4.1: The operating parameters we assume for a technoeconomic analysis of a large-
scale LSC window production. We note that the geometric gain and optical density of the
LSC remain independent variables that we will tune. The former impacts power conversion
efficiency and the required amount of cell area per window, while the latter describes both
the power conversion efficiency and average visible transparency as well as the volume of
luminophores per window.

Given the overall parameters described in Table 4.1, we can now define the
precise CapEx and OpEx needed in order to realize these production volume bounds.
First, however, we must develop an understanding of the production process for a
double pane, insulated (argon gas) glass unit employing an LSC component with
a grid of micro-cell GaAs photovoltaic devices connected in series (column) and
parallel (top/bottom row) as shown schematically in Figure 4.2(a).

To do so, we model a roll-to-roll process that consists of four sequential steps
highlighted in Figure 4.6. To begin, we deposit onto the glass pane (front/exterior
surface) high/low refractive index dielectric material in a large-scale sputterer—
outfitted with TiO2 and SiO2 in alternating layers (4.6(1a)). Parallel to this coat-
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ing process, we input wholesale GaAs heterojunction photovoltaic cells at large
areas and dice these into the modeled 800µm x 800µm size via a laser cutting tool
(4.6(1b)). We use a commercial pick-and-place tool to adhere and arrange the cells
in a grid to the glass pane substrate, where we apply a screen printing tool (not
shown) to use bump-bonding soldering to series interconnect the micro-cells (4.6(2)).
We next deposit the quantum dot waveguide (with dots and monomer solution as
material inputs) via a doctor blade tool equipped with an ultra-violet curing cham-
ber (4.6(3)). Finally, we adhere the edges of the LSC-exterior pane with a spacer
layer, in-fill with argon gas, and cap the structure with a glass pane superstrate to
serve as the interior window pane (4.6(4)).

Figure 4.6: The roll-to-roll process of a building integrated LSC photovoltaic window
(i.e., double pane insulated glass unit). We conceptually discretize this process into four
sequential steps of the fabrication: (1a) distributed Bragg reflector deposition onto the glass
pane substrate, (1b) (concurrently with 1a) laser cutting of the GaAs heterojunction cells
into micro-sized devices, (2) pick-and-place printing and adhesion of the micro-cells onto
the glass substrate as well as electrical interconnection (not shown) via screen printing,
(3) quantum dot waveguide deposition of the monomer solution at a particular luminophore
optical density and (not shown) ultra-violet curing, and (4) spacer layer adhesion, argon-gas
filling, and glass superstrate encapsulation for the final LSC product.

Equipped with this assembly process of the LSC insulated glass unit, we can
now define the approximate area and equipment needed to run this line. To begin,
we assume for example a plant to be located in Los Angeles, CA—thereby including
the overhead of building and permitting costs as well as energy rate. To quantify
the depreciation of the physical assembly line tools, we apply a 10% discount rate
and assume a 10 year line lifetime. The total manufacturing time throughput is
approximately 6.5 hours per batch for each window production line (multiple lines
needed to achieve the overall throughput). We further estimate cycle times of: (1a)
0.50 hours per batch for distributed Bragg filter deposition; (1b) 0.50 hours per
batch for GaAs micro-cell laser cutting; (2) 5.00 hours per batch for the micro-cell
array printing and interconnecting; (3) 0.20 hours per batch for the quantum dot,
polymer deposition and curing process; and (4) 0.30 hours per batch for the front
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glass encapsulation. All values come from interviews with commercial manufacturers
for a given tool assuming to-scale production throughputs.

Table 4.2 details the specific CapEx costs for the assembly line shown in Figure
4.6. We note that we assume electricity costs in Los Angeles to be on average 6¢
per kWh over the entire year. We also include maintenance costs for the facilities
to be 3% of the total equipment costs following previous modeling180.

Process Step Equipment Footprint (m2) Unit Price ($ per window)

1a Sputterer176 20 6,000

1b Laser cutter176 15 60

1b PECVD 1181 2 1,500

1b PECVD 2181 2 7,325

2 Pick-and-place181 10 215

2 Screen printer181 5 350

3 Doctor blade176,182,183 5 100

4 Laminator176 10 450

Table 4.2: The CapEx for an LSC insulated glass unit production line. Here we give the
corresponding step for each equipment piece—shown schematically in Figure 4.6—followed
by the approximate areal footprint and price per unit. We note that PECVD 1 corresponds
to an anti-reflection coating deposition tool, and PECVD 2 corresponds to a side wall
passivation layer given the small top surface to side wall area ratio.

Complementary to the CapEx, OpEx defines daily cost drivers. In practice, this
corresponds to raw material inputs, electricity use per tool and assembly line, and
the cost of labor for each stage of the process. Appendix D provides a more thorough
description of the implementation of this technoeconomic analysis, specifically as it
relates to the OpEx. However, the primary inputs that determine the overall cost
of a single LSC double pane window device derive from the raw materials needed.
Therefore, Table 4.3 defines the assumptions and references for the various goods
needed to build these devices.

With the assembly process line fully defined, we can now combine the economic
model with the performance modeling to quantify the technoeconomic limits for a
1m x 1.5m double pane insulated glass unit with an integrated LSC layer. We input
the luminophore optical density (that is, the resulting average visible transparency)
of the window and the LSC geometric gain (the density of GaAs micro-cells in a
particular window) as the independent variables into this model. Importantly, these
two parameters affect both the overall unit cost of a single window as well as the
performance. Figure 4.7 illustrates the effects of these two parameters for the case
of low (a) and high (b) cell/quantum dot cost limits.
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Process Step Raw material Cost rates Units Materials cost ($/window)

1a Si target176 44.14 $ per kg 0.36

1a Ti target176 22.20 $ per kg 1.04

1a Glass pane184 3.00 $ per m2 9.09

1b GaAs cell27,180 1920—6400 $ per m2 variable

1b Ag paste176,181 58.77 $ per kg 0.002

1b Al paste176,181 52.00 $ per kg 0.02

1b Cu tabbing176,181 0.0007 $ per m 0.00001

2 Quantum dots† 70—140 $ per m2 variable

3 Lauryl Methacrylate176 15.44 $ per kg 4.06

3 Polymer cross-linker176 22.84 $ per kg 0.73

3 Dispersing agent176 82.31 $ per kg 0.83

3 Photoinitiator agent176 65.37 $ per kg 0.01

4 Glass pane184 3.00 $ per m2 9.09

4 Encapsulation181 1.54 $ per m2 4.61

Table 4.3: The OpEx for the LSC window production line. As in Table 4.2, the process
step corresponds to each discrete assembly procedure. †: an estimate of the quantum dot
cost to scale given interviews with the leading quantum dot manufacturers as of 2020.

Figure 4.7: The modeled technoeconomic performance ($ per Watt (DC)) of a 1.5m x 1m
double glass pane window unit housing an LSC layer. (a) and (b) illustrate the low- and
high-cost regimes for the GaAs and quantum dot OpEx raw input costs, respectively.

Shown in Figure 4.7, we find the global minimum cost to be between approx-
imately $0.95 and $1.39 per Watt (DC). With increasing geometric gain, the cell
costs decrease for low visible transparency—as more light can be effectively con-
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centrated over larger distances. However, at high visible transparencies, increasing
geometric gain decreases the system performance. We should note that we do not
take into account the costs associated with installing or permitting the window into
a commercial building.

4.4 LSC Windows Outlook

In this chapter, we have evaluated the technical performance and technoeconomic
limits of a single junction LSC device embedded into an insulated glass unit window
for building integrated photovoltaic applications. Through our validated Monte
Carlo ray-trace modeling, we unveil a road toward high power conversion efficiency
devices, discuss the aesthetic tunability for such modules, and introduce a rigorous
technoeconomic analysis and to-scale production line. With our findings, we observe
how such building integrated LSC devices could offer significant overall photovoltaic
system cost reductions.

Thus far in this thesis, we have assumed a single junction LSC design, limited by
a single electronic bandgap to absorb incident photons. Next, we turn our attention
to the possibility of optically stacking multiple semiconductor materials in order
to subdivide the solar spectrum and, in so doing, push beyond the single junction
detailed balance limit.
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CHAPTER 5

Multijunction LSC Devices for Terrestrial Applications

Discussed in section 1.1.2 and shown in Figure 1.7, thermalization of high energy
photogenerated conduction band electrons accounts for over 40% of the power con-
version efficiency loss of a single junction solar cell. Intuitively, introducing more
than one electronic bandgap in a multijunction photovoltaic module subdivides the
incident light spectrum—whereby high/low energy photons generate near-bandgap
excitons in high/low energy bandgap materials, respectively. This notion of cascad-
ing photons through a multijunction stack of high to low bandgap materials traces
back to the beginning of modern solar cell research in 1955185–187. Given the lack
of high quality epitaxial growth techniques at the time, however, high efficiency
tandem (multi-junction) devices did not come about until around the 1980s.

Beyond stacking monolithic multijunction cells through epitaxial growth pro-
cesses, subdividing the incident solar spectrum into discrete energy bands through
external optics has long been studied in order to overcome the single junction de-
tailed balance limit188–193. While such methods require external photonic structures
to redirect portions of irradiance to its bandgap-matched solar cell, the process re-
quires no lattice matching. Figures 5.1(a),(b) illustrate these two cases for spectrum
splitting photovoltaic modules. Figure 5.1(c) quantifies the detailed balance limit
for a multijunction device (either through monolithic stacking or spectral mirrors)
as a function of the number of junctions and lowermost bandgap—we also show the
case for infinite subdivisions of the spectrum and the maximum concentration for
a glass-based geometric concentrator with an acceptance angle equal to that of the
solar disc (i.e., 46,200).

Owing to the spectral selectivity of the embedded luminophore material, LSCs
provide an alternative approach to multijunction photovoltaic modules to those
shown in Figures 5.1(a),(b). A monolithic waveguide stack where each layer com-
prises a different luminophore—from higher to lower absorption bandgap from top
to bottom—offers the advantages of simplified device architecture as in traditional
multijunction stack designs (b) with the benefit of avoiding the issue of lattice
matching as in spectrally selective mirror designs (a). For this reason, several stud-
ies have shown proof of concept fabrication for two-136,194 and three-layer195,196

tandem LSCs.
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Figure 5.1: An overview of methods and power conversion efficiency limits of multijunction
solar devices. (a) The concept of subdividing the incident solar spectrum through spectral
mirrors, whose reflectance band red shifts as photons cascade through the module. (b) A
depiction of monolithically stacking solar cells of higher to lower energy bandgap. (c) The
detailed balance limits for a solar device as a function of the number of junctions (1J, 2J,
3J, 6J, and infinite junctions) and the bandgap energy (nm and eV) of the lowermost cell.
We also show the case for maximum geometric concentration assuming a glass index of
refraction (nglass ≈ 1.5) and an acceptance angle (θin) equal to the solar disc half angle.
Adapted from Green & Bremner18.

5.1 The Multijunction LSC Device

Evidenced by previous work in multijunction LSC modules, power conversion effi-
ciencies remain limited: where the current record stands at just 3.1% (lower than
that for single junction LSCs). Among others, non-unity photoluminescence trap-
ping efficiency within the optical waveguide yields poor spectral splitting and photo-
voltaic collection; and while external trapping structures can enable higher photon
recycling in the single junction case, typical distributed Bragg reflectors used in the
LSC community block lower energy photons from reaching the bottom layers in an
optically stacked tandem LSC.

As discussed in section 3.2, however, nanophotonic luminophore materials ex-
hibiting anisotropic emission into guided waveguide modes could eliminate depen-
dence on external photonic crystal structures (e.g., distributed Bragg reflectors).
As such, we first calculate the detailed balance limit for multijunction LSC mod-
ules optically stacked with cascading high to low energy bandgap luminophores
(and matched photovoltaic cells) as a function of the number of waveguides (i.e.,
luminophore/cell systems) and the Stokes shift.

5.1.1 The Detailed Balance Limit for n LSC Stacks

An important evaluation of any photovoltaic device is the detailed balance limit—as
discussed in section 3.1. For the case of an optical monolith of LSC devices con-
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sisting of cascading luminophore energy bandgaps (high to low), we assume certain
idealities about the luminophore absorption, photoluminescence, and cell external
quantum efficiency spectra to determine this limit. Starting with the photovoltaic
cell coupled at the edge of an LSC, we assume a Heaviside function response of
the internal quantum efficiency and assume zero incident reflectance and complete
absorption of photons with energy at or above the bandgap. In order to uncover
the detailed balance limits with respect to the number of LSC layers that comprise
our stack, we assume a lowest photovoltaic bandgap equivalent to a germanium cell
(approximately 0.66eV at room temperature).

Similar to the photovoltaic, we assume a luminophore absorption that behaves
as a Heaviside function with energy bandgap equal to the photovoltaic cell added by
the fixed Stokes shift. We thereby assume a Dirac-delta photoluminescence emis-
sion profile for example (the limit as a semiconductor luminophore reaches its zero
dimensional case). For all cases, we assume unity photoluminescence trapping and
waveguiding efficiency: assuming zero luminophore re-absorption of photolumines-
cence and perfect collection via the edge-lined photovoltaic cell at a geometric gain
of 20. We therefore form one matrix consisting of the luminophore absorption spec-
tra for the given number of LSC layers and one for the photovoltaic cell—offset by
the Stokes shift. Equation 5.1 shows the LSC absorption matrix that we assume in
this toy model, where Ai gives the ith LSC layer luminophore absorption:

ALSC = [A1A2 · · · An] =



1 1 · · · 1
...

... · · ·
...

1 1 · · · 1
0 1 · · · 1
...

... · · ·
...

0 1 · · · 1
0 0 · · · 1
...

... · · ·
...




wavelength. (5.1)

We calculate the short-circuit current by multiplying the incident solar spectrum
by this absorption matrix in Equation 5.1, where the number of junctions determine
the step function edge wavelength. The available incident solar spectrum diminishes
as photons cascade through the multijunction stack, shown conceptually in Figure
5.2(a) Thereby, as the number of junctions grow, the available amount of photocur-
rent for any one layer decreases—eventually, for the limit of infinite junctions, the
photocurrent of a single LSC tends toward zero. We calculate the open-circuit volt-
age via equation 1.5, where we assume a radiative efficiency of 2% for all junctions
and calculate the dark radiative current term via our expression given by equa-
tion 3.6 (assuming a waveguide index of refraction of 1.50 for all layers, complete
luminophore photoluminescence trapping, and a geometric gain of 20).

As seen in Figure 5.2(b), we vary both the number of LSCs within the mono-
lithic stack (a) as well as the Stokes shift offset between luminophore absorption and
photoluminescence—and, as discussed, photovoltaic cell bandgap. As expected, as
the number of layers in the optical stack grows so does the power conversion effi-
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Figure 5.2: The detailed balance limit for tandem (i.e., multijunction) LSC devices mono-
lithically stacked in the vertical direction, where we assume an overall module consisting of
n LSCs in highest to lowest energy bandgap (En,lum > En−1,lum > · · · > E2,lum > Elow,lum).
(a) A conceptual depiction for this LSC tandem stack device, where we assume a certain
Stokes shift, σ, offset between luminophore absorption and photoluminescence (assuming
a Dirac-delta emission) and a photovoltaic cell bandgap equal to the downshifted photon
energy for that particular layer. We assume the lower limit to be a germanium solar cell
(bandgap energy of approximately 0.66eV). (b) The detailed balance limiting power con-
version efficiencies of a multijunction LSC stack with respect to the number of LSCs in the
stack and the Stokes shift of the luminophore species.

ciency under 1-sun illumination. We observe that a Stokes shift increase adversely
affects power conversion efficiency for a large number of LSCs in the stack. We can
understand this result owing to the fact that a larger Stokes shift restricts the avail-
able irradiance spectrum—we are not able to as tightly Riemann integrate the solar
spectrum with larger Stokes shifts. On the other hand, at low number of junctions,
larger Stokes shifts lead to greater separation between absorption and emission of
the luminophore. In turn, we observe that the maximum open-circuit voltage for a
given layer is increased in this case and, as such, a low number of junctions with
large Stokes shifts outperform their limited Stokes shifted counterparts.

5.2 The Tandem LSC/Si Device

With the wide availability of silicon-based photovoltaic devices, research interest
grew in the late 1980s into developing high efficiency two-junction tandem modules
with silicon as the low bandgap material197. In recent years, owing to the dramatic
cost decrease of silicon cells (illustrated in Figure 1.2) and emergence of low-cost
materials such as solution-processable perovskite solar cells, renewed interest in
silicon-based tandem devices has resurfaced198–201. And while there exists significant
research efforts that develop methods to minimize traditionally cost-prohibitive top-
junction components (e.g., III-V epitaxial growth materials)202–205, relatively fewer
studies apply the concept of decreasing the necessary area of the III-V top junction
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through an LSC structure83–85,117.

Despite this, an LSC offers distinct advantages in an on-silicon tandem config-
uration, among others: (i) the use of high external radiative efficiency III-V cells
as the photoluminescence collector (i.e., high open-circuit voltages), (ii) decreased
materials cost proportional to the geometric gain of the LSC, (iii) minimal ther-
malization (i.e., heat generation) within the III-V cell owing to spectral matching
between the luminophore emission and cell bandgap, and (iv) simplified tandem
assembly through optical stacking of the LSC waveguide atop the underlying silicon
cell (for use in a four terminal module). Here we evaluate the detailed balance limits,
parameter space, experimental fabrication, and four terminal module performance
analysis for an LSC/Si tandem device.

Figure 5.3: The detailed balance limits of power conversion efficiency for a planar grid
luminescent solar concentrator at a geometric gain of 20 optically stacked atop an arbi-
trary silicon photovoltaic cell of bandgap 1100nm (a) We assume high optical loading of
luminophores within the waveguide layer to simulate complete incident photon absorption
up until the luminophore bandgap edge. (b), (c) The upper performance limits for such a
concentrator device in the context of luminophore emission trapping limited by the index of
refraction contrast between the waveguide (n = 1.5) and air (n = 1) and for the ideal case
of unity photoluminescence trapping, respectively.
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5.2.1 The Detailed Balance Limit for LSC/Si Modules

As in chapter 3, we begin by quantifying the detailed balance limits of an LSC/Si
tandem structure, where we independently vary the luminophore and LSC photo-
voltaic cell bandgap assuming a fixed Stokes shift of 200nm. In contrast to the single-
junction case, we model an ideal silicon cell (bandgap of approximately 1100nm) to
optically lie underneath the LSC waveguide layer. As before, we model the short-
circuit current (i.e., optical efficiency) through the Monte Carlo ray-trace and cal-
culate the open-circuit voltage and cell fill factor through our analytical expression
given the dark radiative current of the cell (Equation 3.6) and an assumed external
radiative efficiency of 2% for both the silicon and LSC cells. The tandem module
spectra are shown in Figure 5.3(a).

We first identify the case limited to total internal reflectance. Figure 5.3(b)
illustrates how, under this trapping regime, the top LSC negligibly contributes to
the power conversion efficiency of the overall module. In contrast, for the case of
perfect photoluminescence trapping within the optical waveguide component shown
in Figure 5.3(c), we find a steep ridge-line that arises for the case of an ideal lu-
minophore to photovoltaic cell bandgap matching. We calculate the upper limit for
an on-silicon tandem LSC module to be approximately 36.0% at a geometric gain
of 20 and a 200nm stokes shift.

Figure 5.4: (d),(e) Power efficiency analyses given the optimal luminophore to cell bandgap
offset (180nm) shown in Figure 5.3(c), varying the photoluminescence trapping efficiency
(90% to 100%) and quantum yield (i.e., radiative efficiency) (70% to 100%).

5.2.2 The LSC/Si Parameter Space

Analogous to the single junction LSC case, we can evaluate the performance for an
LSC/Si four terminal tandem device beyond this two bandgap system—developing
our understanding of luminophore emission trapping and PLQY on the system power
conversion efficiency. We find higher sensitivity to waveguide trapping than to
PLQY, where we find absolute differences of approximately 7% and 6% (Figure
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5.4(a),(b)) at optimized bandgaps, where the former does so for trapping value
contrasts between 100% and 90% whereas the latter does so for PLQYs of 100%
and 70%. Relative to the single-junction luminescent solar concentrator device,
power conversion efficiency of the on-silicon tandem module appears less sensitive
to below unity trapping and PLQY values. For below-unity waveguiding efficiency,
the silicon subcell can still collect escaped photoluminescence, and thus we would
expect greater leniency in the trapping parameter relative to the single junction
case.

Figure 5.5: A possible application of area-scalable LSC devices into on-silicon tandem,
utility-scale photovoltaic structures (e.g., panels), shown conceptually in (a). (b),(c) quan-
tify the upper performance limits for an ideal (Heaviside) GaAs embedded cell of area 1.4mm
x 1.4mm within an optical waveguide of index n = 1.5. We optically stack this luminescent
solar concentrator atop an ideal (Heaviside) silicon cell of area equal to the waveguide. We
vary the luminophore loading (optical density measured at 450nm light) and geometric gain
together with the trapping efficiency (ηtrap) and photoluminescence quantum yield (ηpl),
respectively.

As seen in Figures 5.4(a),(b), a GaAs-based (900nm bandgap) luminescent solar
concentrator in optical tandem with a silicon subcell can theoretically achieve greater
than 30% module power conversion efficiency. Such a tandem structure that stacks
a planar grid of GaAs micro-cells embedded within a luminescent waveguide atop
silicon photovoltaics, conceptually rendered in Figure 5.5(a), takes advantage of the
high output voltage of the GaAs cell, area-scalability of a planar grid architecture,
and the large short-circuit current of the silicon. Figures 5.5(b),(c) show the upper
performance limits for an idealized GaAs cell (with step function quantum efficiency)
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and optimal luminophore (Stokes shift of 200nm) with respect to the luminophore
optical density (b) and geometric gain (c). We find that for poor values of waveguide
trapping efficiency and PLQY, increased optical density decreases overall module
performance—as fewer photons can reach the underlying silicon subcell. We also
find that for ideal cell/luminophore materials and above 75% waveguide trapping
and PLQY values, the globally optimal geometric gain is not unity, as larger gains
allow for more light to reach the underlying silicon cell without shadow losses.

5.3 LSC/Si Module Fabrication and Analysis

With the computational LSC/Si device limits and parameter space, we now turn
our attention to fabrication of tandem structures in an effort to further validate our
device modeling and demonstrate the first ever four terminal module of this design.
To do this, we develop two separate device structures whose LSC component consists
of two distinct luminophore/cell material sets. The first, analogous to the single
junction case, consists of a CuInS2/ZnS core/shell quantum dot slab waveguide
with a single GaAs mini-cell centered within the LSC and a heterojunction silicon
solar cell. The second, in order to shift our top LSC junction to a higher open-circuit
voltage, consists of a CdSe/CdS core/shell quantum dot waveguide with a printed
array of planar InGaP heterojunction micro-cells. In either case, we describe the
fabrication procedure, spectral analyses, and tandem module performance.

5.3.1 GaAs Based LSC/Si Fabrication Procedure

As shown in Figure 5.5, a GaAs-based LSC/Si four-terminal tandem module can in
principle achieve beyond 36% power conversion efficiency. While this upper limit
motivates further engineering of the luminophore and waveguide materials sets, a
proof of concept fabrication serves to demonstrate the technical efficacy to such a
tandem photovoltaic structure. Therefore, we begin by fabricating a single GaAs
mini-cell oriented planar to a quantum dot waveguide whose photoluminescence
closely matches the electronic bandgap of the GaAs heterojunction. As for the
single junction case, discussed in section 3.4, we analyze the LSC/Si performance
within a diffuse trench reflector in order to emulate larger arrays consisting of this
archetypal unit cell.

We disperse commercially available (UbiQD Inc.) CuInS2/ZnS core/shell quan-
tum dot luminophores within a lauryl methacrylate monomer solution and polymer-
ize under ultraviolet exposure (precise recipe discussed in section 3.4). As before,
the quantum dots absorb strongly in the short-wavelength regime up until approxi-
mately 700nm and exhibit a large Stokes shift to emit around the center wavelength
of approximately 800nm. The GaAs cell growth, isolation, dicing, and contacting
procedures follow exactly with that described previously.

In order to complete this optically stacked tandem LSC/Si module, we begin
with a large area silicon heterojunction cells, where the non-metallized wafers were
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Figure 5.6: The silicon heterojunction metallization and dicing process with input wafers
grown from previous studies. The final device size shown here yields six, 1cm x 1cm active
cells to be optically placed underneath the LSC top layer for the GaAs-based LSC/Si tandem
modules.

fabricated at large-scale (6“ x 6”) using previously established methods206–213. We
next cleave the wafers into smaller (ca. 1.5“ x 2”) pieces, and metallize the back
side of the devices using electron beam evaporation (10nm Cr with 300nm Au). To
deposit front contacts, a contact pattern was defined on the front using the following
photolithography recipe (AZ P4620, AZ Electronic Materials):

1. Dehydration bake, 110°C for 5 mins,

2. HMDS treatment, room temperature for 5 mins,

3. Spin-coat AZ P4620 at 1000 rpm for 10 sec, 2000 rpm for 30 sec,

4. Soft bake at 65°C for 5 mins, then 95°C for 20 mins,

5. Expose 400 mJ/cm2 at 365nm,

6. Develop in 3:1 H2O:AZ400K developer (AZ Electronic Materials) for 2 mins,

7. O2 de-scum, 3 mins,

8. Hard bake at 70°C for 20 mins (ramp from 35°C to 70°C over 1 hour).

Using e-beam deposition, we deposit metal on top of the patterned photoresist,
(10nm Cr with 300nm Au) and liftoff in acetone followed by cleaving, yielding
isolated 1cm x 1cm silicon heterojunction devices to serve as the tandem subcell.
We finally apply silver epoxy to the top and bottom of the silicon subcell, along with
an insulating side-layer of NOA61, and contact onto external busbars to extract the
electrical power via four-point probe measurement. Figure 5.6 illustrates the full
silicon fabrication process.
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Figure 5.7: A three-dimensional conceptual rendering of the experimental setup (a) with
a zoom-in of a simplified profile depiction of the tandem LSC/Si four-terminal device. (b)
gives the measured CuInS2/ZnS quantum dot absorption and emission spectra with respect
to photon wavelength/energy along with the fabricated 1.4mm x 1.4mm active area GaAs
minicell and the underlying 1cm x 1cm active area silicon heterojunction cell. The gray
background area shows the incident AM1.5g irradiance. For a planar luminescent concen-
trator/silicon device employing these components, (c) gives the maximum measured power
conversion efficiency, current density-voltage analysis for both the concentrator and silicon
components at a geometric gain of 1.6 and measured optical characteristics. (f) illustrates
the effect of illuminated geometric gain on measured device power conversion efficiency (red
bars) and short circuit current density (green and purple bars) against the predicted results
(red/green/purple lines).

5.3.2 GaAs Based LSC/Si Results and Analysis

With the GaAs/CuInS2/ZnS LSC and heterojunction silicon components fabricated
and stacked optically within the diffuse trench reflector (detailed in appendix H),
we can measure the spectral characteristics for each component and the power con-
version efficiency of the full device. Figure 5.7(a) depicts a rendered setup of the
tandem device alongside a simplified two-dimensional profile view of the LSC/Si
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tandem module within the trench reflector. Figure 5.7(b) provides the full spec-
tral characterization for each device component measured by a Cary 5000 UV-Vis
spectrometer (luminophore absorption), a custom external quantum efficiency mea-
surement tool, and an inverted microscope.

Figures (c) and (d) provide the power conversion efficiency measurements of the
LSC/Si four-terminal tandem module within the diffuse trench reflector, whereby
(c) gives the current density (mA·cm−2) response for each the LSC and silicon layers
with respect to applied voltage bias (V) and (d) gives the overall power efficiency
(%) and short-circuit current density (mA·cm−2) with respect to the illuminated
geometric gain of the system (varying an external iris aperture, as described in
appendix H).

Upon exposure under a low geometric gain of approximately 1.6, we find a
maximum tandem device efficiency of 13.61% under a reduced AM1.5g spectrum
(measured input irradiance of approximately 83 mW·cm−2). From Figure 5.7(c) we
observe that, unlike the GaAs-based luminescent concentrator that achieves high
open-circuit voltage values, the silicon heterojunction subcell demonstrates below
500mV at open-circuit. Such low voltage behavior of the silicon cell is attributed to
comparatively high dark radiative currents given the shadow losses from the GaAs
component. Figure 5.7(d) illustrates the close model matching to the measured
tandem performance for the power conversion efficiency (red), LSC short-circuit
current (green), and underlying silicon short-circuit current (purple).

5.3.3 InGaP Based LSC/Si Fabrication Procedure

From Figure 5.4(b), we readily observe how, for PLQY values less than unity, the
optimal luminophore-photovoltaic cell bandgap of the LSC component of an LSC/Si
tandem module blue-shifts. Qualitatively, as the LSC component decreases in op-
tical efficiency, a luminophore that exhibits a decreased spectral coverage will out-
perform owing to fewer opportunities for incident photons to nonradiatively recom-
bine in the LSC layer. Therefore, we now turn our attention to an LSC/Si archi-
tecture whose luminophore absorption bandgap is blue-shifted with respect to the
CuInS2/ZnS and GaAs system. Specifically, we consider the case when we employ
CdSe/CdS core/shell quantum dot luminophores (absorption bandgap of approxi-
mately 500nm and photoluminescence centered at 635nm) where we couple to an
embedded InGaP heterojunction solar cell (electronic bandgap at approximately
700nm). Furthermore, in order to increase the amount of photoluminescence trap-
ping within the LSC layer, we clad the top and bottom waveguide surface with
high/low (Ta2O5/SiO2) refractive index aperiodic dielectric stack filters.

Figure 5.8 shows both photographic (a),(b) and rendered schematics (c) of the
LSC/Si tandem module with the external photoluminescence trapping layers. Figure
5.8(d) displays a conceptual illustration of the core/shell structure of the CdSe/CdS
quantum dot, as well as a transmission electron microscope image of the nanoparti-
cles. In addition to evaluating the effects of a blue-shifted quantum dot layer within
the LSC on the power conversion efficiency, we implement a 4x3 array of InGaP
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Figure 5.8: The InGaP-based tandem LSC/Si, four terminal module. (a) The top LSC
component consisting of a 4x4 InGaP micro-cell array encapsulated within a 30 micrometer
(µm) thick CdSe/CdS core/shell quantum dot waveguide under ultraviolet illumination,
visibly displaying photoluminescence in the red (635nm). (b) The same top LSC component
as (a), under ambient light held for scale. We note that, as viewed in (a) and (b), the right-
most column of InGaP micro-cells (4 cells in total) electrically shorted during fabrication
process, yielding an effective 4x3 micro-cell array. (c) A rendering of the full tandem LSC/Si
module with photoluminescence trapping stack filters coupled to the top and bottom surfaces
of the LSC waveguide/InGaP micro-cell array component. (d) The core/shell structure of
the CdSe/CdS quantum dot alongside a transmission electron microscope image. (e) A
confocal microscope image of the anchored InGaP micro-cell on the LSC glass substrate,
with cell dimensions of approximately 400µm x 400µm. Adapted from Phelan et al.117.

micro-cells (approximately 400µm x 400µm) to lie planar the glass substrate of the
LSC waveguide. Such an array demonstrates, as proof of concept, the key fabri-
cation steps in scaling the planar form factor to larger areas, where Figure 5.8(e)
provides a confocal microscope image of a single InGaP heterojunction micro-cell.
Figure 5.8(b) shows the realized InGaP-based LSC top layer array, where we image
the waveguide photoluminescence under UV-light in (a).

InGaP Micro-Cell Array Fabrication

Our collaborators at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (John Geisz) grow
the upright n-on-p InGaP solar cells on GaAs substrates by atmospheric-pressure
metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy214,215. The Zn-doped absorber layer measures
approximately 900nm thick with a 2µm Al.5Ga.5As lateral conduction layer for trans-
parency, allowing for bifacial operation of the device (that is, light collection from
the top and bottom faces of the cell within the waveguide). An AlInP layer beneath
the Al.5Ga.5As acts as a sacrificial layer for lifting off micro-cells during the transfer
printing process to create arrays of interconnected cells.

For the fabrication of micro-cells, our collaborators at the University of Illinois
at Urbana Champaign begin by defining the geometry of the negative terminal via
photolithography. We subsequently electrodeposit the contact pad consisting of
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10nm Ni and 1µm of Au. We define the cell mesa on the GaAs substrate with a
two-step wet etch: the first being a 1:100 bromine-hydrobromic (48% HBr, Sigma-
Aldrich) acid etch to non-selectively complete the main part of the etch, the second
being a saturated HCl etch to selectively remove the remaining InGaP and expose a
smooth and undamaged lateral conduction layer. In a similar process we establish
the positive contact and isolate the devices via a final HCl etch, exposing the GaAs
substrate. To minimize Fresnel reflectance losses, we deposit approximately 50nm
of silicon nitride over the device via plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition.
Figure 5.9(a) displays the measured external quantum efficiency at normal incidence
illumination of the isolated InGaP cell.

To transfer the isolated InGaP heterojunction cells from the GaAs wafer and
onto our LSC glass substrate (2.5cm x 2.5cm), we spin coat a 150 nm layer of spin-
on-glass/epoxy adhesive216. We then apply a (poly)dimethylsiloxane stamp to pick
up and transfer the micro-cells—isolated by a reactive ion etching process—to the
glass substrate to form an array of cells137,217. We cure the epoxy layer by sequential
heating and ultraviolet exposure. In order to prevent electrical shorting or device
shunting, we insulate the cell edges with SU-8 2025. Finally, to complete the cell
array and electrically interconnect micro-cells in a series (columns), parallel (rows)
fashion, we sputter a layer of 30nn Cr, 150nm Cu, 50nm Al, and 200nm Au in order
to fabricate a low mechanical stress and electrical resistance lead.

CdSe/CdS Quantum Dot Waveguide Synthesis

Similar to the CuInS2/ZnS waveguides for the GaAs-based LSC devices, we dis-
perse core/shell CdSe/CdS quantum dots within the monomer lauryl methacrylate
(Sigma-Aldrich) and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (Sigma-Aldrich) cross-linker at
a 10:1 ratio. Appendix G details the quantum dot synthesis recipe from our collab-
orators at University of California, Berkeley as well as the polymerization recipe.
To obtain a thinner waveguide relative to the GaAs-based LSCs, we fabricate a
30µm layer through the use of soda-lime glass spacers atop the 2.5cm x 2.5cm
glass substrate (hosting the InGaP micro-cell array). We mount a capping, quartz
glass superstrate atop the spacers, treated with repel-silane (GE Healthcare). We
then apply a capillary force method, injecting the quantum dot/monomer solution
between the glass substrate/InGaP array and the glass superstrate. We cure the
waveguide solution under 365nm ultraviolet exposure and remove the quartz glass
superstrate after curing—as the repel-silane surface treatment prevents strong bond-
ing to the polymer waveguide. Figure 5.9(a) shows the measured absorption and
photoluminescence of the CdSe/CdS 30µm polymerized waveguide layer.

Distributed Bragg Reflector Design and Fabrication

In a tandem LSC/Si module, any external trapping filter must provide additional
photoluminescence recycling without reflecting away long wavelength photons meant
to impinge upon the underlying silicon cell. Out of several methods, including two-
dimensional photonic crystals (where the index of refraction is varied in a repeatable
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pattern across a two-dimensional substrate96,97,218), one of the most common ap-
proaches includes a one-dimensional photonic crystal (also termed a Distributed
Bragg reflector). Such a crystal alternates high/low refractive index materials (pe-
riodically or, in order to suppress certain photon (de)coherence patterns, aperi-
odically) in a single direction (e.g., vertical with respect to the planar waveguide
surface).

Here, we design and optimize a dielectric, aperiodic notch filter stack through a
nonlinear optimization routine in combination with a transfer matrix method219. As
with most optimization routines, the Figure of merit we use to calculate the band-
stop mirror quality dictates the success of the optimization. Given the nature of this
LSC/Si tandem stack, our Figure of merit consists of three independently weighted
factors: (i) the transmittance of low-wavelength photons for luminophore absorption
within the LSC (up to 500nm), (ii) the reflectance of photoluminescence-wavelength
photons (i.e., 635±50nm), and (iii) transmittance of long-wavelength photons for
silicon subcell collection (beyond 685nm). Figure 5.9(a) compares the optimized
transfer matrix calculation of our aperiodic dielectric stack filter at normal incidence
for averaged s- and p-polarized light against the LSC spectra (luminophore and cell
data).

With an optimized aperiodic filter structure, we contract the sputter deposi-
tion fabrication (>100 layers) onto a 2.5cm x 2.5cm x 2mm glass substrate with
an anti-reflective coating opposite the dielectric stack (Evaporated Coatings Inc.,
Willow Grove, PA USA). Figures 5.9(c) and (d) compare the modeled to measured
stack filter component. We mechanically stack the InGaP array/LSC component
directly on the bottom dielectric stack filter and glass substrate. We similarly place
a top fabricated structure atop the waveguide to complete our device design as
shown schematically in Figure 5.8(c). We place this bottom filter/InGaP micro-cell
array/LSC waveguide/top filter structure atop a passivated contact silicon subcell
with a window area of 1.6cm x 2.5cm, and embed the entire tandem structure within
a mirrored acrylic test bed in order to emulate a larger LSC grid array89.

Passivated Contact Silicon Subcell Fabrication

Our collaborators at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory fabricate the un-
derlying silicon subcell using a single side textured, rear junction cell with heavily
doped n-type and p-type poly-Si/SiOx passivation layers deposited at the front and
the back of an n-type Cz wafer respectively114,117. We measure the passivated con-
tact silicon cell under a 1-sun solar simulator, measure again under the CdSe/CdS
waveguide, and once more under the LSC/filter structure in order to estimate the
cell performance in the tandem configuration. We encapsulate this subcell with a
mm-thick layer of (poly)dimethylsiloxane. Figure 5.8(b) shows the measured passi-
vated silicon subcell external quantum efficiency against the transmitted irradiance
through the LSC/stack filter top component.
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Figure 5.9: The spectral characteristics of the InGaP-based tandem LSC/Si module. (a)
The top LSC photovoltaic component, comparing the CdSe/CdS absorption/photolumines-
cence spectra (far left y-axis), printed InGaP micro-cell external quantum efficiency (left
y-axis), aperiodic stack filter reflectance spectrum at normal incidence (left y-axis), and in-
cident AM1.5g spectrum (right y-axis). (b) The bottom passivated silicon component of the
tandem LSC/Si module, comparing the cell external quantum efficiency (left y-axis) against
the transmitted irradiance through the LSC top component (right y-axis). (c), (d) The
simulated and measured dielectric, aperiodic stack filter with alternating layers of Ta2O5

and SiO2, respectively. The realized stack filter (d) is deposited atop an approximately 2mm
thick glass substrate. Adapted from Phelan et al.117.

5.3.4 InGaP Based LSC/Si Indoor Characterization

In order to characterize the external quantum and power conversion efficiencies for
both the LSC and underlying passivated contact silicon cell, we first conduct indoor
laboratory measurements. For power conversion analyses, we analyze the perfor-
mance under one-sun solar simulation (experimental setup detailed in Appendix
I) for both the LSC and silicon components (given that this structure is a four
terminal tandem design). Figures 5.10(a),(b) illustrate the effects from LSC and
stack filters on the external quantum efficiency in a layer-by-layer fashion. As the
LSC components shape the incident light spectrum, fewer photons are collected by
the passivated silicon subcell, as seen in Figure 5.10(b),(d). Solar simulator cur-
rent density-voltage measurements reveal a short-circuit current of approximately
29 mA·cm2 and an open-circuit voltage of 700 mV for the bare silicon subcell.
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Figure 5.10: The measured electrical performance of the InGaP-based tandem LSC/Si
device under artificial, AM1.5g light via a solar simulator. (a) The quantum efficiency
analysis for the top LSC component for the cases with and without the top/bottom
photoluminescence-trapping stack filters shown in Figure 5.9. (b) The quantum efficiency
analysis for the bottom, passivated contact silicon component for the cases with LSC and
photoluminescence-trapping stack filters, with solely filters, and finally without the LSC or
filters. (c) Current-density, voltage measurements of a sparse InGaP micro-cell array top
LSC component (geometric gain of 250) for the cases with and without stack filters, under
AM1.5g illumination. (d) Equivalent measurements as in (c) of the Si passivated contact
bottom cell. Adapted from Phelan et al.117.

The LSC analogously demonstrates values of 13 µA·cm2 and 4.5V for the 4x3
InGaP micro-cell array under the LSC waveguide. With each layer added to the full
device, the total output current from the silicon is reduced and open-circuit voltage
decreases slightly shown in Figure 5.10(c). The 4x3 InGaP array experiences a
current drop off with the addition of the top filter as a result of the reduced quantum
efficiency spectrum of the InGaP micro-cell. However, given proper tuning of the
notch filter and LSC parameters (e.g., luminophore concentration, geometric gain),
increased photoluminescence trapping can offset the drop-off in InGaP micro-cell
quantum efficiency, thereby resulting in an enhanced power output of the full device.
As highlighted for example in Figures 3.7 and 5.5, too large of LSC geometric gains
reduce the probability of photoluminescence collection by the photovoltaic. In this
geometry, the system reaches a geometric gain of approximately 250—too large to
enable high power conversion efficiencies.
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Figure 5.11: Outdoor testing results with respect to time of day at the National Renewable
Energy laboratory in Colorado, USA for November 13th, 14th, and 15th 2018. (a) The
top LSC component and (b) bottom silicon cell power output in mW per cm2 over the
course of three full days of testing. (c) The solar irradiance (mW per cm2) and (d) angle
of incidence (°) relative to modules top surface for each day of testing, where 90° signifies
normal incidence. Dips in the data correspond to brief periods of cloud and/or snow coverage
at the testing facility. Adapted from Phelan et al.117.

5.3.5 InGaP Based LSC/Si Outdoor Testing

While solar simulation testing within a laboratory aids in understanding photo-
voltaic performance, there is no substitute for outdoor field testing—as this is, of
course, the intended operating space for all terrestrial-based solar photovoltaic de-
vices. As such, we now evaluate the power performance of this InGaP-based LSC/Si
four terminal module at the outdoor testing facility located in Golden, Colorado at
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory—testing during the week of November
11th, 2018. Originally hypothesized as a motivation for LSC devices42, we aim to
understand the angular dependence of light concentration within the LSC in con-
trast to the underlying silicon subcell and, related, how diffuse vs. direct irradiance
conditions affect overall power conversion efficiencies for each component.

We first determine the effects of irradiance and diffuse light illumination on
tandem LSC/Si, with modules tilted at a fixed 40° relative to horizontal with con-
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tinuous on-site irradiance measurements220. As demonstrated in Figure 5.11(a),(b),
we measure power output as a function of the time of day and observe an expected
maximum performance near 12:00pm. As seen, this power point for both compo-
nents coincides with maximum solar irradiance, Figure 5.11(c), and an angle nearest
to normal incidence of the module when loaded onto the tilted hardware stand, Fig-
ure 5.11(d). By 4:00pm, limited incident irradiance and large off-normal angles of
incidence result in negligible output power of the module. We observe similar tem-
poral trends for both the underlying silicon and top LSC components. Also shown
in Figure 5.11(a), the maximum LSC component power output decreases noticeably
throughout the three testing days, a trend not seen in the silicon subcell. We at-
tribute this trend to a degradation mechanism of the LSC waveguiding efficiency,
most likely attributed to photodegradation of the luminophore radiative efficiency
(i.e., PLQY)221,222.

Turning our attention now to the component (LSC and silicon subcell) perfor-
mance under varying diffusivity conditions, we can observe that our outdoor field
testing data matches well with previous power conversion efficiency trends measured
in prior work49. Seen in Figure 5.12(b), the silicon subcell power conversion effi-
ciency monotonically decreases once the amount of direct normal irradiance drops
below 50mW·cm−2. In contrast, the top LSC component does not demonstrate a
steady decreasing trend as a function of direct irradiance. The spread in normalized
efficiency for both the LSC and silicon components in Figures 5.12(a),(b) results,
most likely, from day-to-day variations in testing conditions (e.g., cloud and snow
coverage). Moreover, we hypothesize that the slight drop in normalized efficiency
for the silicon subcell towards maximum direct irradiance, which typically occurs
near noon, may result from a modest shift of the solar spectrum in the afternoon.
Fernandez, et. al. previously demonstrated how higher angles of incidence—that
occur in the afternoon—produce larger attenuation of the UV-visible region of the
solar spectrum yielding a red-shifted irradiance (owing principally to Rayleigh scat-
tering by the atmosphere)223. Such a red-shifted solar spectrum is better matched
to the silicon band edge, potentially leading to a slight increase in performance, as
we observe in Figure 5.12(b).

5.3.6 InGaP Based LSC/Si Device Analysis

While indoor and outdoor testing of the InGaP-based LSC/Si four terminal tan-
dem module provides a proof of concept prototype demonstration, we can also ana-
lyze the loss mechanisms, photoluminescence travel pathways, and attainable power
conversion efficiencies through the use of further spectroscopic measurements and
Monte Carlo ray-trace modeling. Bolstering our device analysis with these tools,
we can further clarify how to achieve higher overall performance of LSC/Si tandem
structures.

The InGaP-based device we fabricate under-performs our previous simulation
work of an LSC/Si tandem design composed of these material sets—where such
analyses suggest an optimized LSC/Si tandem module could reach power conversion
efficiencies near 29% as the LSC approaches its radiative limit84. Shown in Figure
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Figure 5.12: Outdoor testing results with respect to the fraction of direct normal irradi-
ance (DNI) by total integrated irradiance at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in
Colorado, USA for November 12th (partial day), 13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th, 2018. Here
we show the normalized efficiency with respect to the amount of DNI for the (a) top LSC
component and (b) bottom silicon cell. We normalize the power conversion efficiency for
each individual day to the highest value for that given day. Days 3 and 4 of (a) correspond
to the case with no top photoluminescence-trapping stack filter. Adapted from Phelan et
al.117.

5.11, the passivated contact silicon subcell performed at approximately 10% power
conversion efficiency, while the LSC component contributed just 0.04%.

To identify the primary LSC loss mechanisms and optimize our design perfor-
mance, we can apply our Monte Carlo ray-trace to the LSC/Si tandem module
equipped with the spectral measurements of each component (given in Figure 5.9).
From our model, we find agreement of a device power conversion efficiency reaching
10%. We therefore can apply this computational tool to pinpoint the exact causes
of lowered output current by the top LSC component—as it is in photoluminescence
loss that yields such markedly lowered performance. Figure 5.13(a) conceptualizes
the most significant loss mechanisms that limit the performance for our tandem
structure. Through this modeling, we find that the most significant areas of photon
loss stem directly from: (i) top filter reflection of incident irradiance, (ii) non-
radiative recombination of absorbed photons by the CdSe/CdS luminophores (i.e.,
non-unity PLQY), (iii) scattered photons lost through the escape cone of the waveg-
uide/filter component, and (iv) parasitic subcell absorption (e.g., defect-site driven
non-radiative recombination). Figure 5.13(b) shows these primary loss mechanisms
with respect to the incident photon spectrum.

As shown in Figure 5.13(b), LSC non-radiative absorption through below-unity
quantum dot PLQYs combined with waveguide escape cone re-emission account for
the vast majority of loss for the LSC component. As such, improved photolumi-
nescence collection necessitates increased optical efficiency of the waveguide126. In
order to spatially resolve the photoluminescence collection efficiency of our LSC
waveguide, we map the quantum dot emission by scanning a 490nm wavelength,
10µm spot-size beam224 across a single InGaP micro-cell LSC. We illuminate the
waveguide starting from one corner of the 0.16mm2 InGaP and extend into a spatial
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Figure 5.13: Computational results showing the primary loss mechanisms responsible in
our InGaP-based tandem LSC/Si system. (a) A rendered schematic depicting the various
loss mechanisms, including: top surface reflection of incident sunlight due, primarily, to the
top notch filter (dark gray), escape cone loss from the LSC waveguide (orange), CdSe/CdS
quantum dot (LSC) non-radiative recombination absorption (purple), and silicon parasitic
recombination (yellow). (b) The spectral account for the full tandem LSC/Si loss mecha-
nisms, given as the total lost photocurrent (A per m2 per nm). Adapted from Phelan et
al.117.

quadrant analyzing a 2.5cm x 2.5cm area—equivalent to a geometric gain of 625—
shown in Figure 5.14(a). As seen, the measured photocurrent drops with the spatial
separation between the illumination point and the micro-cell corner. An inflection
point in the steep drop off located less than 0.2mm from the quadrant origin indi-
cates a combination of photoluminescence and nearby scattered, short wavelength
light collected in this small radius. Such an inflection reveals that the mean photon
travel distances within the LSC waveguide are significantly limited by a convolution
of escape-cone and non-radiative luminophore losses.

Via an understanding of the loss mechanisms in the LSC, we can design an
improved tandem device. Figure 5.14(b) projects the modeled power conversion
efficiency, as well as the associated photocurrents for each the LSC top component
and silicon subcell, possible for various approaches to optimization for the tandem
LSC device under normal incidence illumination conditions. One promising method
for maintaining quantum dot photostability in an ambient environment and en-
hancing PLQY performance involves the use of siloxane as a part of the waveguide
matrix, which has shown to help quantum dots maintain PLQYs across high tem-
peratures and various moisture due to the strong thermal stability of the bonds in
the siloxane225.

In Figure 5.14(b), we model the following optimizations: (i) unity PLQY,
improved from the current measured conditions of 60% for the outdoor testing,
(ii) a defect free waveguide, consisting of a decreased re-absorption probability
(i.e., extinction coefficient) of the quantum dots and non-aggregated dispersion
of luminophores within the polymer226; (iii) minimized photoluminescence leakage
from the device edges; (iv) optimized top/bottom filters to reduce loss from low-
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wavelength incident photon reflection and scattered photon transmission through the
waveguide escape cone; (v) a decreased geometric gain (from 250 to 10) of the LSC
for higher micro-cell collection yields, without obscuring long-wavelength photons
from reaching the underlying silicon; (vi) a re-optimized concentration (i.e., optical
density) of luminophores (from 0.33 to 2.4 at 450nm); and (vii) a decreased emission
full-width at half-maximum227. By optimizing each of these components, the tan-
dem device is expected to achieve an ultimate output photocurrent of 10.1mA·cm−2

and open-circuit voltage of = 1.48V for the LSC component with 27.2mA·cm−2 and
0.65V for the Si subcell. These optimizations are predicted to enable a total module
power efficiency of 27.2% under 1-sun illumination.

Figure 5.14: (a) The photocurrent mapping of a single InGaP micro-cell embedded within
a 30µm waveguide doped with CdSe/CdS quantum dot luminophores, plotted on a log scale.
A 490nm laser source scans x- and y-distances up to 5mm from the outside corner of the
device active area (the origin corresponding to the cell center). (b) A performance forecast
for the tandem LSC/Si module, illustrating approaches for increased module power efficiency
(left y-axis, black x-markers) through optimization of the LSC component, alongside the
predicted LSC photocurrent (right y-axis, blue circle-markers) and predicted Si subcell
photocurrent (far right y-axis, green square-markers). Efficiencies are modeled for 100%
DNI under standard AM1.5g conditions. Adapted from Phelan et al.117.

5.4 Multijunction LSC Device Outlook

Through computational and experimental means, we have explored the concept of
optically integrating at least one LSC into a multijunction photovoltaic module. We
analyzed the thermodynamic detailed balance for a monolithic stack of n LSC layers
as a function of the luminophore Stokes shift, introduced and motivated an LSC/Si
device architecture, evaluated the upper power conversion efficiency performance
limits with respect to the luminophore and coupled photovoltaic cell bandgap for
such a module, and discussed the experimental fabrication and testing of a GaAs-
and InGaP-based LSC/Si four terminal device. Through our analysis, we observe
the importance of photoluminescence trapping within the waveguide—specifically
underscoring the benefits of anisotropically radiating waveguide structures.
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As we turn our attention to nanophotonic waveguide and/or luminophore mate-
rials that can achieve such anisotropy, a natural consequence for these wave-optical
devices is a lowered overall mass per unit area of the device. Given this, we can
begin to identify how a single or multijunction LSC could enable unprecedented
specific powers (that is, generated power per mass). Therefore, we next explore the
possibility of optimizing LSC devices for space-based power generation.
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CHAPTER 6

Ultra-Light LSC Structures for Aerospace Applications

The prohibitively high manufacturing costs of crystalline silicon wafers in the early
1950s limited the scope of photovoltaic devices—where the first application of sili-
con solar cells that found a commercial foothold was in early space satellites11,228.
As this market grew, researchers proposed new concepts about space-based solar
photovoltaic arrays. Following William Brown’s invention of the rectenna1 in 1964,
Peter Glaser introduced a novel concept for energy harvesting four years later that
married the photovoltaic cell and the rectenna229. For such a power station, nearly
continuous irradiance from the sun with no diffuse component and zero atmospheric
scattering/absorption (i.e., 30% greater irradiance levels than terrestrial) could yield
unrivaled power production for solar photovoltaic utility applications.

Figure 6.1: The concept of space-based solar power for an example LSC spacecraft de-
ployment. Here, series of individual LSCs (shown as an edge-lined form factor for example)
make up an entire strip, where strips makes up a fully deployed (i.e., launched) spacecraft,
and we fly spacecrafts in an array in geostationary orbit for 24/7 illumination conditions at
AM0 irradiance. Adapted from Kelzenberg et al.228.

This proposal, which became known as space-based solar power, imagines flying
a utility-scale photovoltaic array into geostationary orbit. Upon generation, the

1The rectenna consists of a dipole antenna connected to a radio frequency diode, such
that incoming radio frequency waves cause a direct current to flow.
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electricity radiates through an antenna aimed at a receiving rectenna station on
earth—thereby completing a process where the energy flows from photons (sun) to
direct current electrons (photovoltaic) to alternating current electrons (antenna) to
emitted photons (radio frequency beam) to alternating current electrons (receiving
antenna) and finally to direct current electrons (diode). A conceptualization of the
space-based solar power array and process is shown in Figure 6.1 Further feasibility
studies followed suit230 and a primary limitation arose relating to the areal mass
density for such arrays; as is still the case, launch costs pose a significant barrier to
economical energy generation.

6.1 The Space Race for High Specific Power Technology

Despite the high barrier to adoption for space-based solar power, tremendous re-
search efforts have taken place over the past 50 years on developing ultra lightweight
and power conversion efficient solar cells. Since, for this industry, both the mass
and power generation of the cell dictate the feasibility of the photovoltaic technol-
ogy, we adopt specific power as the primary Figure of merit—defined as the power
produced (kW) per mass of the cell (kg). In the early days of space-based solar
power, specific powers for solar cells fell below .2kW/kg, where viability calcula-
tions indicated that such generation stations needed devices with specific powers
in excess of 1kW/kg230. Since then, lightweight geometric concentrator solar cells
(e.g., stretched lens arrays, parabolic trough reflectors) have shown terrific promise
in breaking beyond .3kW/kg231–235 and emerging thin film technology in surpassing
the 1kW/kg barrier236,237. Table 6.1 lists several proposed lightweight photovoltaic
cell devices for space-based solar power alongside their theorized or measured specific
powers.

Photovoltaic Type Specific Power (kW/kg) Date Setting

InGaP/GaAs238 0.090 2009 Measured under AM0

Si BSFR239 0.092 1991 Deployed to GEO

GaAs/Ge239 0.168 1993 Deployed to GEO

GaInP/GaAs/Ge Lens Concentrator240–242 0.180 2005 Deployed to GEO

GaInP/GaAs/Ge Parabolic Trough228,235 0.230 2017 Measured under AM0

InP Thin Film236 2.000 2009 Measured under AM0

GaInP/GaAs/GaInAs237 3.000 2017 Measured under AM0

Table 6.1: A table displaying various examples of previously reported space-based photo-
voltaic specific powers, the date of the report or publication, and the setting in which those
measurements were taken.
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6.2 The Case for Ultra-light LSC Devices

While decades of research and development on passive concentration techniques
for space-based solar power have taken place, little to no published research exists
for active concentrators. Therefore, we now turn our attention in this thesis to
two topics of LSCs in relation to space-based solar power: (i) understanding and
estimating the ultimate specific power limits for LSCs given the variety of material
parameters and areal mass density form factors, and (ii) fabricating and launching
the first-ever LSC photovoltaic device into orbit for field testing.

As discussed in chapter 2, the optical waveguide thickness, which hosts the
photoluminescent material, dictates not only the amount of incident light absorption
by the LSC but also the physical propagation of photons within the waveguide—
thereby, the way in which we model the device (wave-optical vs ray-optical). For
specific power, we must also consider the effects this parameter has on the total
mass. As such, Table 6.2 breaks down the components of LSCs categorized into
either ray-optical device thickness or wave-optical and provides order of magnitude
estimates of the mass area density for each.

LSC Type Component Example Material Approximate Mass Density (g/cm3) Thickness (cm) Areal Mass Density (g/cm2)

Wave-optical

Waveguide PMMA 01.17 O
(
10−4

)
< 2 · 10−4

Luminophore CuInS2/ZnS OD · 00.46† O
(
10−4

)
< OD · 10−4

Photovoltaic GaAs (planar) 05.32 1/GG · O
(
10−4

)
< 1/GG · 10−3

Contacts Ag 10.49 O
(
10−5

)
< 10−4

Total‡ — — — < 5 · 10−4

Ray-optical

Waveguide PMMA 1.17 O
(
10−1

)
< 2 · 10−1

Luminophore CuInS2/ZnS OD · 00.46 O
(
10−1

)
< OD · 10−1

Photovoltaic GaAs (edge-lined) 05.32 1/GG · O
(
10−1

)
< 1/GG

Contacts Cr/Au, Ag 10.49 O
(
10−5

)
< 10−4

Total‡ — — — < .5

Table 6.2: Approximations for the limiting areal mass density for an LSC device. Here
we distinguish between a thin (wave-optical) and thick (ray-optical) LSC device in order to
quantify this limit. †: a measurement performed of a 5cm x 5cm x .01cm waveguide with
.021g of CuInS2/ZnS quantum dots dispersed, yielding an optical density of approximately
0.18 at 600nm. ‡: the mass limit assuming an optical density of 1 and geometric gain of 10.

Similar to understanding the material sets and waveguide thicknesses that enable
markedly higher specific powers, we must also consider the LSC parameters (Figure
2.1) that can limit device mass while enabling high power conversion efficiency. For
example, the geometric gain relates the amount of cell material needed for an LSC
device—and so a larger geometric may reduce overall system mass but may also
decrease the power conversion efficiency performance. Therefore, to quantify the
effects of system parameters on the specific power we must return to our analysis of
single- and multijunction LSCs considering the AM0 irradiance spectrum.
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6.3 Limits of LSCs for Aeronautical Applications

An LSC device intended for a space-based solar power application could, just as
for the terrestrial case, consist of a single luminophore-cell layer (i.e., single junc-
tion) or a monolithic optical stack of multiple luminophore-cell combinations (i.e.,
multijunction). For the optically thick waveguide regime, we can model this system
with our validated Monte Carlo ray-trace model for both realistic and hypothetical
devices243. For thin waveguides of order photoluminesced photon wavelength, we
can approximate the short-circuit current by the detailed balance limit and apply
our voltage and fill factors expression as before. We build off our previous work in
chapter 3 and analyze the detailed balance specific power limits of a single-junction
LSC device in orbit with AM0 irradiance incident at angles normal to the waveguide
top surface.

6.3.1 Specific Power Limits of Single Junctions

Figure 6.2: The specific power limits of an LSC from the order of magnitude mass cal-
culations in Table 6.2 and a detailed balance model previously discussed. (a) The limits of
LSC specific power (kW/kg) as a function of the luminophore absorption edge (nm) and
the electronic bandgap (nm) of the coupled photovoltaic cell (also the location of the pho-
toluminescence emission profile) for the case of a waveguide thickness of order magnitude
as the photoluminesced wavelength (wave-optical limit) at a geometric gain of 10. (b) The
same limits as in (a) except for a waveguide thickness much larger than a single wavelength
(where we arbitrarily set the thickness at 0.10cm). In both cases, we apply the back of the
envelope mass calculations as discussed in Table 6.2.

We assume an LSC device consisting of a waveguide thickness on the order of
a single photoluminesced photon wavelength (i.e., between 100 and 1000nm). As
stated, at this length-scale, we cannot physically apply the Monte Carlo ray-trace
owing to the wave-like nature of propagating photons. Given the high absorp-
tion coefficients of emerging luminophore systems such as two-dimensional dichalco-
genides244,245, however, we can effectively apply a traditional detailed balance model
to probe the upper performance limits for such LSCs in space-based solar power
applications—a toy model akin to calculating the limits to multijunctions in chap-
ter 5.1. Shown in Figure 6.2(a), we vary the luminophore bandgap together with
the cell bandgap (thereby the Stokes shift as well assuming ideal photoluminescence
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matching) to define the specific power limits assuming a geometric gain of 10. We
can also apply this same model for the ray-optical limit case, shown in Figure 6.2(b).

As seen in Figure 6.2(a), wave-optical LSC devices hold potential to radically
unseat the current record specific power devices (e.g., thin film photovoltaics on
flexible substrates). While this analysis only describes the devices in their detailed
balance limit (whereby we assume a 2% external radiative efficiency of the photo-
voltaic cell and unity photoluminescence trapping and waveguiding in the LSC), this
does however demonstrate the feasibility of wave-optical LSC devices (e.g., nanopho-
tonic waveguides) over their ray-optical counterparts (e.g., current state of the art).
In the latter, we observe specific powers (kW/kg) well below .100 even in the de-
tailed balance limit. By contrast, wave-optical LSCs can theoretically surpass well
over 10kW/kg.

6.3.2 Specific Power Limits of Multijunctions

Described in chapter 5.1, LSC devices could in principle reach higher power conver-
sion efficiencies via monolithically stacked LSC layers. Here, in order to determine
if the power conversion efficiency benefit outweighs the additional mass contribu-
tion to the device, we quantify the thermodynamic limits for such an LSC stack
where (from top to bottom) the energy bandgap cascades from high to low energies,
respectively. Unlike the case for terrestrial photovoltaic generation, however, an in-
crease in layers also acts to decrease the device specific power—as a greater number
of layers increases the system mass.

Figure 6.3: The specific power limits of a multi-layer stack LSC—with the lowest energy
bandgap equal to a germanium solar cell—from the order of magnitude mass calculations
in Table 6.2. Here, we look only at the wave-optical limit for waveguide thicknesses for each
layer of the monolithic stack. We model the specific power (kW/kg) detailed balance and
mass limits as a function of the number of LSC layers for the case where geometric gain is
10 (a) and 100(b).

Figure 6.3 illustrates the trade-off in number of LSC layers, n, versus the specific
power in the wave-optical regime for each layer where we vary the Stokes shift of
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the luminophore. We assume a lower energy bandgap equal to that of a germanium
solar cell. For both geometric gains of 10 (a) and up to 100 (b), we find that
additional LSC layers in a multijunction architecture decreases the overall specific
power, whereby the additional mass of each layer outweighs the benefit of increased
power conversion efficiency. However, between two and three junctions, we observe
a slight increase in specific power owing to the limited number of layers (lower mass)
with a relatively large increase to the power conversion efficiency. In the case for a
geometric gain of 10 (a), we find an approximate lower limit of 5kW/kg for the LSC
device, whereas a geometric gain of 100 (b) yields a lower limit of 10kW/kg owing
to the decrease in photovoltaic mass of the system.

6.4 First Ever Space Flight of an LSC

While developing an upper bound on specific power may provide us insight into
the pathway for materials and design optimization, an LSC photovoltaic device
has—as of this thesis and to this author’s knowledge—never been flown in outer
space. Such a test not only enables us to gather the first data on the stability of
a certain subset of LSC materials in orbital conditions (e.g., quantum dot stability,
waveguide/cell materials, LSC form factor design), but it also introduces a new class
of concentrators into the space-solar community.

Contracting with SpaceX and Momentus, our confirmed launch date for lower-
earth orbit housing, among other solar cell classes, six CuInS2/ZnS quantum dot
waveguides coupled to edge-lined GaAs or Si photovoltaic cells is set to deliver the
first power conversion efficiency measurements in space for LSCs. Figure 6.4 displays
the drawing of the rocket, payload, photovoltaic cell holder, and LSC design that
will launch into lower-earth orbit. This mission, while a crucial first step toward
employing an LSC that delivers record specific powers, will focus solely on power
conversion efficiency rather than specific power—given that we must first quantify
the performance durability of these novel space materials (e.g., quantum dots).

6.4.1 Design and Optimization of Lower-Earth Orbit LSCs

With our mission to develop the first round of space field testing on high availabil-
ity materials to construct optically thick LSC waveguides, Figure 6.5 shows the full,
space-ready conceptualized and built LSC device. Here we choose a poly(lauryl
methacrylate) waveguide material with a high optical density loading (approxi-
mately 1.0 at 450nm) of CuInS2/ZnS core/shell luminophores. To prevent damage
from incoming electron, proton, or ultraviolet radiation, we secure the waveguide
between two glass cover-slips approximately .5mm thick.

We adhere four GaAs/Si cells onto four perimeter edges of the square slab waveg-
uide, where we employ a space-grade and optically transparent epoxy. Figure 6.5(a)
illustrates the cell configuration bordering this square, where the cells extend beyond
a single waveguide edge in a pin-wheel like pattern—thereby minimizing the amount
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Figure 6.4: A conceptual diagram illustrating the makeup of the lower-earth orbit launch,
where the LSC devices are housed on a photovoltaic holding array (with automated testing
capabilities), built into the Momentus payload, and launched via a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket.

of photoluminescence that leaks out of the corners. Similarly, we deposit a silver
broadband reflector on the bottom surface of the glass substrate and an alternating
high/low refractive index, aperiodic stack filter on the bottom surface of the top
glass to minimize escape cone loss, shown in Figure 6.5(b). We electrically connect
each cell together in series by space-grade silver epoxy, and connect the LSCs into
a printed circuit board for integration into the payload operating software. Figure
6.5(c) shows a photograph of the fully assembled and electrically interconnected
LSC device.

6.4.2 Flight-Ready LSC Component Fabrication

Cell Fabrication and Design

We launch three GaAs- and three Si-based LSC devices into lower earth orbit,
whereby each LSC consists of four cells strung together in series. Here, we collab-
orate with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (John Geisz: GaAs, Paul
Stradins: Si) to design and fabricate the cells matched to our LSC device size and
layer geometry. For each cell in the LSC of either type, we employ 1.0cm x .15cm
active area cells to match our waveguide and mirror (top/bottom glass) layer stack.
Figure 6.6 shows current-density, voltage response of the two cell types as well as the
measured external quantum efficiency response of these cells. Appendices E and F
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Figure 6.5: The module level design of the lower earth orbit bound LSC device. (a) A
rendered three dimensional view of the LSC, where we arrange the edge-lined photovoltaic
cells (GaAs or Si) in a pin-wheel configuration in order to minimize edge-escaped photolumi-
nescence. (b),(c) A conceptual and optical microscope image, respectively, of the edge-lined
Si or GaAs solar cell, when viewed from the top. (d) A two dimensional profile view of
the LSC showing the approximate thicknesses of the glass and waveguide layers. (d) A
photograph of the fully assembled LSC with interconnected silicon cells in series.

detail the fabrication process and cell profiles for the GaAs and Si cells, respectively.

Luminophore Waveguide Synthesis

Similar to the process outlined in chapters 3.4 and 5.3, we deposit via capillary
force method an approximately .5mm-thick CuInS2/ZnS core/shell quantum dot
waveguide. Appendix G describes the recipe and process of waveguide deposition in
greater detail and Figure 3.16 displays the measured absorption/photoluminescence
for these types of quantum dot waveguides. However, in order to bolster the optical
efficiency of the LSC and deliver a higher concentration of photoluminescence to the
four, edge-lining solar cells, the glass sub- and superstrates consist of a broadband
silver reflector and an aperiodic dielectric stack filter. The optical density, when
measured at 450nm, is optimized in this design through Monte Carlo ray-trace
modeling, whereby we find an optimal value to be 1.0 and fabricate to reach this
target.

Aperiodic Stack Filter Design

In order to optimize the short-pass, long-stop top filter, we model GaAs- and Si-
based LSCs within our Monte Carlo ray-trace to establish the ideal reflectance and
transmittance spectra. Figures 6.7(a),(b), and (c) demonstrate the results of this
optimization, whereby we vary the edge-stop spectral location, short-pass transmit-
tance, and long-stop reflectance to measure the power output under 1-sun AM0,
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Figure 6.6: The power and spectral characteristics of two types of photovoltaic cells, GaAs
(a,c) and Si (b,d), intended for use in the deployed LSC into lower-earth orbit. (a) and (b)
displays the measured current density, voltage response of the device in the dark (red) and
under 1-sun illumination (green). (c) and (d) give the measured external quantum efficiency
response of the GaAs and Si cells, respectively, plotted against the incident AM0 radiation.

respectively.

As expected, higher transmittance and reflectance in the short-pass, long-stop
spectral windows yield higher overall performance, respectively. And importantly,
we identify 730nm to be the optimal band edge location given the absorption and
photoluminescence profiles for these core/shell quantum dots. Armed with this
target, we contract Evaporated Coatings Inc. to meet these targets via sputter de-
position of Ta2O5/SiO2 high/low refractive index dielectrics. Figure 6.7(d) displays
the comparison between the modeled and measured short-pass, long-stop filter. We
find that, while the edge location matches well between measurement and model,
the short-pass transmittance/reflectance is much lower/higher (respectively) in the
measured case than in the modeled.

LSC Module Layout and Assembly

With the cells, waveguides, and filter materials, we fabricate the full LSC module
by first adhering the four edge-lining solar cells (either GaAs or Si) to the waveg-
uide perimeter. Regardless of cell type, we syringe a few micro-liters of space-grade,
optically transparent UV26 MasterBond epoxy to each edge of the LSC layer (one
side at a time) and adhere the corresponding cell to that edge in a pinwheel con-
figuration shown in Figures 6.5(a),(c). We cure under a 403nm ultraviolet curing
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Figure 6.7: (a),(b),(c) The optimization of a short-pass, long-stop filter (via a Monte
Carlo ray-trace) to enable higher amounts of photoluminescence trapping within our device
architecture. We quantify the effects of filter edge location (a), short-pass transmittance (b),
and long-stop reflectance (c) on the power output of the device under AM0 illumination.
(d) The modeled vs. measured reflectance and transmittance of the multilayer, aperiodic
stack filter consisting of alternating layers of Ta2O5/SiO2.

chamber (LEDSupply) for ten mins and repeat for all four sides. Upon adhesion,
we insulate adjacent cells to avoid shunting or shorting via UV26 and cure again for
equal time. Finally, we connect in series three cells together (front to back contact)
via a space-grade silver epoxy mixture and a pressurized syringe.

6.4.3 Preliminary Results and Analysis

Because these LSC devices are bound for lower-earth orbit, where the temperature
can drastically change depending on the direct exposure to sunlight, we need to
develop a sensitivity and durability analysis for temperature cycling (e.g., −100°C
to +60°C) over many cycles at low pressures. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show preliminary
temperature cycling tests performed for each the Si- and GaAs-based LSC modules
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under constant AM0 illumination, respectively. We find overall maximum power
point stability over the course of testing for each of these modules—that is, no
degradation in the power production over the course of the cycling. The Si-based
LSC nearly attains 5mW·cm−2 in ideal conditions when the temperature is at its
lowest (i.e., −100°C). Similarly, the GaAs-based device achieves nearly 5.5mW·cm−2

in ideal conditions where, for this thermal cycling test, the lowest temperature we
consider is only −60°C. Of interest, we observe how, while in the Si-based LSC
case current reaches a maximum for lower temperatures (presumably given by an
increase in the luminophore PLQY), the same is not true for the GaAs-based LSC.
In fact, we see that higher temperatures yield higher photocurrents. This remains
a largely unanswered trend and warrants further study on temperature cycling of
quantum dot luminophores within a waveguide.

Figure 6.8: Temperature cycling studies of a first version silicon-based LSC device. Here
we vary the temperature between +60°C and −100°C over many cycles (totaling over 65
hours of direct illumination under AM0 conditions). The LSC is held under vacuum. We
measure the maximum power point (Pmp), voltage point (Vmp), and current point (Jmp).

Given our selection of materials, temperature cycling tests, and other flight-
ready tests to ensure proper launch (e.g., mechanical stress testing), the LSC devices
are prepared and ready for launch into lower-earth orbit. This will mark the first
ever LSC flown in space and will, ideally, deliver us rich scientific insights into the
performance and stability of LSCs as a candidate for space-based solar power.
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Figure 6.9: Temperature cycling studies of a first version GaAs-based LSC device. Here
we vary the temperature between +100°C and −60°C over many cycles (totaling nearly 30
hours of direct illumination under AM0 conditions). The LSC is held under vacuum. We
measure the maximum power point (Pmp), voltage point (Vmp), and current point (Jmp).

6.5 Ultra-Light, Aeronautical LSC Device Outlook

The LSC photovoltaic device offers unique advantages for ultra-lightweight solar
applications—such as space-based solar power. While research in this field is early
stage, the LSC (and more specifically nanophotonic waveguide structures that push
the specific power to its limit) can, in its detailed balance limit, reach beyond
80kW/kg for the single junction case. In addition, we have shown a pathway for
observing the durability of certain LSC material sets in lower-earth orbit. Consid-
ering such a dramatic departure from conventional LSC applications exemplifies the
adaptability and flexibility of the LSC for a myriad energy generation settings.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions & Outlook

In this thesis we have presented thermodynamic power efficiency limits, numerical
modeling techniques, and experimental device fabrications and analyses for LSCs in
the context of several application areas of interest.

Thermodynamically

1. We derived an expression for the dark radiative current of a general LSC.

2. We applied this expression to quantify the resulting open-circuit voltage limits.

3. We calculated the detailed balance limits (i.e., the power conversion efficiency
limit via the photon flux balance given the luminophore and photovoltaic
cell electronic bandgaps) for single junction, multijunction LSC, and Si/LSC
tandem junction devices.

Computationally

1. We implemented a Monte Carlo ray-trace model, validated through literature
base case testing and experimental comparison, versatile in its application to
various form factors of LSCs.

2. We introduced an expression for calculating the probability of photolumines-
cence collection within a slab waveguide given the luminophore emission spa-
tial location—whereby we supplement an existing closed-form model with this
solid-angle expression.

3. We applied our models, specifically the ray-trace, to various LSC device appli-
cation settings in order to unveil the effects of system and material properties
on the power conversion efficiency (%) or specific power (kW/kg).

4. We described the importance of photoluminescence waveguide trapping on
LSC performance, and we further developed our understanding of the potential
for anisotropically emitting luminophores to enhance LSC performance.
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Experimentally

1. We designed and fabricated single junction LSCs employing CuInS2/ZnS or
CdSe/CdS core/shell quantum dots coupled with GaAs or InGaP solar cells,
respectively.

2. We assembled LSC/Si tandem modules (four terminal, optically stacked) with
these two material sets and analyzed the multijunction power conversion ef-
ficiency performance within a laboratory solar simulator setting and in an
outdoor testing facility.

3. We developed a hybrid concentrator system that marries luminescent and
geometric concentration into a single device, and we provided preliminary
insight into the concentration factor and angle of incidence characteristics.

4. We finally built an LSC employing a pin-wheel cell configuration while using
space-qualified materials—intended for launch into lower-earth orbit—where
we analyzed the power performance of GaAs- and Si-based devices through
prolonged temperature cycling under constant AM0 exposure.

Through these efforts, we observed a world-record power conversion efficiency
for a single junction LSC device approaching 10% under AM1.5g, 1-sun illumina-
tion. We also measured, for the first time, a tandem LSC/Si module with efficiencies
beyond 12%. We provided quantitative roadmaps for reaching high device perfor-
mance, within several application areas including: single junction, multijunction,
building integrated, and space-solar photovoltaics. For the case of building inte-
grated photovoltaics, and more specifically window or building curtain wall settings,
we analyzed the technoeconomics and visual aesthetics for the case when LSCs blend
into these form factors. Finally, we unveiled the effects of cell orientation within the
luminescent waveguide and defined an area-scalable design where, upon increasing
device sizes, the LSC maintains high efficiency given by the system geometric gain.

The Bright Future of LSCs

While this thesis detailed various physical processes, models, and application areas of
LSC devices, there exist numerous topics of future research spanning myriad fields.
Here, we identify only a few of these promising areas—including those venturing
beyond photovoltaics.

Luminophore Anisotropy

As discussed in chapter 3.2, achieving in-plane oriented anisotropy of luminophores
within the optical waveguide can lead to significant improvement in performance.
While part of this thesis serves to quantify the extent of these improvements, ex-
perimental fabrication and materials optimization research stands to complement
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our findings. One such approach is to fabricate photonic crystal waveguides that
house periodic array elements containing the luminophore emitters, as described for
example in Bauser et al.95 and others106,246.

As shown in Figure 7.1(a),(b),(c), we can design such a luminescent photonic
crystal waveguide consisting of some high refractive index material (dielectric or
semiconducting) with a certain two-dimensional repeated pattern of cylindrical holes—
thereby creating a periodic perturbation in the refractive index of propagating pho-
tons. By dispersing luminophore emitters within the repeated cylindrical holes, the
photonic crystal traps transverse electric and magnetic photoluminescence modes
by increasing the local density of optical states247,248. Akin to a crystalline lattice
crystal that exhibits certain allowed and forbidden electronic energies, the photonic
crystal waveguide excludes certain propagation modes. Therefore, we can computa-
tionally determine the amount of photoluminescence trapping within the photonic
crystal waveguide hole array, where Figure 7.1(d),(e) show the spectrally resolved
amount of photoluminescence photon trapping (assuming a CdSe/CdS quantum dot
emitter) and the electric field magnitude of photoluminescence within the waveguide
via finite difference time domain modeling, respectively.

Figure 7.1: The concept of a hole-arrayed photonic crystal waveguide LSC device with a
coupled photovoltaic cell on the perimeter edge. (a) A three dimensional rendering of the
device with zoom-ins on the (b) profile view showing the diameter of the hole (`r), height of
the high index waveguide layer (`h), and a (c) top view of the pitch between adjacent holes
in a hexagonal array (`p). (d) and (e) show example finite difference time domain modeling
(Lumerical) for the spectrally resolved trapping fraction of photoluminesced photons (d)
and profile view of the electric field magnitude. Adapted from Bauser et al.95.

Beyond inducing higher photoluminescence waveguide trapping efficiencies within
photonic crystal waveguides, attaining anisotropic luminophore emission through
spatial symmetry breaking in various organic dyes and semiconductor nanocrystals
(e.g., quantum nanorods) remains an active area of research in both the LSC and
liquid display fields249–253. Introduced in chapter 3.2 and shown conceptually in
Figures 3.8 and 3.9, there exist numerous methods in order to enable preferential
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emission by the luminophore into angles or waveguide modes that lie outside of the
total internal reflection escape cone.

One such method that has garnered attention in areas outside of the LSC com-
munity consists of embedding luminophore emitters (e.g., quantum dot nanocrys-
tals) within optically large dielectric spheres, termed nanojets254–256. Such photonic
nanojets geometrically redirect incident (incident upon the dielectric sphere) or out-
going (emitted from embedded luminophore particles) photons via ray-optics and
could present a novel pathway to enabling anisotropic concentration within LSCs.
Figure 7.2 displays the wavelength (a),(b) and angle resolved (c),(d) spectra of an
example photonic nanojet with modeled absorption and photoluminescence when a
CuInS2/ZnS quantum dot is placed at the lateral edge of a 30µm diameter TiO2

nanojet sphere.

Figure 7.2: Example spectral and angular characteristics of a 30µm diameter TiO2 nanojet
sphere. (a) The wavelength resolved spectra of the photonic nanojet that employs a cluster
of CuInS2/ZnS quantum dots at one edge, overlayed against an example GaAs cell spectrum
for intended use in an LSC. (b) The Purcell enhancement of the emission of the photonic
nanojet, quantum dot system with respect to photon wavelength and polar angle. (c),(d)
A polar plot and conceptualized three dimensional emission profile of the nanojet/quantum
dot system.
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To obtain a preliminary analysis of how photonic nanojets hosting quantum
dot luminophores could incorporate into an optical waveguide for LSC photovoltaic
applications, we can apply our Monte Carlo ray-trace model employing these large
spherical, directional emitters. As shown in Figure 7.3, the case when we align
the nanojet photoluminescence to lie within the optical waveguide plane (xy), we
achieve nearly twice as much power conversion efficiency compared to the case when
we randomize the orientation of the nanojets. Future work in this area could focus
on the optical consequences of aligning the nanojets within an oriented direction
within the waveguide—similar to the forward emitters, decreasing the overall mean
free path length of emitted photons.

Figure 7.3: Preliminary Monte Carlo ray-trace results showing the power conversion effi-
ciency vs optical density measured at 450nm for the (a) randomly oriented TiO2 nanojets
with embedded CuInS2/ZnS quantum dots at one edge and (b) xy-plane oriented nanojets.

Electrochromic-LSC Coupling

Chapter 4 introduced the concept of blending an LSC photovoltaic device into a
conventional double pane insulated glass unit (i.e., window) for commercial high
rise settings. While such building integrated photovoltaic solutions offer decreases
in both the soft and balance of system costs and provide on-site electricity gen-
eration, other strategies to decrease the carbon emission footprint for commercial
buildings exist. One such method involves actively tuning the visible and infrared
transparency of building windows and façade. By controlling the irradiance enter-
ing into the building, heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems
perform at significantly increased efficiencies and demand less energy257–260.

Among others, electrochromic windows dynamically control the transmitted so-
lar photon flux through manipulation of an externally controlled voltage bias261–267.
In its most general form, an electrochromic window consists of seven layers: two
outer glass panes (2), an electrically conductive layer on each pane to apply a volt-
age across (4), an ion storage layer (5) which hosts positively charged ions (e.g.,
H+ or Li+), an electrolyte layer through which ions can permeate under applied
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voltage biasing (6), and an electrochromic layer (e.g., WO2) where the mobilized
ions and electrons from the bias combine with the metal atoms in the oxide (7).
Under bias, when the ions and electrons combine with the metal oxide porous layer,
the electrochromic reaches an absorptive state and, as such, appears tinted to our
eye. Figure 7.4 depicts a conceptual rendering of the clear/opaque states of a double
pane insulated glass unit.

Previous work describes efforts to self-power (i.e., self-bias) an electrochromic
window through photovoltaic energy conversion—applying the voltage bias gener-
ated by the cell under illumination to self-powering the clear/opaque transition268–270.
Recently it has been suggested to power these actively tunable windows through grid
arrays of solar micro-cells. As shown by Potter et al.271, the switching times decrease
exponentially with the concentration of incident light onto these micro-cell arrays.
As such, LSCs could offer a visually non-obtrusive method for monolithically inte-
grating into an electrochromic window to drive this ion transport mechanism and,
in so doing, decrease the switching times by orders of magnitude—shown in figure
7.4(b).

Figure 7.4: (a) A conceptual rendering of a double pane insulated glass unit employing an
LSC photovoltaic device to supply the voltage bias for an electrochromic window—depicting
the clear (off) and opaque (on) states. (b) The electrochromic window tinting switching
times as a function of the repeated unit cell area consisting of a single solar micro-cell
and the concentration of incident irradiance onto that cell for a self-powered electrochromic
window. Adapted from Potter et al.271.

Optical Étendue and the LSC

While there remain exciting research avenues for LSCs to continue developing and
emerging directions that LSCs could venture into technologically, there remain unan-
swered thermodynamic questions concerning light management. Of significance to
the photovoltaic community, the relationship between optical étendue and open-
circuit voltage condition has, as of now, not been shown experimentally. In chapter
3 we developed a first-principles calculation of the dark radiative current term for a
photovoltaic LSC. However, given poor photoluminescence waveguiding efficiencies,
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saturation of device open-circuit voltage to the luminophore bandgap has not yet
been measured.

More generally, the LSC represents a concentrating optical device that actively
breaks the conservation of étendue: the solid angle of incident photons need not
match the solid angle of outgoing photons owing to the Stokes shift of the lu-
minophore. E. Yablonovitch noticed this asymmetry and, as a consequence, derived
the well-known concentration factor limit for this class of optics—one whose con-
centration depends upon the Stokes shift (i.e., entropic heat generation) as given
by Equation 1.1799. While provocative in theory, experiment has lagged far behind
this limit. Only by increasing the waveguiding efficiency can we begin to observe
these intrinsic thermodynamic advantages of the LSC.

By considering the thermodynamic consequences of étendue asymmetry, we can
imagine future directions of LSC research. We could, for instance, consider the
possibility of a luminescent waveguide exhibiting coherent photon emission272. Or
we could ask about the consequences of optical étendue within nanophotonic crys-
tal waveguides doped with aligned directional luminophores. The research topics
presented in this thesis mark only but a few curiosities into the vast physical and
technological phase space of the luminescent concentrator. And it is the hope of this
author that such discussions catalyze further research interest within this exciting
field.
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APPENDIX A

A Stochastic Algorithm for LSCs

Here we provide the pseudo-code algorithm overview of the Monte Carlo ray-trace
model for an LSC device, an example of the model branch tree for a variety of
applications and how this code has been suited to specific settings throughout the
course of this PhD, and finally a single version of the code written in Matlab/C
code. To begin, algorithms 1, 2, and 3 define the Monte Carlo ray-trace pseudo-
code, referred to more broadly in chapter 2. We note that Rs, Rsh, and n stand for
the cell series and shunt resistances and ideality factor, respectively.

Figure A.1: An overview into how the Monte Carlo ray-trace model evolved throughout
the course of this thesis given the myriad projects studied. The subtitle for each code block
instance gives the luminophore, cell material, and cell orientation of that particular study.
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Over the course of the thesis, the variety of LSC applications, form factors, and
material types necessitated branching versions of the Monte Carlo ray-trace code.
In all instances, however, the core ray-trace algorithm described remains. Figure
A.1 provides a conceptual overview into the branches of the code for various projects
and topics. The remainder of this appendix includes the entire implementation in
Matlab/C code for an example implementation of the Monte Carlo ray-trace model.

The Main Method The following function calls the main method of the algo-
rithm and executes the sub-functions of the model. Finally, the function saves a
data file of the testing data given the parameter inputs.

1 %
2 % FILE NAME:
3 % mainMethod.m
4 %
5 % FILE PURPOSE:
6 % To call the sub-functions to setup the components
7 % for a luminescent solar concentrator in order to
8 % call the Monte Carlo ray-trace algorithm,
9 % simulating how photons interact with such a device.

10 %----------------------------------------------------------
11 function [lscCellEnergyBandgap, geometricGain, ...
12 JscTotal lscCell, Voc lscCell, FF lscCell, ...
13 JscTotal bottomCell, Voc bottomCell, FF bottomCell, ...
14 powerEfficiency module] ...
15 ...
16 = mainMethod(lumPLFileIndex, lumAbsFileIndex, ...
17 wgEdgeReflect, wgEdgeScatter, topFilterBool, ...
18 botFilterBool,lumPLQY, lumOpticalDensity, ...
19 lscCellThickness, lumScatterDistance, ...
20 wgSizeIndex, testDate, topFilterFileIndex, ...
21 botFilterFileIndex, lscCellBifacialBool, ...
22 lscCellEdgeLinedBool, lscCellNum, ...
23 waveguideThickness, waveguideRefIndex, ...
24 percentNormal, botCellFileIndex, BlueFilterBool, ...
25 BlueFilterIndex, fracIllumIndex, anisotropicBool, ...
26 anisotropicFuncIndex, amolfAnisBool, ...
27 amolfAnisFrac, detailedBalanceBool, ...
28 lscCellFileIndex, ERE lscCell, ERE siCell, ...
29 topFilterScalingR, filterRefFactor, ...
30 topFilterScalingT, filterTranFactor, iteration, ...
31 numIterations, incidentLightType, plTrappingMode, ...
32 plTrapping)
33

34 % Load all necessary data files:
35 [reflect lscCell, IQE lscCell, reflect bottomCell, ...
36 IQE bottomCell, lumPLSpectrum, lumAbsSpectrum, ...
37 reflectFilterTop, transmitFilterTop, ...
38 reflectFilterBottom, transmitFilterBottom, ...
39 lumScattering, mirrorNameTop, mirrorNameBottom, ...
40 reflectBlueFilter, anisotropicFunc, ...
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41 anisotropicFrac, lscCellEnergyBandgap, ...
42 siCellEnergyBandgap, incidentLightSpectrumWatts,...
43 incidentLightSpectrumAmps, ...
44 incidentLightSpectrumWavelength] ...
45 ...
46 = dataLoading(lumPLFileIndex, lumAbsFileIndex, ...
47 topFilterFileIndex, botFilterFileIndex, ...
48 botCellFileIndex, BlueFilterIndex, ...
49 anisotropicBool, anisotropicFuncIndex, ...
50 amolfAnisBool, amolfAnisFrac, ...
51 detailedBalanceBool, lscCellFileIndex, ...
52 topFilterScalingR, filterRefFactor, ...
53 topFilterScalingT, filterTranFactor, ...
54 incidentLightType);
55

56 % Display the run number and save file header
57 % string:
58 [prefix] ...
59 ...
60 = parameterDisplay(lumPLFileIndex, topFilterBool, ...
61 botFilterBool, testDate, iteration, numIterations);
62

63 % Load all of the constants necessary to run this
64 % simulation:
65 [wavelengthStep, simWavelengthRange, ...
66 dataWavelengthRange, photonStep, nAir, nGlass, ...
67 nPolymer, wavelengthReference 450nmIndex, ...
68 gridSize, spotSize, fractionCellCovered, ...
69 xInject, yInject, numXPoints, numYPoints, ...
70 numSimWavelength, xSize, ySize] ...
71 ...
72 = constants(wgSizeIndex, fracIllumIndex, ...
73 waveguideRefIndex);
74

75 % Initialize the filter spectrum if applicable:
76 [reflectFilterTop pPol, transmitFilterTop pPol, ...
77 reflectFilterTop sPol, transmitFilterTop sPol, ...
78 reflectFilterBottom pPol, ...
79 transmitFilterBottom pPol, ...
80 reflectFilterBottom sPol, ...
81 transmitFilterBottom sPol] ...
82 ...
83 = initializeFilter(reflectFilterTop, ...
84 transmitFilterTop, reflectFilterBottom, ...
85 transmitFilterBottom);
86

87 % Setup PL for luminophore:
88 [lumPLSpectrumCompact] ...
89 ...
90 = initializeLuminophore(lumPLSpectrum);
91

92 % Set the scattering values for the polymer matrix
93 % and the glass layer:
94 [probMatrixScatter, probGlassScatter] ...
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95 ...
96 = initializeScattering(lumScattering, ...
97 dataWavelengthRange, lumScatterDistance, ...
98 photonStep);
99

100 % Set the device geometry for the LSC:
101 [geometry, plmaSize, solarCell, geometricGain, ...
102 illuminationArea] ...
103 ...
104 = initializeGeometry(spotSize, xSize, ySize, ...
105 lscCellThickness, gridSize, lscCellBifacialBool,...
106 waveguideThickness, lscCellEdgeLinedBool, ...
107 lscCellNum);
108

109 % Set the luminophore probability of a photon
110 % absorbed in waveguide:
111 [probNotAbsPolymer] ...
112 ...
113 = luminophoreConcentration(waveguideThickness, ...
114 lumAbsSpectrum, wavelengthReference 450nmIndex, ...
115 lumOpticalDensity, photonStep);
116

117 % Set data structures for the monte carlo ray
118 % trace to export to:
119 [collectPhotonOrigin lscCell, ...
120 collectPhotonWavelength lscCell, ...
121 collectPhotonDir lscCell, ...
122 shortCircuitCurrent lscCell, ...
123 collectPhotonOrigin bottomCell, ...
124 collectPhotonWavelength bottomCell, ...
125 collectPhotonDir bottomCell, ...
126 shortCircuitCurrent bottomCell, incidentPower, ...
127 numFilterBounces, numLSCEdgeBounces, ...
128 numWgModeBounces, numPLEvents, numPhotonsLost] ...
129 ...
130 = initializeOutVar(numSimWavelength, numXPoints, ...
131 numYPoints, xInject, yInject);
132

133 % Run the monteCarlo method.
134 parfor wavelengthIndex = 1:numSimWavelength
135 % Start the clock for this specific iteration:
136 startTime = clock;
137 % Call the Monte Carlo function to simulate
138 % incident photons at the wavelengthIndex:
139 [collectPhotonOrigin lscCell( ...
140 wavelengthIndex,:,:,:), ...
141 collectPhotonWavelength lscCell( ...
142 wavelengthIndex,:,:), ...
143 collectPhotonDir lscCell( ...
144 wavelengthIndex,:,:,:,:), ...
145 shortCircuitCurrent lscCell( ...
146 wavelengthIndex), ...
147 collectPhotonOrigin bottomCell( ...
148 wavelengthIndex,:,:,:), ...
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149 collectPhotonWavelength bottomCell( ...
150 wavelengthIndex,:,:), ...
151 collectPhotonDir bottomCell( ...
152 wavelengthIndex,:,:,:,:), ...
153 shortCircuitCurrent bottomCell( ...
154 wavelengthIndex), ...
155 incidentPower(wavelengthIndex), ...
156 numPhotonsLost(wavelengthIndex,:), ...
157 numFilterBounces(wavelengthIndex,:,:), ...
158 numPLEvents(wavelengthIndex,:,:), ...
159 numLSCEdgeBounces(wavelengthIndex,:,:), ...
160 numWgModeBounces(wavelengthIndex,:,:)] ...
161 ...
162 = monteCarlo mex(lumPLQY, solarCell, ...
163 fractionCellCovered, xInject, yInject, ...
164 geometry, plmaSize, probMatrixScatter, ...
165 probGlassScatter, wavelengthIndex, ...
166 wavelengthStep, probNotAbsPolymer, ...
167 photonStep, reflect lscCell, IQE lscCell, ...
168 reflect bottomCell, IQE bottomCell, ...
169 lumPLSpectrumCompact, nAir, nGlass, ...
170 nPolymer, topFilterBool, botFilterBool, ...
171 reflectFilterTop sPol, ...
172 transmitFilterTop sPol, ...
173 reflectFilterTop pPol, ...
174 transmitFilterTop pPol, ...
175 reflectFilterBottom pPol, ...
176 transmitFilterBottom pPol, ...
177 reflectFilterBottom sPol, ...
178 transmitFilterBottom sPol, ...
179 wgEdgeReflect, wgEdgeScatter, ...
180 lscCellBifacialBool, simWavelengthRange, ...
181 dataWavelengthRange, gridSize, ...
182 percentNormal, BlueFilterBool, ...
183 reflectBlueFilter, anisotropicBool, ...
184 amolfAnisBool, anisotropicFrac, ...
185 incidentLightSpectrumWatts, ...
186 incidentLightSpectrumAmps, ...
187 incidentLightSpectrumWavelength, ...
188 lscCellEdgeLinedBool, lscCellNum, ...
189 plTrappingMode, plTrapping);
190 % Stop the clock for this iteration and
191 % calculate the toal time:
192 totalTime = clock - startTime;
193 % Save the total time taken for this iteration:
194 timeSpent(wavelengthIndex) = 60*60*24* ...
195 totalTime(3) + 60*60*totalTime(4) + ...
196 60*totalTime(5) + totalTime(6);
197 % Display the number of seconds taken to
198 % simulate this iteration:
199 disp(strcat(num2str(simWavelengthRange( ...
200 wavelengthIndex)),' nm light: ', ...
201 num2str(timeSpent( ...
202 wavelengthIndex)),' seconds to compute;'));
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203 end
204

205 % If using the detailed balance model:
206 if detailedBalanceBool
207 % Calculate the figures of merit:
208 [collectPhotonWavelength lscCell, ...
209 collectPhotonWavelength bottomCell, ...
210 collectPhotonRaw lscCell, ...
211 collectPhotonRaw bottomCell, ...
212 IscTotal lscCell, IscTotal bottomCell, ...
213 JscTotal lscCell, JscTotal bottomCell, ...
214 powerTotalIn, Voc lscCell, Voc bottomCell, ...
215 FF lscCell, FF bottomCell, ...
216 powerTotalOut lscCell, ...
217 powerTotalOut bottomCell, ...
218 powerTotalOut module, ...
219 powerEfficiency module] ...
220 ...
221 = outputVarCalc detailedBalance( ...
222 collectPhotonWavelength lscCell, ...
223 collectPhotonWavelength bottomCell, ...
224 shortCircuitCurrent lscCell, ...
225 shortCircuitCurrent bottomCell, ...
226 numSimWavelength, illuminationArea, ...
227 incidentPower, geometricGain, ...
228 wavelengthStep, lscCellEnergyBandgap, ...
229 siCellEnergyBandgap, ERE lscCell, ERE siCell);
230 else
231 [collectPhotonWavelength lscCell, ...
232 collectPhotonWavelength bottomCell, ...
233 collectPhotonRaw lscCell, ...
234 collectPhotonRaw bottomCell, ...
235 IscTotal lscCell, IscTotal bottomCell, ...
236 JscTotal lscCell, JscTotal bottomCell, ...
237 powerTotalIn, Voc lscCell, Voc bottomCell, ...
238 FF lscCell, FF bottomCell, ...
239 powerTotalOut lscCell, ...
240 powerTotalOut bottomCell, ...
241 powerTotalOut module, ...
242 powerEfficiency module] ...
243 ...
244 = outputVarCalc(collectPhotonWavelength lscCell,...
245 collectPhotonWavelength bottomCell, ...
246 shortCircuitCurrent lscCell, ...
247 shortCircuitCurrent bottomCell, ...
248 numSimWavelength, illuminationArea, ...
249 incidentPower, geometricGain, wavelengthStep);
250 end
251

252 % Save the simulation data and workspace:
253 saveFile(prefix,simWavelengthRange, ...
254 dataWavelengthRange, lscCellThickness, xSize, ...
255 ySize, spotSize, lumPLSpectrum, ...
256 lumAbsSpectrum, lumOpticalDensity, lumPLQY, ...
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257 lumScatterDistance, wgEdgeReflect, ...
258 wgEdgeScatter, geometricGain, ...
259 collectPhotonRaw lscCell, ...
260 collectPhotonRaw bottomCell, ...
261 collectPhotonWavelength lscCell, xInject, ...
262 yInject, collectPhotonWavelength bottomCell, ...
263 numPhotonsLost, IscTotal lscCell, ...
264 IscTotal bottomCell, testDate, ...
265 topFilterFileIndex, botFilterFileIndex, ...
266 lscCellBifacialBool, JscTotal lscCell, ...
267 Voc lscCell, Voc bottomCell, FF lscCell, ...
268 FF bottomCell, JscTotal bottomCell, ...
269 powerTotalOut bottomCell, ...
270 powerTotalOut lscCell, powerTotalOut module, ...
271 powerTotalIn, powerEfficiency module, ...
272 collectPhotonDir bottomCell, ...
273 collectPhotonDir lscCell, numFilterBounces, ...
274 numLSCEdgeBounces, numWgModeBounces, ...
275 waveguideThickness, mirrorNameTop, ...
276 mirrorNameBottom, numPLEvents, ...
277 probNotAbsPolymer, reflect lscCell, ...
278 reflect bottomCell, IQE lscCell, IQE bottomCell,...
279 lumPLSpectrumCompact, reflectFilterTop sPol, ...
280 reflectFilterBottom sPol, percentNormal, ...
281 botCellFileIndex, reflectBlueFilter, ...
282 BlueFilterBool, anisotropicBool, ...
283 anisotropicFuncIndex, lscCellEnergyBandgap, ...
284 filterRefFactor, anisotropicFrac, ...
285 ERE lscCell, waveguideRefIndex, anisotropicFunc);
286 end

The Monte Carlo For brevity, we omit the code related to the loading of input
parameters/variables as well as the initialization of the layered LSC architecture.
The primary method, monteCarlo.m, executes the algorithm outlined in 1–3. Below
is one version of the implemented model.

1 %
2 % FILE NAME:
3 % monteCarlo.m
4 %
5 % FILE PURPOSE:
6 % To trace incident photons through the luminescent
7 % solar concentrator device, determing if photons
8 % are either: a) collected by a solar cell
9 % (embedded or underyling), or b) lost/terminated

10 % via one of the loss mechanisms.
11 %----------------------------------------------------------
12 function [collectPhotonOrigin lscCell, ...
13 collectPhotonWavelength lscCell, ...
14 collectPhotonDir lscCell, ...
15 shortCircuitCurrent lscCell, ...
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16 collectPhotonOrigin bottomCell, ...
17 collectPhotonWavelength bottomCell, ...
18 collectPhotonDir bottomCell, ...
19 shortCircuitCurrent bottomCell, ...
20 incidentPower, numPhotonsLost, ...
21 numFilterBounces, numPLEvents, ...
22 numLSCEdgeBounces, numWgModeBounces] ...
23 ...
24 = monteCarlo(lumPLQY, solarCell, fractionCellCovered, ...
25 xInject, yInject, geometry, plmaSize, ...
26 probMatrixScatter, probGlassScatter, ...
27 simWavelengthIndex, wavelengthStep, ...
28 probNotAbsPolymer, photonStep, reflect lscCell, ...
29 IQE lscCell, reflect bottomCell, IQE bottomCell, ...
30 lumPLSpectrum, nAir, nGlass, nPolymer, ...
31 topFilterBool, botFilterBool, ...
32 reflectFilterTop sPol, transmitFilterTop sPol, ...
33 reflectFilterTop pPol, transmitFilterTop pPol, ...
34 reflectFilterBottom pPol, transmitFilterBottom pPol,...
35 reflectFilterBottom sPol, transmitFilterBottom sPol,...
36 wgEdgeReflect, wgEdgeScatter, lscCellBifacialBool, ...
37 simWavelengthRange, dataWavelengthRange, gridSize, ...
38 percentNormal, BlueFilterBool, reflectBlueFilter, ...
39 anisotropicBool, amolfAnisBool, anisotropicFrac, ...
40 incidentLightSpectrumWatts, ...
41 incidentLightSpectrumAmps, ...
42 incidentLightSpectrumWavelength, ...
43 lscCellEdgeLinedBool, lscCellNum, ...
44 plTrappingMode, plTrapping)
45

46 % Initialize the data structures for this iteration:
47 [collectPhotonOrigin lscCell, ...
48 collectPhotonOrigin bottomCell, ...
49 collectPhotonWavelength lscCell, ...
50 collectPhotonWavelength bottomCell, ...
51 shortCircuitCurrent lscCell, ...
52 shortCircuitCurrent bottomCell, incidentPower, ...
53 numFilterBounces, ...
54 numLSCEdgeBounces, numPLEvents, ...
55 numWgModeBounces, ...
56 collectPhotonDir lscCell, ...
57 collectPhotonDir bottomCell, ...
58 solarCell,numPhotonsLost] ...
59 ...
60 = initializeOutVarMonteCarlo(xInject, yInject, ...
61 solarCell);
62 % Import the random number generator, 'rng':
63 coder.extrinsic('rng');
64 % Initialize the random number generator:
65 rng('shuffle');
66

67 % BEGINNING OF THE MONTE CARLO RAY-TRACE.
68 %------------------------------------------------------
69 % For all x gridpoints:
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70 for xPos = 1:size(xInject,2)
71 % For all y gridpoints:
72 for yPos = 1:size(yInject,2)
73 % Termination boolean:
74 done = false;
75 % Boolean for if photon was absorbed by
76 % luminophores.
77 photonAbsorbed = false;
78

79

80 % INITIALIZE THE PHOTON.
81 %----------------------------------------------
82 % If photon strikes at normal incidence:
83 if rand < percentNormal
84 % Initilize the photon's temporary
85 % velocity:
86 tempVel = [0 0 -1];
87 % Initilize the polarization angle of
88 % the photon:
89 photonPolarization = 0;
90 % Set the cosineFactor to 1:
91 cosineFactor = 1;
92 else
93 % Generate a random value:
94 angleGen = rand;
95 % Generate a random polar angle (wrt z
96 % axis):
97 polarAngle = (pi/2)*angleGen + pi/2;
98 % Generate a random azimuthal angle
99 % (wrt x axis):

100 azimuthalAngle = (2*pi)*rand;
101 % Now convert this into Cartesian:
102 tempVel = [cos(azimuthalAngle)*sin( ...
103 polarAngle) sin(azimuthalAngle)* ...
104 sin(polarAngle) cos(polarAngle)];
105 % Initilize the polarization of the
106 % photon:
107 photonPolarization = 0;
108 % Calculate cosine loss factor:
109 cosineFactor = abs(cos(polarAngle));
110 end
111

112

113 % CALCULATE SPECTRA DETAILS.
114 %----------------------------------------------
115 % Calculate the wavelength index for the
116 % spectral data
117 % (300:1500nm):
118 dataWavelengthIndex = find( ...
119 simWavelengthRange(simWavelengthIndex) ...
120 == dataWavelengthRange);
121 % Convert to scalar for C compatability:
122 dataWavelengthIndex = dataWavelengthIndex(1);
123 % Incident power from this photon:
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124 incidentPower(xPos,yPos) ...
125 = incidentPowerIntegrator( ...
126 simWavelengthIndex, wavelengthStep, ...
127 simWavelengthRange, cosineFactor, gridSize, ...
128 incidentLightSpectrumWavelength, ...
129 incidentLightSpectrumWatts);
130

131

132 % ASSIGN THE INITIAL POSITION FOR THE
133 % INCOMING PHOTON.
134 %----------------------------------------------
135 % Assign start position directly at top
136 % of LSC:
137 startPos = [xInject(xPos) yInject(yPos) ...
138 geometry(3,5)];
139 % Update position given velocity and step:
140 tempPos = startPos + tempVel/2*photonStep;
141 % Keep track of previous position:
142 oldPos = startPos - tempVel/2*photonStep;
143

144

145 % CHECK IF THERE IS ANY TOP REFLECTION.
146 %----------------------------------------------
147 % If we are using a blue-filter:
148 if BlueFilterBool
149 % Calculate current polar angle:
150 polarAngleTemp = acos(abs(tempVel(3)));
151 % Calculate current polar angle
152 % (degrees) (+1 for index):
153 polarAngleTemp deg = floor( ...
154 polarAngleTemp*180/pi) + 1;
155 % Calculate s-part of polarization:
156 s part = cos(photonPolarization)ˆ2;
157 % Calculate p-part of polarization:
158 p part = sin(photonPolarization)ˆ2;
159 % If filter reflects incident photon:
160 if rand < (s part * reflectBlueFilter( ...
161 dataWavelengthIndex,polarAngleTemp deg) ...
162 + p part * reflectBlueFilter( ...
163 dataWavelengthIndex, polarAngleTemp deg))
164 % Add to photons lost (1 = top
165 % surf. loss):
166 numPhotonsLost(1) = ...
167 numPhotonsLost(1) + 1;
168 % Then this photon is lost:
169 done = true;
170 end
171 end
172 % If there we are using a top filter:
173 if topFilterBool
174 % Calculate current polar angle:
175 polarAngleTemp = acos(abs(tempVel(3)));
176 % Calculate current polar angle
177 % (degrees) (+1 for index):
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178 polarAngleTemp deg = floor( ...
179 polarAngleTemp*180/pi) + 1;
180 % Calculate s-part of polarization:
181 s part = cos(photonPolarization)ˆ2;
182 % Calculate p-part of polarization:
183 p part = sin(photonPolarization)ˆ2;
184 % If filter reflects or absorbs photon:
185 if rand > (s part * ...
186 transmitFilterTop sPol( ...
187 dataWavelengthIndex,polarAngleTemp deg) ...
188 + p part * transmitFilterTop pPol( ...
189 dataWavelengthIndex,polarAngleTemp deg))
190 % Add to photons lost (1 = top ...
191 % surf. loss):
192 numPhotonsLost(1) = ...
193 numPhotonsLost(1) + 1;
194 % Then this photon is lost:
195 done = true;
196 end
197 end
198

199

200 % LOOP THROUGH UNTIL PHOTON IS LOST OR
201 % COLLECTED.
202 %----------------------------------------------
203 % While the photon is not lost:
204 while done == false
205

206

207 % CHECK IF PHOTON HITS SOLAR CELL(S).
208 %------------------------------------------
209 % If the photon position is within the
210 % LSC solar cell:
211 if tempPos(1) ≤ solarCell(1,2) && ...
212 tempPos(1) ≥ solarCell(1,1) && ...
213 tempPos(2) ≤ solarCell(2,2) && ...
214 tempPos(2) ≥ solarCell(2,1) && ...
215 tempPos(3) ≤ solarCell(3,2) && ...
216 tempPos(3) ≥ solarCell(3,1) && ...
217 ¬lscCellEdgeLinedBool
218 % If the photon strikes solar cell
219 % top or bottom:
220 if oldPos(3) > solarCell(3,2) | | ...
221 oldPos(3) < solarCell(3,1)
222 % If the photon came in from
223 % the top:
224 if oldPos(3) > solarCell(3,2)
225 % Record the photon's
226 % direction:
227 collectPhotonDir lscCell(1, ...
228 xPos, yPos,:) = tempVel;
229 else
230 % Record the photon's
231 % direction:
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232 collectPhotonDir lscCell(2, ...
233 xPos, yPos,:) = tempVel;
234 end
235 % Calculate current polar angle
236 % (degrees) (+1 for index):
237 polarAngleTemp deg = floor( ...
238 180/pi * acos(abs( ...
239 tempVel(3)))) + 1;
240 % If LSC cell top doesn't
241 % reflect photon:
242 if rand > reflect lscCell( ...
243 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
244 polarAngleTemp deg) && ...
245 rand > ...
246 fractionCellCovered && ...
247 oldPos(3) > solarCell(3,2)
248 % If exciton is collected:
249 if rand < IQE lscCell( ...
250 dataWavelengthIndex,...
251 polarAngleTemp deg)
252 % Record the position:
253 collectPhotonOrigin ...
254 lscCell(xPos,yPos,:) ...
255 = tempPos;
256 % Record the original
257 % wavelength:
258 collectPhotonWave ...
259 length lscCell(xPos,...
260 yPos) = ...
261 simWavelengthIndex;
262 % Calculate short
263 % circuit current:
264 shortCircuitCurrent ...
265 lscCell(xPos, yPos) ...
266 = outputCurrent ...
267 Integrator( ...
268 simWavelengthIndex, ...
269 wavelengthStep, ...
270 simWavelengthRange, ...
271 cosineFactor, ...
272 gridSize, ...
273 incidentLight ...
274 SpectrumAmps, ...
275 incidentLight ...
276 SpectrumWavelength);
277 % Photon is terminated:
278 done=true;
279 % Break from the while
280 % loop:
281 break;
282 % Else is non-radiatively
283 % recombined:
284 else
285 % Add to photons lost
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286 % (9=lsc cell loss):
287 numPhotonsLost(9) = ...
288 numPhotonsLost(9)+1;
289 % Photon is terminated:
290 done = true;
291 % Break from the while
292 % loop:
293 break;
294 end
295 % If LSC cell bottom doesn't
296 % reflect (bifacial):
297 elseif rand > reflect lscCell( ...
298 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
299 polarAngleTemp deg) && ...
300 rand > fractionCellCovered && ...
301 oldPos(3) < solarCell(3,1) && ...
302 lscCellBifacialBool
303 % If exciton is collected:
304 if rand < IQE lscCell( ...
305 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
306 polarAngleTemp deg)
307 % Record the position:
308 collectPhotonOrigin ...
309 lscCell(xPos,yPos,:)...
310 = tempPos;
311 % Record the original
312 % wavelength:
313 collectPhotonWavelength ...
314 lscCell(xPos, ...
315 yPos) = ...
316 simWavelengthIndex;
317 % Calculate short circuit
318 % current:
319 shortCircuitCurrent ...
320 lscCell(xPos, yPos) ...
321 = outputCurrent ...
322 Integrator( ...
323 simWavelengthIndex, ...
324 wavelengthStep, ...
325 simWavelengthRange, ...
326 cosineFactor, ...
327 gridSize, ...
328 incidentLightSpectrum ...
329 Amps, ...
330 incidentLightSpectrum ...
331 Wavelength);
332 % Photon is terminated:
333 done=true;
334 % Break from the while
335 % loop:
336 break;
337 % Else is non-radiatively
338 % recombined:
339 else
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340 % Add to photons lost
341 % (9=lsc cell loss):
342 numPhotonsLost(9) = ...
343 numPhotonsLost(9)+1;
344 % Photon is terminated:
345 done = true;
346 % Break from the while
347 % loop:
348 break;
349 end
350 % Else the photon is reflected
351 % from LSC cell:
352 else
353 % Reflect z-velocity:
354 tempVel(3) = -tempVel(3);
355 % Update the temporary
356 % position:
357 tempPos(3) = tempPos(3) + ...
358 tempVel(3) * photonStep;
359 end
360 % Photon strikes front or back:
361 elseif oldPos(2) > solarCell(2,2) | | ...
362 oldPos(2) < solarCell(2,1)
363 % If the photon came in from the
364 % front:
365 if oldPos(2) > solarCell(2,2)
366 % Record the photon's
367 % direction:
368 collectPhotonDir lscCell(3,...
369 xPos, yPos,:) = tempVel;
370 else
371 % Record the photon's
372 % direction:
373 collectPhotonDir lscCell( ...
374 4,xPos, yPos,:) ...
375 = tempVel;
376 end
377 % Calculate current polar angle
378 % (degrees) (+1 for index):
379 polarAngleTemp deg = floor(180 ...
380 /pi * acos(abs(tempVel(3))))...
381 + 1;
382 % If the photon is not reflected
383 % by the solar cell:
384 if rand > reflect lscCell( ...
385 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
386 polarAngleTemp deg)
387 % If exciton is collected:
388 if rand < IQE lscCell( ...
389 dataWavelengthIndex,...
390 polarAngleTemp deg)
391 % Record the position:
392 collectPhotonOrigin ...
393 lscCell(xPos,yPos,:)...
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394 = tempPos;
395 % Record the original
396 % wavelength:
397 collectPhotonWavelength ...
398 lscCell(xPos, ...
399 yPos) = ...
400 simWavelengthIndex;
401 % Calculate short
402 % circuit current:
403 shortCircuitCurrent ...
404 lscCell(xPos, yPos) ...
405 = outputCurrent ...
406 Integrator( ...
407 simWavelengthIndex, ...
408 wavelengthStep, ...
409 simWavelengthRange, ...
410 cosineFactor, ...
411 gridSize, ...
412 incidentLight ...
413 SpectrumAmps, ...
414 incidentLight ...
415 SpectrumWavelength);
416 % Photon is terminated:
417 done=true;
418 % Break from the while
419 % loop:
420 break;
421 % Else is non-radiatively
422 % recombined:
423 else
424 % Add to photons lost
425 % (9=lsc cell loss):
426 numPhotonsLost(9) = ...
427 numPhotonsLost(9)+1;
428 % Photon is terminated:
429 done = true;
430 % Break from the while
431 % loop:
432 break;
433 end
434 % Else the photon is reflected
435 % from LSC cell:
436 else
437 % Reflect y-velocity:
438 tempVel(2) = -tempVel(2);
439 % Update the temporary
440 % position:
441 tempPos(2) = tempPos(2) + ...
442 tempVel(2) * photonStep;
443 end
444 % Photon strikes left or right sides:
445 else
446 % If the photon came in from
447 % the right side:
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448 if oldPos(1) > solarCell(2,2)
449 % Record the photon's
450 % direction:
451 collectPhotonDir lscCell(5, ...
452 xPos,yPos,:) = tempVel;
453 else
454 % Record the photon's
455 % direction:
456 collectPhotonDir lscCell( ...
457 6,xPos,yPos,:) = tempVel;
458 end
459 % Calculate current polar angle
460 % (degrees) (+1 for
461 % index):
462 polarAngleTemp deg = floor(180/ ...
463 pi * acos(abs(tempVel(3))))...
464 + 1;
465 % If the photon is not reflected
466 % by the solar cell:
467 if rand > reflect lscCell( ...
468 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
469 polarAngleTemp deg)
470 % If exciton is collected:
471 if rand < IQE lscCell( ...
472 dataWavelengthIndex,...
473 polarAngleTemp deg)
474 % Record the position:
475 collectPhotonOrigin ...
476 lscCell(xPos,yPos,:)...
477 = tempPos;
478 % Record the original
479 % wavelength:
480 collectPhotonWavelength ...
481 lscCell(xPos, ...
482 yPos) = ...
483 simWavelengthIndex;
484 % Calculate short circuit
485 % current:
486 shortCircuitCurrent ...
487 lscCell(xPos, yPos) ...
488 = outputCurrent ...
489 Integrator( ...
490 simWavelengthIndex, ...
491 wavelengthStep, ...
492 simWavelengthRange, ...
493 cosineFactor, ...
494 gridSize, ...
495 incidentLightSpectrum ...
496 Amps, ...
497 incidentLightSpectrum ...
498 Wavelength);
499 % Photon is terminated:
500 done=true;
501 % Break from the while
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502 % loop:
503 break;
504 % Else is non-radiatively
505 % recombined:
506 else
507 % Add to photons lost
508 % (9=lsc cell loss):
509 numPhotonsLost(9) = ...
510 numPhotonsLost(9)+1;
511 % Photon is terminated:
512 done = true;
513 % Break from the while
514 % loop:
515 break;
516 end
517 % Else the photon is reflected
518 % from LSC cell:
519 else
520 % Reflect x-velocity:
521 tempVel(1) = -tempVel(1);
522 % Update the temporary
523 % position:
524 tempPos(1) = tempPos(1) + ...
525 tempVel(1) * photonStep;
526 end
527 end
528 end
529

530

531 % UPDATING PHOTON POSITION.
532 %------------------------------------------
533 % Save old position before moving:
534 oldPos = tempPos;
535 % Move photon given current velocity:
536 tempPos = oldPos + photonStep*tempVel;
537

538

539 % CHECK FOR PHOTON TRAVELING THROUGH
540 % WAVEGUIDE.
541 %------------------------------------------
542 % If the photon position is within LSC
543 % waveguide:
544 if tempPos(1) ≥ plmaSize(1) && ...
545 tempPos(1) ≤ plmaSize(2) && ...
546 tempPos(2) ≥ plmaSize(1) && ...
547 tempPos(2) ≤ plmaSize(2)
548 % Check if z lies within the
549 % waveguide layer:
550 if tempPos(3) ≤ geometry(3,5) && ...
551 tempPos(3) ≥ geometry(3,4)
552 % If the photon is absorbed by
553 % the LSC waveguide:
554 if rand > probNotAbsPolymer( ...
555 dataWavelengthIndex)
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556 photonAbsorbed = true;
557 % If the photon is
558 % parasitically absorbed:
559 if rand > lumPLQY
560 % Add to photons lost
561 % (2 = lum. loss):
562 numPhotonsLost(2) = ...
563 numPhotonsLost(2) + 1;
564 % Photon is lost:
565 done = true;
566 % Break from the while
567 % loop:
568 break;
569 % Else photon is emitted:
570 else
571 % Add PL event:
572 numPLEvents(xPos,yPos) =...
573 numPLEvents( ...
574 xPos,yPos) + 1;
575 % Boolean for wavelength
576 % emission:
577 reEmmited = false;
578 % While searching for
579 % emission:
580 while reEmmited == false
581 % Generate a random
582 % wavelength index:
583 newWavelengthIndex =...
584 ceil(rand * ...
585 size( ...
586 dataWavelength ...
587 Range,2));
588 % If PL occurs at new
589 % wavelength:
590 if rand < ...
591 lumPLSpectrum( ...
592 newWavelengthIndex)
593 % Update the
594 % photon
595 % wavelength:
596 dataWavelength ...
597 Index = ...
598 new ...
599 Wavelength ...
600 Index;
601 % If using
602 % anisotropic
603 % emitter:
604 if anisotropicBool
605 % If
606 % using
607 % AMOLF's
608 % function:
609 if amolfAnis...
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610 Bool
611 % PL
612 % direc
613 % tion:
614 [temp ...
615 Vel, ...
616 photon ...
617 Polariz ...
618 ation] ...
619 ...
620 = aniso ...
621 tropic ...
622 Scatter ...
623 Fesc( ...
624 anisot ...
625 ropicFrac);
626 % The
627 % photon
628 % is
629 % emitt
630 % ed:
631 reEmmit ...
632 ed = true;
633 else
634 % PL
635 % dire
636 % ction:
637 [temp ...
638 Vel, ...
639 photon ...
640 Polar ...
641 ization
642 ] ...
643 ...
644 = anisot...
645 ropic ...
646 Scatter();
647 % The
648 % photon
649 % is
650 % emitt
651 % ed:
652 reEmmit ...
653 ed = true;
654 end
655 % Else using
656 % isotropic:
657 else
658 % PL
659 % direction:
660 [tempVel, ...
661 photonPolar ...
662 ization] ...
663 ...
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664 = scatter();
665 % The photon
666 % is emitted:
667 reEmmited = ...
668 true;
669 end
670 end
671 end
672 end
673 end
674 % If the photon is scattered
675 % within the waveguide:
676 if rand < probMatrixScatter( ...
677 dataWavelengthIndex)
678 % Scatter the photon:
679 [tempVel, ...
680 photonPolarization] = ...
681 scatter();
682 end
683 end
684 % Else if z lies in the glass
685 % layer (under WG):
686 if tempPos(3) < geometry(3,4) && ...
687 tempPos(3) > geometry(3,3) && ...
688 rand < probGlassScatter
689 % Scatter the photon:
690 [tempVel, photonPolarization] = ...
691 scatter();
692 % Else if z lies in the glass
693 % layer (on bottom cell):
694 elseif tempPos(3) < geometry(3,2) ...
695 && tempPos(3) > ...
696 geometry(3,1) && ...
697 rand < probGlassScatter
698 % Scatter the photon:
699 [tempVel, photonPolarization] = ...
700 scatter();
701 end
702 end
703

704

705 % CHECK FOR PHOTON REACHING EDGES OF LSC.
706 %------------------------------------------
707 % If the photon hits the right side of
708 % the LSC:
709 if tempPos(1) ≥ geometry(1,2)
710 % If using edge-lined PV cells and
711 % at least one cell:
712 if lscCellEdgeLinedBool && ...
713 lscCellNum ≥ 1
714 % Calculate current polar
715 % angle (degrees) (+1 for
716 % index):
717 polarAngleTemp deg = floor(180 ...
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718 /pi * acos(abs( ...
719 tempVel(3)))) + 1;
720 % If PV cell doesn't reflect
721 % photon:
722 if rand > reflect lscCell( ...
723 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
724 polarAngleTemp deg) && rand ...
725 > fractionCellCovered
726 % If exciton is collected:
727 if rand < IQE lscCell( ...
728 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
729 polarAngleTemp deg)
730 % Record the position:
731 collectPhotonOrigin ...
732 lscCell(xPos,yPos,:)...
733 = tempPos;
734 % Record the original
735 % wavelength:
736 collectPhotonWavelength ...
737 lscCell(xPos,yPos) ...
738 = simWavelengthIndex;
739 % Calculate short
740 % circuit current:
741 shortCircuitCurrent ...
742 lscCell(xPos, yPos) ...
743 = outputCurrent ...
744 Integrator( ...
745 simWavelengthIndex, ...
746 wavelengthStep, ...
747 simWavelengthRange, ...
748 cosineFactor, ...
749 gridSize, ...
750 incidentLight ...
751 SpectrumAmps, ...
752 incidentLight ...
753 SpectrumWavelength);
754 % Photon is terminated:
755 done=true;
756 % Break from the
757 % while loop:
758 break;
759 % Else is non-radiatively
760 % recombined:
761 else
762 % Add to photons lost
763 % (9=lsc cell loss):
764 numPhotonsLost(9) = ...
765 numPhotonsLost(9)+1;
766 % Photon is terminated:
767 done = true;
768 % Break from the while
769 % loop:
770 break;
771 end
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772 % Else the photon is reflected
773 % from LSC cell:
774 else
775 % Reflect the x-velocity:
776 tempVel(1) = -abs(tempVel(1));
777 % Move the photon through
778 % by one step:
779 tempPos(1) = geometry(1,2) -...
780 photonStep;
781 end
782 % Else we don't have a PV cell at
783 % the edge:
784 else
785 % Add one to the number of edge
786 % bounces:
787 numLSCEdgeBounces(xPos,yPos) = ...
788 numLSCEdgeBounces(xPos,yPos) + 1;
789 % If the photon is not reflected:
790 if rand > wgEdgeReflect
791 % Add one to the photonsLost
792 % variable:
793 numPhotonsLost(3) = ...
794 numPhotonsLost(3) + 1;
795 % The photon is lost and
796 % terminated:
797 done=true;
798 % Now break from the while
799 % loop:
800 break;
801 % Else the photon is reflected
802 % or scattered:
803 else
804 % If the photon is scattered:
805 if rand < wgEdgeScatter
806 % Scatter the photon
807 % by the waveguide
808 % edge:
809 [tempVel, ...
810 photonPolarization] = ...
811 backside scatter();
812 % Shift the temporary
813 % velocity:
814 tempVel = circshift( ...
815 tempVel,[1,1]);
816 end
817 % Reflect the x-velocity:
818 tempVel(1) = -abs(tempVel(1));
819 % Move the photon through
820 % by one step:
821 tempPos(1) = geometry(1,2) -...
822 photonStep;
823 end
824 end
825 % If the photon hits the left side of
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826 % the LSC:
827 elseif tempPos(1) ≤ geometry(1,1)
828 % If using edge-lined PV cells and
829 % at least two
830 % cells:
831 if lscCellEdgeLinedBool && ...
832 lscCellNum ≥ 2
833 % Calculate current polar angle
834 % (degrees) (+1 for
835 % index):
836 polarAngleTemp deg = floor( ...
837 180/pi * acos(abs( ...
838 tempVel(3)))) + 1;
839 % If PV cell doesn't reflect
840 % photon:
841 if rand > reflect lscCell( ...
842 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
843 polarAngleTemp deg) && ...
844 rand > fractionCellCovered
845 % If exciton is collected:
846 if rand < IQE lscCell( ...
847 dataWavelengthIndex,...
848 polarAngleTemp deg)
849 % Record the position:
850 collectPhotonOrigin ...
851 lscCell(xPos,yPos,:)...
852 = tempPos;
853 % Record the original
854 % wavelength:
855 collectPhotonWavelength ...
856 lscCell(xPos, ...
857 yPos) = simWavelengthIndex;
858 % Calculate short circuit
859 % current:
860 shortCircuitCurrent ...
861 lscCell(xPos, yPos) ...
862 = outputCurrent ...
863 Integrator( ...
864 simWavelengthIndex, ...
865 wavelengthStep, ...
866 simWavelengthRange, ...
867 cosineFactor, ...
868 gridSize, ...
869 incidentLightSpectrum ...
870 Amps, ...
871 incidentLightSpectrum ...
872 Wavelength);
873 % Photon is terminated:
874 done=true;
875 % Break from the while
876 % loop:
877 break;
878 % Else is non-radiatively
879 % recombined:
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880 else
881 % Add to photons lost
882 % (9=lsc cell loss):
883 numPhotonsLost(9) = ...
884 numPhotonsLost(9)+1;
885 % Photon is terminated:
886 done = true;
887 % Break from the
888 % while loop:
889 break;
890 end
891 % Else the photon is reflected
892 % from LSC cell:
893 else
894 % Reflect the x-velocity:
895 tempVel(1) = abs(tempVel(1));
896 % Move the photon through
897 % by one step:
898 tempPos(1) = geometry(1,1) +...
899 photonStep;
900 end
901 % Else we don't have a PV cell at
902 % the edge:
903 else
904 % Add one to the number of edge
905 % bounces:
906 numLSCEdgeBounces(xPos,yPos) = ...
907 numLSCEdgeBounces(xPos,yPos) + 1;
908 % If the photon is not reflected:
909 if rand > wgEdgeReflect
910 % Add one to the photonsLost
911 % variable:
912 numPhotonsLost(4) = ...
913 numPhotonsLost(4) + 1;
914 % The photon is lost and
915 % terminated:
916 done=true;
917 % Now break from the while
918 % loop:
919 break;
920 % Else the photon is reflected
921 % or scattered:
922 else
923 % If the photon is scattered:
924 if rand < wgEdgeScatter
925 % Scatter the photon by
926 % the waveguide
927 % edge:
928 [tempVel, ...
929 photonPolarization] ...
930 = backside scatter();
931 % Shift the temporary
932 % velocity:
933 tempVel = circshift( ...
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934 tempVel,[1,1]);
935 end
936 % Reflect the x-velocity:
937 tempVel(1) = abs(tempVel(1));
938 % Move the photon through
939 % by one step:
940 tempPos(1) = geometry(1,1) +...
941 photonStep;
942 end
943 end
944 % If the photon hits the back side of
945 % the LSC:
946 elseif tempPos(2) ≥ geometry(2,2)
947 % If using edge-lined PV cells and
948 % at least three cells:
949 if lscCellEdgeLinedBool && ...
950 lscCellNum ≥ 3
951 % Calculate current polar
952 % angle (degrees) (+1 for
953 % index):
954 polarAngleTemp deg = floor( ...
955 180/pi * acos(abs( ...
956 tempVel(3)))) + 1;
957 % If PV cell doesn't reflect
958 % photon:
959 if rand > reflect lscCell( ...
960 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
961 polarAngleTemp deg) && ...
962 rand > fractionCellCovered
963 % If exciton is collected:
964 if rand < IQE lscCell( ...
965 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
966 polarAngleTemp deg)
967 % Record the position:
968 collectPhotonOrigin ...
969 lscCell(xPos,yPos,:)...
970 = tempPos;
971 % Record the original
972 % wavelength:
973 collectPhotonWavelength ...
974 lscCell(xPos, ...
975 yPos) = sim ...
976 WavelengthIndex;
977 % Calculate short
978 % circuit current:
979 shortCircuitCurrent ...
980 lscCell(xPos, yPos) ...
981 = outputCurrent ...
982 Integrator( ...
983 simWavelengthIndex, ...
984 wavelengthStep, ...
985 simWavelengthRange, ...
986 cosineFactor, ...
987 gridSize, ...
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988 incidentLightSpectrum ...
989 Amps, ...
990 incidentLightSpectrum ...
991 Wavelength);
992 % Photon is terminated:
993 done=true;
994 % Break from the while
995 % loop:
996 break;
997 % Else is non-radiatively
998 % recombined:
999 else

1000 % Add to photons lost
1001 % (9=lsc cell loss):
1002 numPhotonsLost(9) = ...
1003 numPhotonsLost(9)+1;
1004 % Photon is terminated:
1005 done = true;
1006 % Break from the while
1007 % loop:
1008 break;
1009 end
1010 % Else the photon is reflected
1011 % from LSC cell:
1012 else
1013 % Reflect the y-velocity:
1014 tempVel(2) = -abs(tempVel(2));
1015 % Move the photon by one
1016 % step:
1017 tempPos(2) = geometry(2,2) -...
1018 photonStep;
1019 end
1020 % Else we don't have a PV cell at
1021 % the edge:
1022 else
1023 % Add one to the number of edge
1024 % bounces:
1025 numLSCEdgeBounces(xPos,yPos) = ...
1026 numLSCEdgeBounces(xPos,yPos) + 1;
1027 % If the photon is not reflected:
1028 if rand > wgEdgeReflect
1029 % Add one to the photonsLost
1030 % variable:
1031 numPhotonsLost(5) = ...
1032 numPhotonsLost(5) + 1;
1033 % The photon is lost and
1034 % terminated:
1035 done=true;
1036 % Now break from the while
1037 % loop:
1038 break;
1039 % Else the photon is reflected
1040 % or scattered:
1041 else
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1042 % If the photon is scattered:
1043 if rand < wgEdgeScatter
1044 % Scatter the photon by
1045 % the waveguide
1046 % edge:
1047 [tempVel, ...
1048 photonPolarization] = ...
1049 backside scatter();
1050 % Shift the temporary
1051 % velocity:
1052 tempVel = circshift( ...
1053 tempVel,[2,2]);
1054 end
1055 % Reflect the y-velocity:
1056 tempVel(2) = -abs(tempVel(2));
1057 % Move the photon by one
1058 % step:
1059 tempPos(2) = geometry(2,2) -...
1060 photonStep;
1061 end
1062 end
1063 % If the photon hits the front side of
1064 % the LSC:
1065 elseif tempPos(2) ≤ geometry(2,1)
1066 % If using edge-lined PV cells and
1067 % at least four
1068 % cells:
1069 if lscCellEdgeLinedBool && ...
1070 lscCellNum ≥ 4
1071 % Calculate current polar
1072 % angle (degrees) (+1 for
1073 % index):
1074 polarAngleTemp deg = floor( ...
1075 180/pi * acos(abs( ...
1076 tempVel(3)))) + 1;
1077 % If PV cell doesn't reflect
1078 % photon:
1079 if rand > reflect lscCell( ...
1080 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
1081 polarAngleTemp deg) && rand ...
1082 > fractionCellCovered
1083 % If exciton is collected:
1084 if rand < IQE lscCell( ...
1085 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
1086 polarAngleTemp deg)
1087 % Record the position:
1088 collectPhotonOrigin ...
1089 lscCell(xPos,yPos,:)...
1090 = tempPos;
1091 % Record the original
1092 % wavelength:
1093 collectPhotonWavelength ...
1094 lscCell(xPos, ...
1095 yPos) = ...
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1096 simWavelengthIndex;
1097 % Calculate short circuit
1098 % current:
1099 shortCircuitCurrent ...
1100 lscCell(xPos, yPos) ...
1101 = outputCurrent ...
1102 Integrator( ...
1103 simWavelengthIndex, ...
1104 wavelengthStep, ...
1105 simWavelengthRange, ...
1106 cosineFactor, ...
1107 gridSize, ...
1108 incidentLight ...
1109 SpectrumAmps, ...
1110 incidentLight ...
1111 SpectrumWavelength);
1112 % Photon is terminated:
1113 done=true;
1114 % Break from the
1115 % while loop:
1116 break;
1117 % Else is non-radiatively
1118 % recombined:
1119 else
1120 % Add to photons lost
1121 % (9=lsc cell loss):
1122 numPhotonsLost(9) = ...
1123 numPhotonsLost(9)+1;
1124 % Photon is terminated:
1125 done = true;
1126 % Break from the
1127 % while loop:
1128 break;
1129 end
1130 % Else the photon is reflected
1131 % from LSC cell:
1132 else
1133 % Reflect the y-velocity:
1134 tempVel(2) = abs(tempVel(2));
1135 % Move the photon by one
1136 % step:
1137 tempPos(2) = geometry(2,1) +...
1138 photonStep;
1139 end
1140 % Else we don't have a PV cell at
1141 % the edge:
1142 else
1143 % Add one to the number of edge
1144 % bounces:
1145 numLSCEdgeBounces(xPos,yPos) = ...
1146 numLSCEdgeBounces(xPos,yPos) + 1;
1147 % If the photon is not reflected:
1148 if rand > wgEdgeReflect
1149 % Add one to the photonsLost
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1150 % variable:
1151 numPhotonsLost(6) = ...
1152 numPhotonsLost(6) + 1;
1153 % The photon is lost and
1154 % terminated:
1155 done=true;
1156 % Now break from the while
1157 % loop:
1158 break;
1159 % Else the photon is reflected or
1160 % scattered:
1161 else
1162 % If the photon is scattered:
1163 if rand < wgEdgeScatter
1164 % Scatter the photon by
1165 % the waveguide
1166 % edge:
1167 [tempVel, ...
1168 photonPolarization] = ...
1169 backside scatter();
1170 % Shift the temporary
1171 % velocity:
1172 tempVel = circshift( ...
1173 tempVel,[2,2]);
1174 end
1175 % Reflect the y-velocity:
1176 tempVel(2) = abs(tempVel(2));
1177 % Move the photon by one
1178 % step:
1179 tempPos(2) = geometry(2,1) +...
1180 photonStep;
1181 end
1182 end
1183 end
1184

1185

1186 % CHECK FOR PHOTON MATERIALS' INTERFACE
1187 % INTERACTIONS.
1188 %------------------------------------------
1189 % Calculate temp polar angle (wrt z
1190 % axis):
1191 polarAngleTemp = acos(abs(tempVel(3)));
1192 % Calculate current polar angle
1193 % (degrees) (+1 for index):
1194 polarAngleTemp deg = floor(polarAngle ...
1195 Temp*180/pi) + 1;
1196 % If the photon goes from Glass to ...
1197 % Polymer:
1198 if (tempPos(3) > geometry(3,4)) && ...
1199 (oldPos(3) < geometry(3,4))
1200 % Change the photon velocity given
1201 % the change of
1202 % refractive index:
1203 tempVel = refract( interface(nGlass,...
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1204 nPolymer, polarAngleTemp), ...
1205 photonPolarization, tempVel);
1206 % Update the position of the photon's
1207 % z-direction:
1208 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,4) + ...
1209 photonStep*tempVel(3);
1210 % If the photon goes from the Polymer
1211 % into Air:
1212 elseif (tempPos(3) > geometry(3,5)) && ...
1213 (oldPos(3) < geometry(3,5))
1214 % Change the photon velocity given
1215 % the change of
1216 % refractive index:
1217 tempVel = refract(interface( ...
1218 nPolymer,nAir, polarAngleTemp), ...
1219 photonPolarization, tempVel);
1220 % Update the position of the photon's
1221 % z-direction:
1222 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,5) + ...
1223 photonStep*tempVel(3);
1224 % If the photon reflects at the
1225 % Polymer's surface:
1226 if tempPos(3) < geometry(3,5)
1227 % Add one to the waveguide
1228 % number of bounces:
1229 numWgModeBounces(xPos,yPos) = ...
1230 numWgModeBounces(xPos,yPos) + 1;
1231 end
1232 % If the photon is travelling in the top
1233 % Air of the LSC
1234 % device:
1235 elseif tempPos(3) > geometry(3,6)
1236 % If the simulation uses a top
1237 % filter:
1238 if topFilterBool
1239 % Define the s-polarization
1240 % component of the
1241 % photon:
1242 s part = cos(photonPolarization)ˆ2;
1243 % Define the p-polarization
1244 % component of the
1245 % photon:
1246 p part = sin(photonPolarization)ˆ2;
1247 % If the photon reflects off of
1248 % the filter:
1249 if rand < (s part * ...
1250 reflectFilterTop sPol( ...
1251 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
1252 polarAngleTemp deg) + ...
1253 p part * reflectFilterTop pPol( ...
1254 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
1255 polarAngleTemp deg))
1256 % Update the z-component of
1257 % the velocity to
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1258 % reflect downward:
1259 tempVel(3) = -abs(tempVel(3));
1260 % Update the z-component of
1261 % the position of
1262 % the photon:
1263 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,6) ...
1264 + photonStep * ...
1265 tempVel(3);
1266 % Add one to the number of
1267 % photon bounces off
1268 % of the DBR:
1269 numFilterBounces(xPos,yPos) ...
1270 = numFilterBounces( ...
1271 xPos,yPos) + 1;
1272 % Else the photon passes through
1273 % the filter:
1274 else
1275 % Add one to the photonsLost
1276 % variable:
1277 numPhotonsLost(7) = ...
1278 numPhotonsLost(7) + 1;
1279 % The photon is lost and
1280 % terminated:
1281 done = true;
1282 % Now break from the
1283 % while loop:
1284 break;
1285 end
1286 % Else there is no filter at all to
1287 % stop the photon:
1288 else
1289 % If we are in PL trapping mode
1290 % and is trapped:
1291 if plTrappingMode == true && ...
1292 photonAbsorbed == ...
1293 true && rand < plTrapping
1294 % Update the z-component of
1295 % the velocity to
1296 % reflect downward:
1297 tempVel(3) = -abs(tempVel(3));
1298 % Update the z-component of
1299 % the position of
1300 % the photon:
1301 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,6) ...
1302 + photonStep * tempVel(3);
1303 else
1304 % Add one to the
1305 % photonsLost variable:
1306 numPhotonsLost(7) = ...
1307 numPhotonsLost(7) + 1;
1308 % The photon is lost and
1309 % terminated:
1310 done=true;
1311 % Now break from the
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1312 % while loop:
1313 break;
1314 end
1315 end
1316 % If the photon goes from the top Air
1317 % to the Polymer:
1318 elseif tempPos(3) < geometry(3,5) && ...
1319 oldPos(3) ≥ geometry(3,5)
1320 % Change the photon velocity
1321 % given the change of
1322 % refractive index:
1323 tempVel = refract(interface(nAir, ...
1324 nPolymer, polarAngleTemp), ...
1325 photonPolarization, tempVel);
1326 % Update the position of the
1327 % photon's z-direction:
1328 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,5) + ...
1329 photonStep*tempVel(3);
1330 % If the photon goes from the polymer
1331 % to the glass:
1332 elseif tempPos(3) < geometry(3,4) && ...
1333 oldPos(3) ≥ geometry(3,4)
1334 % Change the photon velocity given
1335 % the change of
1336 % refractive index:
1337 tempVel = refract(interface( ...
1338 nPolymer, nGlass, ...
1339 polarAngleTemp), photonPolarization,...
1340 tempVel);
1341 % Update the position of the
1342 % photon's z-direction:
1343 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,4) + ...
1344 photonStep*tempVel(3);
1345 % If the photon goes from glass to
1346 % the bottom air:
1347 elseif tempPos(3) < geometry(3,3) && ...
1348 oldPos(3) ≥ geometry(3,3)
1349 tempVel = refract(interface(nGlass, ...
1350 nAir, polarAngleTemp), ...
1351 photonPolarization, tempVel);
1352 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,3) + ...
1353 photonStep*tempVel(3);
1354 % want to know how many times the
1355 % photon
1356 % reflects off the waveguide surface
1357 if tempPos(3) > geometry(3,3)
1358 numWgModeBounces(xPos,yPos) = ...
1359 numWgModeBounces(xPos,yPos) + 1;
1360 end
1361 % If the photon goes from the bottom air
1362 % gap to the
1363 % bottom glass superstrate:
1364 elseif tempPos(3) < geometry(3,2) && ...
1365 oldPos(3) ≥ geometry(3,2)
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1366 tempVel = refract(interface(nAir, ...
1367 nGlass,polarAngleTemp), ...
1368 photonPolarization, tempVel);
1369 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,2) + ...
1370 photonStep*tempVel(3);
1371 % If the photon is travelling in the
1372 % bottom glass
1373 % superstrate of the LSC device:
1374 elseif tempPos(3) < geometry(3,2)
1375 % If the simulation uses a bottom
1376 % filter:
1377 if botFilterBool
1378 % Define the s-polarization
1379 % component of the
1380 % photon:
1381 s part = cos(photonPolarization)ˆ2;
1382 % Define the p-polarization
1383 % component of the
1384 % photon:
1385 p part = sin(photonPolarization)ˆ2;
1386 % If the photon reflects off
1387 % of the filter:
1388 if rand < (s part * ...
1389 reflectFilterBottom sPol( ...
1390 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
1391 polarAngleTemp deg) + ...
1392 p part * ...
1393 reflectFilterBottom pPol( ...
1394 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
1395 polarAngleTemp deg))
1396 % Update the z-component of
1397 % the velocity to
1398 % reflect upward:
1399 tempVel(3) = abs(tempVel(3));
1400 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,2) ...
1401 + photonStep * tempVel(3);
1402 % Add one to the number of
1403 % photon bounces off
1404 % of the filter:
1405 numFilterBounces(xPos,yPos) ...
1406 = numFilterBounces(xPos, ...
1407 yPos) + 1;
1408 % Else if the photon passes
1409 % through:
1410 elseif rand < (s part * ...
1411 transmitFilterBottom sPol( ...
1412 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
1413 polarAngleTemp deg)+ p part * ...
1414 transmitFilterBottom pPol( ...
1415 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
1416 polarAngleTemp deg))
1417 % Record the photon's
1418 % direction:
1419 collectPhotonDir bottomCell(...
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1420 1,xPos,yPos,:) = ...
1421 tempVel;
1422 % Now convert radians to
1423 % degrees to for the
1424 % z-incident angle of the
1425 % photon:
1426 polarAngleTemp deg = floor( ...
1427 180/pi*acos(abs( ...
1428 tempVel(3))));
1429 % If the photon is not
1430 % reflected by the Si
1431 % solar cell:
1432 if rand > ...
1433 reflect bottomCell( ...
1434 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
1435 polarAngleTemp deg+1)
1436 % If the photon is
1437 % absorbed and e-h pair
1438 % is extracted:
1439 if rand < ...
1440 IQE bottomCell( ...
1441 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
1442 polarAngleTemp deg+1)
1443 % Record the position
1444 % it hits at:
1445 collectPhotonOrigin ...
1446 bottomCell(xPos, ...
1447 yPos,:) = tempPos;
1448 % Record the
1449 % wavelength it
1450 % hits at:
1451 collectPhoton ...
1452 Wavelength ...
1453 bottomCell( ...
1454 xPos, yPos) = ...
1455 simWavelengthIndex;
1456 % Calculate the
1457 % short circuit
1458 % current
1459 % from this photon
1460 % (given the cosine
1461 % factor):
1462 shortCircuitCurrent ...
1463 bottomCell( ...
1464 xPos, yPos) = ...
1465 outputCurrent ...
1466 Integrator( ...
1467 simWavelengthIndex, ...
1468 wavelengthStep, ...
1469 simWavelengthRange, ...
1470 cosineFactor, ...
1471 gridSize, ...
1472 incidentLight ...
1473 SpectrumAmps, ...
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1474 incidentLight ...
1475 SpectrumWavelength);
1476 % The photon is
1477 % absorbed and
1478 % terminated:
1479 done=true;
1480 % Now break from
1481 % the while loop:
1482 break;
1483 % Else the photon is
1484 % absorbed and
1485 % non-radiatively
1486 % recombined:
1487 else
1488 % Count the lost
1489 % photon in
1490 % non-radiative
1491 % recombination for
1492 % Si losses:
1493 numPhotonsLost(10)= ...
1494 numPhotonsLost(10)+1;
1495 % Then the photon is
1496 % lost:
1497 done = true;
1498 % Now break from the
1499 % while loop:
1500 break;
1501 end
1502 % Else the photon is
1503 % reflected from
1504 % the Si cell:
1505 else
1506 % Make the z-velocity
1507 % travel in
1508 % the opposite direction:
1509 tempVel(3) = abs( ...
1510 tempVel(3));
1511 % Update the temporary
1512 % position:
1513 tempPos(3) = ...
1514 geometry(3,2) + ...
1515 photonStep*tempVel(3);
1516 end
1517 % Else the photon is lost due
1518 % to absorption
1519 % of the bottom filter:
1520 else
1521 % Count the lost photon
1522 % in bottom filter
1523 % absorption:
1524 numPhotonsLost(8) = ...
1525 numPhotonsLost(8)+1;
1526 % Then the photon is lost:
1527 done = true;
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1528 % Now break from the
1529 % while loop:
1530 break;
1531 end
1532 % If there is no bottom filter,
1533 % then the photon
1534 % travels through to the bottom
1535 % cell if not PL
1536 % trapped.
1537 else
1538 % If we are in PL trapping
1539 % mode and is trapped:
1540 if plTrappingMode == true && ...
1541 photonAbsorbed == ...
1542 true && rand < plTrapping
1543 % Update the z-component
1544 % of the velocity to
1545 % reflect downward:
1546 tempVel(3) = -abs(tempVel(3));
1547 % Update the z-component of
1548 % the position of
1549 % the photon:
1550 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,6) +...
1551 photonStep * tempVel(3);
1552 else
1553 % Record the photon's
1554 % direction:
1555 collectPhotonDir bottomCell(...
1556 1,xPos,yPos,:) = ...
1557 tempVel;
1558 % Now convert radians to
1559 % degrees to
1560 % for the z-incident
1561 % angle of the
1562 % photon:
1563 polarAngleTemp deg = ...
1564 floor(180/pi*acos(abs( ...
1565 tempVel(3))));
1566 % If the photon is not
1567 % reflected by the
1568 % Si solar cell:
1569 if rand > reflect ...
1570 bottomCell( ...
1571 dataWavelengthIndex, ...
1572 polarAngleTemp deg+1)
1573 % If the photon is
1574 % absorbed and e-h
1575 % pair is
1576 % extracted:
1577 if rand < IQE ...
1578 bottomCell( ...
1579 dataWavelengthIndex,...
1580 polarAngleTemp deg+1)
1581 % Record the position
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1582 % it hits at:
1583 collectPhotonOrigin ...
1584 bottomCell(xPos, ...
1585 yPos,:) = tempPos;
1586 % Record the
1587 % wavelength it hits
1588 % at:
1589 collectPhotonWave ...
1590 length bottomCell( ...
1591 xPos, yPos) = ...
1592 simWavelengthIndex;
1593 % Calculate the short
1594 % circuit current
1595 % from this photon
1596 % (given the cosine
1597 % factor):
1598 shortCircuitCurrent ...
1599 bottomCell( ...
1600 xPos, yPos) = ...
1601 outputCurrent ...
1602 Integrator( ...
1603 simWavelengthIndex, ...
1604 wavelengthStep, ...
1605 simWavelengthRange, ...
1606 cosineFactor, ...
1607 gridSize, ...
1608 incidentLight ...
1609 SpectrumAmps, ...
1610 incidentLight ...
1611 SpectrumWavelength);
1612 % The photon is
1613 % absorbed and
1614 % terminated:
1615 done=true;
1616 % Now break from
1617 % the while loop:
1618 break;
1619 % Else the photon is
1620 % absorbed and
1621 % non-radiatively
1622 % recombined:
1623 else
1624 % Count the lost
1625 % photon in non-
1626 % radiative
1627 % recombination for
1628 % Si losses:
1629 numPhotonsLost(10) =...
1630 numPhotonsLost(10)+1;
1631 % Then the photon
1632 % is lost:
1633 done = true;
1634 % Now break from
1635 % the while
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1636 % loop:
1637 break;
1638 end
1639 % Else the photon is
1640 % reflected from
1641 % the Si cell:
1642 else
1643 % Make the z-velocity
1644 % travel in
1645 % the opposite direction:
1646 tempVel(3) = ...
1647 abs(tempVel(3));
1648 % Update the temporary
1649 % position:
1650 tempPos(3) = ...
1651 geometry(3,2) + ...
1652 photonStep*tempVel(3);
1653 end
1654 end
1655 end
1656 % If the photon goes from the bottom
1657 % glass superstrate into the bottom air
1658 % gap:
1659 elseif tempPos(3) > geometry(3,2) && ...
1660 oldPos(3) ≤ geometry(3,2)
1661 % Change the photon velocity given
1662 % the change
1663 % of refractive index:
1664 tempVel = refract(interface(nGlass, ...
1665 nAir, polarAngleTemp), ...
1666 photonPolarization, tempVel);
1667 % Update the position of the photon's
1668 % z-direction:
1669 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,2) + ...
1670 photonStep*tempVel(3);
1671 % If the photon goes from the bottom air
1672 % into the glass:
1673 elseif tempPos(3) > geometry(3,3) && ...
1674 oldPos(3) ≤ geometry(3,3)
1675 % Change the photon velocity given
1676 % the change of refractive index:
1677 tempVel = refract(interface(nAir, ...
1678 nGlass, polarAngleTemp), ...
1679 photonPolarization, tempVel);
1680 % Update the position of the photon's
1681 % z-direction:
1682 tempPos(3) = geometry(3,3) + ...
1683 photonStep*tempVel(3);
1684 end
1685 end
1686 end
1687 end
1688

1689 % ADD UP COLLECTED CURRENTS AND INCIDENT POWER.
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1690 %------------------------------------------------------
1691 % Now, add up the collected current by the lsc Cell:
1692 shortCircuitCurrent lscCell = squeeze(sum(sum( ...
1693 shortCircuitCurrent lscCell,1),2));
1694 % Now, add up the collected current by the bottom
1695 % Cell:
1696 shortCircuitCurrent bottomCell = squeeze(sum(sum( ...
1697 shortCircuitCurrent bottomCell, 1), 2));
1698 % Finally, add up the incident power for this given
1699 % wavelength:
1700 incidentPower = squeeze(sum(sum(incidentPower,1),2));
1701 end
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Algorithm 1 MCRT: find Jsc, Voc, FF, and ηpower

(We first calculate Jsc via ray-tracing.)
Initialize M ×M matrix (grid mesh), each mx by my in size.
Initialize LSC device (waveguide thickness, layers, cell size, spectra, optical den-
sity, incident photon flux Φin, diffuse light probability Pdif)
for wavelengths, λ ∈ Φin do

for mesh, mx ∈M do
for mesh, my ∈M do

if direct light then
Initialize incident photon, λ, with velocity ~v = (0, 0,−1)

else if diffuse light then
Initialize incident photon, λ, with random velocity (in −ẑ)

end if
if reflected off top surface then

photon is lost
end if
move photon by step vector |~̀| (e.g., 5µm)
if absorbed by luminophore then

if emitted by luminophore (PLQY) then
assign new wavelength λpl

if anisotropic emitter then
assign new velocity, vpl given emission profile

else if isotropic emitter then
assign new velocity, vpl randomly

end if
else if not emitted then

photon is lost
end if

end if
if incident upon solar cell then

if not reflected by cell surface then
if exciton is collected by contacts then

photon is collected
else if exciton recombines then

if radiative recombination then
emit back into waveguide at cell bandgap

else if non-radiative recombination then
photon is lost

end if
end if

else if reflected by cell surface then
reflect photon in opposite direction

end if
end if

end for
end for

end for
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Algorithm 2 MCRT (continued):

for wavelengths, λ ∈ Φin do
for mesh, mx ∈M do

for mesh, my ∈M do
if tandem LSC/Si module then

if photon incident upon silicon cell then
if not reflected by cell surface then

if exciton is collected by contacts then
photon is collected

else if exciton recombines then
if radiative recombination then

emit back into waveguide at cell bandgap
else if non-radiative recombination then

photon is lost
end if

end if
else if reflected by cell surface then

reflect photon in opposite direction
end if

end if
end if
if photon scattered by waveguide then

assign random velocity
end if
if photon reaches waveguide top/bottom surface then

if within waveguide escape cone then
if external filters then

if trapped by filter then
reflect back into waveguide

else if not trapped by filter then
photon is lost

end if
else if no filters then

photon is lost
end if

else if trapped in total internal reflection then
reflect at boundary

end if
end if

end for
end for

end for
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Algorithm 3 MCRT (continued):

for wavelengths, λ ∈ Φin do
for mesh, mx ∈M do

for mesh, my ∈M do
if photon reaches waveguide edges then

if reflected then
reflect at boundary

else if not-reflected then
photon is lost

end if
end if
move photon by step `

end for
end for

end for
Jsc: Sum all photons collected
Calculate J rad

0 via escaped photon count
Assign Jnon-rad

0 via cell type
Calculate Voc

Assign Rs, Rsh, n via cell type
Calculate FF
Calculate ηpower
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APPENDIX B

A Deterministic Model of LSCs

Chapter 2 describes an analytical LSC device model that combines a previous ex-
pression from Klimov et al.39 with a geometric, solid-angle calculation between
the point of photoluminescence within the optical waveguide and the collecting,
edge-lined photovoltaic cell. In this model, we explicitly assume a single edge-lined
LSC and further simplify the setup by assuming zero reflectance at the remaining
three waveguide edges. Figure B.1 displays the architecture of this model. The
included Matlab/C code below provides the implementation of this full analytical
device model.

Figure B.1: A conceptualization of the analytical model architecture. The
lscDeviceSimulation.m function calls the model by iterating through a list of LSC device
sizes (shown in figure 2.5), calling the parameterSweep.m sub-function upon each iteration.
This sub-function varies parameters such as the luminophore re-absorption coefficient (lu-
minophore extinction factor) as well as integrates over each point of the LSC—size specified
for that iteration. This function then calls the sub-sub-functions to calculate the photolu-
minescence collection probability for each point throughout that LSC (the mainMethod.m,
directSolidAngle.m and indirectSolidAngle.m functions).
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Device simulation call:

1 %
2 % The full lsc device function for the analytical LSC
3 % model.
4 %
5 % Developed 2/24/2021 by David R. Needell
6 %
7 function [] = analyticalModel v2 lscDeviceSimulation( ...
8 testDate)
9 % Define the range of edge lengths.

10 edgeLengthArray = linspace(100e-6,1e-2,10);
11 % Set the lsc device simulation boolean to true.
12 lscDeviceBool = true;
13 % Make a new folder.
14 mkdir('Results/',testDate);
15 % Loop through edge lengths.
16 for edgeLengthIndex = 1:size(edgeLengthArray,2)
17 % Create a new file name.
18 fileName = strcat(testDate, ...
19 '/Results edgeLength', ...
20 num2str(edgeLengthArray(edgeLengthIndex)));
21 % Call the simulation.
22 analyticalModel v2 parameterSweep(fileName, ...
23 lscDeviceBool, edgeLengthArray( ...
24 edgeLengthIndex));
25 end

LSC parameter sweep call:

1 %
2 % The parameter sweeping function for the analytical
3 % LSC model.
4 %
5 % Developed 2/24/2021 by David R. Needell
6 %
7 function [] = analyticalModel v2 parameterSweep( ...
8 testingDateAndName, lscDeviceBool, edgeLengthValue)
9 % Set the parameters of the LSC.

10 %------------------------------------------------------
11 % Edge length (meters).
12 edgeLength = edgeLengthValue;
13 % Waveguide thickness (meters).
14 wgThickness = 500e-6;
15 % Waveguide index of refraction (unitless).
16 wgIndex = 1.50;
17 % If simulating full device.
18 if lscDeviceBool
19 % Define LSC coordinates in x,y,z.
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20 pos x = linspace(1e-6,edgeLength,25);
21 pos y = linspace(-edgeLength/2,edgeLength/2,25);
22 pos z = linspace(-wgThickness/2,wgThickness/2,25);
23 end
24

25 % Set the parameters of the luminescence location.
26 %------------------------------------------------------
27 if lscDeviceBool
28 % Transform given cart to cyl.
29 pos r = sqrt(pos x.ˆ2 + pos y.ˆ2);
30 pos phi = atan(pos y./pos x);
31 else
32 % Radial position in cylindrical coord (meters).
33 pos r = 1e-6:500e-6:edgeLength;
34 % Polar angle position in cylindrical coord
35 % (degrees).
36 pos phi = 0:1:90;
37 % Vertical position in cylindrical coord
38 % (meters).
39 pos z = wgThickness/2:5e-6:wgThickness/2;
40 end
41

42 % Set the reabsorption factor.
43 %------------------------------------------------------
44 % Reabsorption factor (unitless).
45 reAbs = linspace(0,10,10);
46

47 % Collect all output data.
48 %------------------------------------------------------
49 % Calculate number of permutations to test.
50 numPerms = size(edgeLength,2) * ...
51 size(wgThickness,2) * size(wgIndex,2) * ...
52 size(pos r,2) * size(pos phi,2) * ...
53 size(pos z,2) * size(reAbs,2);
54 % Initialize data matrix (7 inputs + 1 output).
55 outputData = zeros(numPerms,8);
56 % Index the row to keep track of loop.
57 indexRow = 1;
58 % Create a progress bar to keep track.
59 progressbar('Length','Thickness','Ref.Index', ...
60 'r-Pos.','phi-Pos', 'z-Pos','reAbs');
61 % Calculate output data.
62 for edgeLengthIndex = 1:size(edgeLength,2)
63 for wgThicknessIndex = 1:size(wgThickness,2)
64 for wgIndexIndex = 1:size(wgIndex,2)
65 for pos rIndex = 1:size(pos r,2)
66 for pos phiIndex = 1:size(pos phi,2)
67 for pos zIndex = 1:size(pos z,2)
68 for reAbsIndex = 1:size( ...
69 reAbs,2)
70 % Store all permutations and data.
71 outputData(indexRow,1) = edgeLength(edgeLengthIndex);
72 outputData(indexRow,2) = wgThickness(wgThicknessIndex);
73 outputData(indexRow,3) = wgIndex(wgIndexIndex);
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74 outputData(indexRow,4) = pos r(pos rIndex);
75 outputData(indexRow,5) = pos phi(pos phiIndex);
76 outputData(indexRow,6) = pos z(pos zIndex);
77 outputData(indexRow,7) = reAbs(reAbsIndex);
78 outputData(indexRow,8) = ...
79 analyticalModel v2 mainMethod( ...
80 edgeLength(edgeLengthIndex), ...
81 wgThickness(wgThicknessIndex), ...
82 wgIndex(wgIndexIndex),[pos r(pos rIndex), ...
83 pos phi(pos phiIndex), pos z(pos zIndex)], ...
84 reAbs(reAbsIndex));
85 % Compute fractions for progress bar.
86 fracReAbs = reAbsIndex/size(reAbs,2);
87 fracZPos = ((pos zIndex-1)+fracReAbs)/size(pos z,2);
88 fracPhiPos = ((pos phiIndex-1)+fracZPos)/ ...
89 size(pos phi,2);
90 fracRPos = ((pos rIndex-1)+fracPhiPos)/size(pos r,2);
91 fracRef = ((wgIndexIndex-1)+fracRPos)/size(wgIndex,2);
92 fracThick = ((wgThicknessIndex-1)+fracRef)/ ...
93 size(wgThickness,2);
94 fracEdge = ((edgeLengthIndex-1)+fracThick)/ ...
95 size(edgeLength,2);
96 % Update the progress bar.
97 progressbar(fracEdge,fracThick,fracRef,fracRPos, ...
98 fracPhiPos,fracZPos,fracReAbs);
99 % Increment the row index.

100 indexRow = indexRow+1;
101 end
102 end
103 end
104 end
105 end
106 end
107 end
108

109 % Parse the data.
110 %------------------------------------------------------
111 % Reshape the data.
112 plottingOutputData = reshape(outputData(:,end), ...
113 [size(reAbs,2), size(pos z,2),size(pos phi,2), ...
114 size(pos r,2),size(wgIndex,2), ...
115 size(wgThickness,2),size(edgeLength,2)]);
116 if lscDeviceBool
117 % Initialize probability array.
118 collectionProbArray = zeros(size(reAbs));
119 % Loop through the reAbs values.
120 for reAbsIndex = 1:size(reAbs,2)
121 % Calculate net probability of device
122 % collection.
123 currentProb = squeeze(plottingOutputData( ...
124 reAbsIndex,:,:,:));
125 collectionProbArray(reAbsIndex) = sum(sum( ...
126 sum(currentProb,3),2),1)/(size(pos z,2) ...
127 *size(pos phi,2)*size(pos r,2));
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128 end
129 end
130 % Save the data to the results folder.
131 save(strcat('Results/',testingDateAndName,'.mat'), ...
132 'plottingOutputData','edgeLength','wgThickness',...
133 'wgIndex','pos r','pos phi','pos z','reAbs', ...
134 'collectionProbArray');
135 end

Main method master function:

1 %
2 % The main method function for the analytical LSC model,
3 % calculating the solid angle of photoluminescence
4 % within a waveguide and absorber medium.
5 %
6 % Inputs.
7 % - edgeLength: double 1x1 in meters
8 % - wgThickness: double 1x1 in meters
9 % - wgIndex: double 1x1 (no units)

10 % - lumPosition: double 1x3 in [meters (r), degrees
11 % (phi), meters(z)]
12 % - reAbsorptionFactor: double 1x1 (no units: ratio
13 % of initial absorption (assumed to be 1) to
14 % reabsorption)
15 %
16 % Developed 2/24/2021 by David R. Needell
17 %
18 function [collectionProb] = ...
19 analyticalModel v2 mainMethod(edgeLength, ...
20 wgThickness,wgIndex,lumPosition,reAbsorptionFactor)
21 % Calculate direct collection solid angle.
22 omega0Norm = analyticalModel v2 directSolidAngle( ...
23 edgeLength, wgThickness,lumPosition, ...
24 reAbsorptionFactor);
25 % Calculate indirect collection solid angle.
26 omegaNorm = analyticalModel v2 indirectSolidAngle( ...
27 edgeLength,wgThickness,wgIndex,lumPosition, ...
28 reAbsorptionFactor);
29 % Calculate probability of collection.
30 collectionProb = omega0Norm+omegaNorm;
31 end

Direct and Indirect solid angle calculations:

1 %
2 % The direct solid angle calculation function.
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3 %
4 % Developed 2/24/2021 by David R. Needell
5 %
6 function [omega0] = analyticalModel v2 directSolidAngle(...
7 edgeLength,wgThickness,lumPosition,reAbsorptionFactor)
8 % Define alpha0 term.
9 alpha0 = atan((edgeLength*abs(cos(lumPosition(2)* ...

10 (pi/180))))/(2*sqrt(lumPosition(1)ˆ2+ ...
11 lumPosition(3)ˆ2)));
12 % Define beta0 term.
13 beta0 = atan((wgThickness*abs(cos(atan( ...
14 lumPosition(3)/lumPosition(1)))))/(2* ...
15 sqrt(lumPosition(1)ˆ2+lumPosition(3)ˆ2)));
16 % Calculate reAbsorption probability.
17 reAbsorptionProb = exp(-(reAbsorptionFactor* ...
18 sqrt(lumPosition(1)ˆ2+lumPosition(3)ˆ2))/ ...
19 wgThickness);
20 % Calculate omega0 term.
21 omega0 = 4*asin(sin(alpha0)*sin(beta0))/(4*pi)* ...
22 reAbsorptionProb;
23 end

1 %
2 % The integrated, direct solid angle calculation
3 % function.
4 %
5 % Developed 2/24/2021 by David R. Needell
6 %
7 function [omegaIntNorm] = ...
8 analyticalModel v2 indirectSolidAngle( ...
9 edgeLength,wgThickness,wgIndex,lumPosition, ...

10 reAbsorptionFactor)
11 % Calculate the escape cone angle.
12 thetaCritical = asin(1/wgIndex);
13 % Define alpha term.
14 alpha = @(theta) atan((edgeLength*abs(cos( ...
15 lumPosition(2)*(pi/180))))/(2*sqrt(( ...
16 lumPosition(1)/(sin(theta*(pi/180)))).ˆ2+ ...
17 lumPosition(3)ˆ2)));
18 % Define beta term.
19 beta = @(theta) atan((wgThickness*abs(cos(atan( ...
20 lumPosition(3)/lumPosition(1)))))/(2*sqrt(( ...
21 lumPosition(1)/(sin(theta*(pi/180)))).ˆ2+ ...
22 lumPosition(3)ˆ2)));
23 % Calculate the reAbsorption probability.
24 reAbsorptionProb = @(theta) exp(-( ...
25 reAbsorptionFactor*sqrt((lumPosition(1)/(sin( ...
26 theta*(pi/180)))).ˆ2+lumPosition(3)ˆ2))/ ...
27 wgThickness);
28 % Define omega term.
29 omega = @(theta) 4*asin(sin(alpha(theta))*sin(beta( ...
30 theta)))*reAbsorptionProb(theta);
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31 % Calculate integrated omega term.
32 omegaInt = integral(omega,thetaCritical,pi- ...
33 thetaCritical,'ArrayValued',true);
34 % Define normalization function handle.
35 norm = @(x) 4*pi;
36 % Normalize over all solid angles.
37 omegaIntNorm = omegaInt / integral(norm, ...
38 thetaCritical,pi-thetaCritical,'ArrayValued',true);
39 end
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APPENDIX C

Life-Cycle Assessment for Tandem LSC/Si Devices

Beyond the power conversion efficiency and even levelized cost of energy—typically
used to holistically evaluate the technoeconomic competitiveness of a given energy
generation technology—we should also take into account the life cycle, use, recy-
clability, and net carbon emissions (manufacturing, distribution, end-use, recycling,
waste) from so-called cradle (the fabrication) to grave (the waste/recycling stage).
These life cycle assessments enable researchers to approximate the bigger picture
environmental impact of a certain technology, specifically here in the context of
energy generation.

We collaborate with the Corkish group at the Australian Center for Advanced
Photovoltaics at the University of New South Whales, whereby previous work has
demonstrated extensive life cycle assessments for a myriad photovoltaic devices199,273–278.
We consider a tandem LSC/Si, monolithically and optically stacked four terminal
module device employing CdSe/CdS quantum dot luminophores dispersed within a
waveguide polymer, poly(lauryl methacrylate), layer of approximately 50µm thick-
ness deposited via a roll-to-roll process (e.g., doctor or draw-down blade).

We undertake the life cycle assessment for this module by estimating the nec-
essary energy inputs and processing requirements for each of the individual compo-
nents as well as for the full device integration and assembly. We model two vari-
ations for high efficiency photoluminescence trapping, top filter designs: dielectric
or polymeric Bragg stack filters composed of alternating high/low refractive index
materials. Such designs have shown high tunability and optimized reflectance/-
transmittance characteristics279,280. Here, we model the layer growth via sputter
deposition (dielectric) or extrusion processing (polymeric).

To collect the photoluminescence, we assume InGaP micro-cells grown via epi-
taxial vacuum phase deposition (e.g., MOCVD) and take into the mesa-etch process
in order to isolate micro-cells of approximately 0.4 x 0.4mm in area. Via pick-and-
place machining and screen printing technology, we model arranging and electrically
interconnecting the micro-cells into a grid pattern, whereby the cells lie planar to
the waveguide and set the geometric gain to 100. Finally, we apply a bottom AlSb
high contrast grating metasurface filter for increased photoluminescence trapping
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through a co-sputtering thin film deposition process. The AlSb metasurface pattern
consists of cylindrical pillars in a hexagonal array defined via nanoimprint lithog-
raphy followed by a dry or wet etch process. The hexagonal array of the pillars
generates the desired optical properties of a reflectance peak centered about the
CdSe/CdS emission—where the high transmittance of such filters in the long wave-
length regime enables effective silicon subcell light collection218.

The calculation of the environmental impacts for such a tandem LSC/SI technol-
ogy is based on the area required for a solar module to produce 1 kWh of electricity
(functional unit). This calculation considers an assumed efficiency and lifetime—
give by our performance modeling of chapter 5—the average US insolation condition
(assumed to be 1800 kWh/m281 / year282), and the performance ratio (set as 0.75
for all cases). The final environmental impact results are highly sensitive to these
assumptions which we choose carefully to better represent the majority of life cycle
studies for photovoltaic technologies283, in order to be relevant and applicable for
further studies.

Figure C.1 presents the results for global warming potential, human and fresh-
water toxicity potential, freshwater eutrophication potential, and abiotic depletion
potential of LSC/Si tandem modules when compared in the same model to stan-
dalone Si (in this case, passivated emitter rear contact cell type) solar modules.
Through this model, we find that the tandem LSC efficiency improvement influences
the environmental outputs positively, due to the lower energy usage to produce the
same amount of solar-derived energy (1 kWh, which is the functional unit of this life
cycle assessment) during the module lifetime, at relatively low environmental costs.
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Figure C.1: Global Warming Potential (GWP), Human Toxicity Potential: Cancer
and non-Cancer Potential (HTP-CE and HTP-nCE), Freshwater Eutrophication Potential
(FEuP), Freshwater Ecotoxicity Potential (FEcP) and Abiotic Depletion Potential (ADP)
results for the three technologies studied (PERC Si, LSC(a)/PERC Si and LSC(b)/PERC
Si, where “a” represents the top filter: TiO2/SiO2 Stack Filter and “b” represents the top
filter: PMMA Stack Filter. Adapted from Lundardi et al.284.
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APPENDIX D

Technoeconomic Analysis for Single Junction LSC Devices

Introduced in chapter 4.3, we quantify the technoeconomic cost ($) per generated
direct current power (W) for a double pane, insulated glass window hosting an
embedded luminescent layer coupled to a roll-to-roll manufactured two-dimensional
grid array of GaAs or Si heterojunction micro-cells. Figure 4.6 conceptualizes what
a single manufacturing line could look like and the example processes we assume in
this model to fabricate such a building integrated photovoltaic device for an area of
1m x 1.5m.

Operating Expenditures We begin by analyze the key operating expenditures
for such a manufacturing process. The following spreadsheet details the information
flow, relevant values and units, and example input parameters as well as, included
at the end, a list of all the raw materials and labor costs assumed for this model.
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Values Legend:

Input

Temp Input

Need to validate

Units

Calculation

Significant Result

ITEM VALUE UNITS

OPERATING PARAMETERS

Production Volume (PV) 500,000.00 windows / year

Daily PV 2,000.00 windows / day

Geometric Gain 150.00 unitless

Optical Density at 450nm light 1.00 unitless

Operating Days per Year 250.00 days/yr

Operating Hours per Operating Day 8.00 hr/day

Maximum Allowed Line Utilization 85.0%

PRODUCTION OPERATIONS

ITEM PROCESS VALUE UNITS CONSUMPTION/PRODUCTION UNITS COST UNITS

Stage 1a. IR-filter Deposition

Inputs

Window Pane 30.00 m2 / batch 6,060.61 m2 / day 9.09 $ / window

Si (sputter target) 0.081691200 kg / batch 16.50 kg / day 0.36 $ / window

Ti (sputter target) 0.465723000 kg / batch 94.09 kg / day 1.04 $ / window

Sputtering Labor (operational) 1.0 workers / line 101.01 person-hr / day 0.76 $ / window

Electricity 2.00 kWh / batch 404.04 kWh / day 0.01 $ / window

Outputs

IR-glazed window pane (back) 10 IR-pane / batch 2,020.20 IR-panes / day

IR-glazed window pane (front) 10 IR-pane / batch 2,020.20 IR-panes / day

Operation

Cycle Time 0.50 hours / batch

Required Gross PV 202.02 batch / day

Implemented No. Parallel Stations 15.00 prod lines

Gross Production Capacity 240.00 batches / day

Line Utilization 84.2%

Stage 1b. Si Micro-cell Processing

Inputs

Full-size Si HIT cell (15.6cm x 15.6cm) 0.066667 m2 / batch 13.60 m2 / day 13.06 $ / window

Si (sputter target) 4.97E-06 kg / batch 0.0010 kg / day 0.00002 $ / window

Ag (sputter target) 3.67E-04 kg / batch 0.0749 kg / day 0.0022 $ / window

Laser cutting labor (operational) 1.0 workers / line 102.03 person-hr / day 0.77 $ / window

Sputtering Labor (operational) 1.0 workers / line 102.03 person-hr / day 0.77 $ / window

Electricity 1.00 kWh / batch 204.06 kWh / day 0.01 $ / window

Outputs

Si HIT micro-cell 266,666.67 micro cells / batch 54,416,216.03 micro cells / day

Yield Percentage (see NOTES column) 99.0%

Operation
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Cycle Time 0.50 hours / batch

Required Gross PV 204.06 batches / day

Implemented No. Parallel Stations 16.00 prod lines

Gross Production Capacity 256.00 batches / day

Line Utilization 79.7%

Stage 2a. Micro-cell Array Printing

Inputs

IR-glazed window pane (back) 10.00 pane / batch -- -- -- --

Si HIT micro-cell 266,666.67 micro cells / batch -- -- -- --

Al paste (screen-printing) 3.49E-03 kg / batch 0.71 kg / day 0.0183 $ / window

Cu soldering tabs (bus bars) 1.01E-01 m / batch 20.36 m / day 0.0000068 $ / window

Screen printing labor (operational) 0.50 workers / line 505.05 person-hr/day 3.79 $ / window

Pick-and-place labor (operational) 0.50 workers / line 505.05 person-hr/day 3.79 $ / window

Electricity 2.00 kWh / batch 404.04 kWh/day 0.01212 $ / window

Outputs

Micro-cell Array IR-Pane 10.00 arrays / batch 2,020.20 arrays / day

Operation

Cycle Time 5.00 hours / batch

Required Gross PV 202.02 batches / day 100,000.00

Implemented No. Parallel Stations 149.00 prod lines 671.14

Gross Production Capacity 238.40 batches / day

Line Utilization 84.7%

Stage 2b. QD-LMA Dipsersion

Inputs

InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs 1.50E+01 m2 / batch 3,030.3030 m2 / day 212.121212$ / window

LMA 2.60E+00 kg / batch 526.0606 kg / day 4.06 $ / window

EGDMA 3.15E-01 kg / batch 63.6970 kg / day 0.73 $ / window

Trioctylphosphene 9.97E-02 kg / batch 20.1455 kg / day 0.83 $ / window

Photoinitiator 1.62E-03 kg / batch 0.3264 kg / day 0.0107 $ / window

Mixing and Sonication Labor (operational) 0.50 workers/line 10.10 person-hrs/day 0.076 $ / window

Electricity 0.10 kWh / batch 20.20 kWh/day 0.00061 $ / window

Outputs

QD-LMA Mixture 3.00E-03 m3 / batch 0.61 m3 / day

Operation

Cycle Time 0.10 hours / batch

Required Gross PV 202.02 batches / day

Implemented No. Parallel Stations 3.00 prod lines

Gross Production Capacity 240.00 batches / day

Line Utilization 84.2%

Stage 3. LSC Deposition

Inputs

Micro-cell Array IR-Pane (back) 10.00 array / batch -- -- -- --

QD-LMA Mixture 3.00E-03 m3 / batch -- -- -- --

Doctor Blading Labor (operational) 0.50 workers / line 10.10 person-hrs / day 0.076 $ / window

Electricity 0.05 kWh / batch 10.10 kWh / day 0.076 $ / window

Outputs

LSC Array IR-Pane 10.00 LSC / batch 2,020.20 LSC / day
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Yield Percentage (see NOTES column) 0.99

Operation

Cycle Time 0.10 hours / batch

Required Gross PV 202.02 batches / day

Implemented No. Parallel Stations 3.00 prod lines

Gross Production Capacity 240.00 batches / day

Line Utilization 84.2%

Stage 4. Front Glass Encapsulation

Inputs

LSC Array IR-Pane (back) 10.00 LSC / batch -- -- -- --

IR-glazed window pane (front) 10.00 pane / batch -- -- -- --

EVA 30.00 m2 / batch 6,000.00 m2 / day 4.61 $ / window

Vacuum Lamination Labor (operational) 0.50 workers / line 5.00 person-hrs / day 0.038 $ / window

Electricity 0.50 kW / batch 100.00 kWh / day 0.0030 $ / window

Outputs

Power Window Module 10.00 window / batch 2,000.00 window / day

Operation

Cycle Time 0.05 hours / batch

Required Gross PV 200.00 batches / day

Implemented No. Parallel Stations 2.00 prod lines

Gross Production Capacity 320.00 batches / day

Line Utilization 62.5%

INDIRECT

Labor

Management 3.00 managers

Engineer 3.00 engineers

Burden Rate (for all labor) 0.50

Maintenance 0.03

Electricity - Factory Lighting & HVAC 330.00 kWh / day 0.01 $ / window

Totals (per unit) Totals (annual)

OPERATING EXPENDITURES 280.02 $ / window 140,007,623.68 $ / year

Materials 245.93 $ / window 122,966,935.46 $ / year Cost Rates

Si (target) 0.36426 $ / window 182,132.19 $ / year 44.14 $ / kg

Ti (target) 1.04442 $ / window 522,209.38 $ / year 22.20 $ / kg

Pane (OEM) 9.09091 $ / window 4,545,454.55 $ / year 3.00 $ / m2

HIT Cell (OEM) 13.05989 $ / window 6,529,945.92 $ / year 1,920.00 $ / m2

Ag (target) 0.00220 $ / window 1,100.75 $ / year 58.77 $ / kg

Al (paste) 0.01833 $ / window 9,165.00 $ / year 52.00 $ / kg

Cu tabs 0.00001 $ / window 3.42 $ / year 0.0007 $ / m

InAs/InP/ZnSe QDs (OEM) 212.12121 $ / window 106,060,606.06 $ / year 140.00 $ / m2

LMA 4.06061 $ / window 2,030,303.03 $ / year 15.44 $ / kg

EGDMA 0.72727 $ / window 363,636.36 $ / year 22.84 $ / kg

Trioctylphosphene 0.82909 $ / window 414,545.45 $ / year 82.31 $ / kg

Photoinitiator 0.01067 $ / window 5,333.33 $ / year 65.37 $ / kg

EVA 4.60500 $ / window 2,302,500.00 $ / year 1.54 $ / m2

Labor 11.07280 $ / window 5,536,402.28 $ / year
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Direct 10.05280 $ / window 5,026,402.28 $ / year 15.00 $ / hr

Management 0.48000 $ / window 240,000.00 $ / year 80,000.00 $ / yr / person

Engineer 0.54000 $ / window 270,000.00 $ / year 90,000.00 $ / yr / person

Electricity 0.10973 $ / window 54,863.94 $ / year 0.06 $ / kWh

Maintenance 22.89884 $ / window 11,449,422.00 $ / year

Capital Expenditures Next we must consider the initial capital investment for
the plant and manufacturing components needed in order to fully fabricate each part
of the final LSC window module. Below is an example of this capital expenditure
cost for such a production line.

Values Legend:

Input

Input from 'Cost Analysis' Sheet

Calculation

Significant Result

Estimated Lifetime 10 years

ITEM VALUE UNITS

Stage 1a. IR-Filter Deposition

Roll-to-roll vacuum coating system (sputterer) 6,060,000 $

Total as Implemented 90,900,000 $

Area per Line 200 sq.ft.

Stage 1b. Si Micro-Cell Processing

Precision laser cutter 60,000 $

SiNx PECVD Reactor 1,496,000

a-Si:H PECVD Reactor 7,325,000

Total as Implemented 142,096,000 $

Area per Line 200 sq.ft.

Stage 2a. Micro-cell Array and Interconnection Printing

Pick-and-Place Machine Cost 212,000 $

Screen Printing Cost 353,000 $

Total as Implemented 84,185,000 $

Area per Line 160 sq.ft.

Stage 2b. QD-LMA Dispersion

QD Reactor Line 500,000 $

Total as Implemented 1,500,000 $

Area per Line 100 sq.ft.

Stage 3. LSC Deposition

Laminator 10,000 $

Total as Implemented 30,000 $

Area per Line 100 sq.ft.

Stage 4. Front Glass Encapsulation

Laminator 446,000 $

Total as Implemented 892,000 $

Area per Line 100 sq.ft.

Equipment Total

Bare Equipment + Tools Sub-Total $319,127,000

Plant Design and Installation Cost $63,825,400

Equipment + Tools Installed Total $382,952,400

Building $570,000

Total Base Area (sum of stages) 760 sq.ft.

Storage 190 sq.ft.

Workflow Space Factor 2

Final Area 1,900 sq.ft.

TOTAL CAPEX $383,522,400
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APPENDIX E

GaAs Heterojunction Cell Fabrication Design

For many applications of the LSC within this thesis, we use a GaAs device ar-
chitecture grown in vacuum phase epitaxy by our collaborator John Geisz at the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Specifically, we grow the n-on-p upright
GaAs homojunction solar cells by atmospheric pressure organometallic vapor phase
epitaxy at 650°C. The Zn-doped absorber layer was approximately 2.5 µm thick
and the Se-doped emitter layer was 100nm thick. Nearly lattice-matched p-GaInP
was used as a back-surface-field while a 25nm thick Se-doped AlInP layer served
a passivating window. Electroplated gold on the GaAs substrate formed the back
contact. Front Pd/Ge/Ti/Pd/Al grids were defined by standard photolithography,
deposited using e-beam evaporation, annealed at 120-140°C, and mesa isolated to
form 0.02 cm2 square devices. 80nm of ZnS deposited by thermal evaporation was
used as an antireflective coating between the GaAs and the LSC waveguide. The
individual devices were finally singulated with a dicing saw. Figure E.1 shows the
set of shadow and etch masks used to fabricate the GaAs cell.

As seen from figure E.1, a single wafer produces over 100 individual GaAs cells
for use and analysis. We perform current-density testing for each of the produced
cells in order to characterize their use for the applications explored in this thesis. For
example, four square GaAs cells we test sequentially after singulation and integrate
into our space-based solar power prototype. Figure E.2 shows the electro-optical
response for these example cells.
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Figure E.1: The set of shadow and etch masks used to fabricate the upright n-on-p GaAs
homojunction solar cells. (clockwise) The substrate (50.8mm diameter) and active area set
for deposition (46.8mm diameter) and the mask to deposit the gold front contacts onto the
cell for square (single junction, terrestrial project as described in chapter 3) and rectangular
(single-junction, space-based project as described in chapter 6); the mesa etch mask to define
individual cells on the wafer; the dicing mask showing the (red) saw lines; the antireflective
coating (ARC) negative mask.
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Figure E.2: Four current density (mA·cm−2), voltage (V) characteristic curves for four
singulated GaAs rectangular (1.2cm x .12cm) cells under AM1.5g exposure (green) and in
the dark at 300°C (red). For each we record the short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage,
fill factor, and power conversion efficiency.
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APPENDIX F

Passivated Contact Si Cell Design and Analysis

For the case of a tandem LSC/Si four terminal module, only the long wavelength
light (for CuInS2/ZnS: >800nm, for CdSe/CdS: >700nm) transmits through the
top LSC component to reach the underlying silicon subcell. Here we discuss the
optical coupling and performance of a highly efficient passivated contact silicon
bottom cell—where the open circuit voltage maintains above 700mV under, for
example, the CdSe/CdS quantum dot based LSC spectrum114. These measurements
are compared against the performance of a Si cell under a 1µm InGaP filter to mimic
the prototypical spectrum incident upon a Si cell in a conventional III-V/Si tandem
(monolithic stack). Finally, we compare the performance of the passivated contact
Si cell against the p-type passivated emitter rear contact (p-PERC) Si cell provided
by our industrial partner, Jinko cells, under the spectrum passing though the LSC
top module. Both types of cell suffer similar percentage loss in short circuit current
due to reduced incident light intensity but a higher performance is observed for
the passivated contact Si cell because of the high Voc, which makes the passivated
contact Si cell a more efficient bottom cell compared to the p-PERC cell and the
choice of cell which we use in chapter 5.

Our passivated contact Si cell is a rear junction front/back oppositely doped
poly-Si/SiOx layers deposited on an n-Cz Si wafer. A single side textured n-Cz
wafer is cleaned using standard RCA recipe, and then approximately 1.5 nm thick
low temperature thermal SiOx is grown on the wafer in a furnace. 50 nm of p/n
a-Si:H is then grown on top of this oxide layer using plasma-enhanced chemical va-
por deposition and the sample is placed inside the furnace at 850°C for 30 mins to
crystallize the a-Si to poly Si and also diffuse the dopants. Additional hydrogenation
is provided by depositing 15 nm of alumina oxide using atomic layer deposition and
then annealing the sample at 400°C in a forming gas environment. This process
provides excellent surface passivation with very low J0 values of about 10 fA·cm−2

and cells with implied open circuit voltages (no series or shunt losses) of greater
than 730 mV have been obtained. Metal contacts are made by thermally evaporat-
ing aluminum through shadow masks for both front grid and back blanket metal.
Finally, SiNx anti-reflection coating is deposited on the front of the cell. In the
resulting Si passivated contact solar cells, we achieve close to 720 mV in Voc at 1
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sun, and above 700 mV under the 1 µm InGaP filter, which transmits less light to
Si than the LSC top structure.

Figure F.1: The external quantum efficiency (a) and current density, voltage response
(b) curves for the passivated contact silicon cell under a variety of irradiance operating
conditions.

We measure the passivated contact Si bottom cell under the spectrum passing
through a stack of CdSe/CdS QD waveguide and the band-pass filter (spectra for
these layers shown in figure 5.9) or 1µm thick InGaP filter as shown in the inset of
figure F.1. A separate measurement shows that supplying an additional top filter
will decrease the silicon subcell power conversion efficiency by approximately 0.2%.
The shadow loss from 0.5% area coverage of the planar LSC photovoltaic cells,
and nearly 2.5% area coverage of the interconnects and busbar for the LSC could
further reduce the short-circuit current density of the Si cell by nearly 1mA·cm−2,
which could result in an additional 0.6% loss in efficiency. However, the shadow
loss associated with the InGaP cell array interconnects and busbar can be further
minimized.

Figures F.1(a),(b) show the evolution of the Si cell current-voltage response
curves, external quantum efficiency, and the cell parameters as different layers of
the top module are stacked on top of the Si cell. Under one sun illumination, the
passivated contact Si cell demonstrates a 20.4% power conversion efficiency with
a high Voc of 716mV. Short-circuit current density reaches 36.4mA·cm−2—lower
than a typical Si cell given the lack of front metal optimization to minimize grid
shadow loss. In addition, the cell also exhibits parasitic absorption loss in the n-poly
silicon layer as seen in the quantum efficiency curve in figure F.1(b). This low blue
response, however, will not significantly affect the Si subcell performance under an
LSC monolithic stack since CdSe/CdS quantum dots absorb photons within this
wavelength range. When the bottom filter is optically stacked on top of the Si cell,
we see a slight drop in Voc from 716 to 709 mV; this is to be expected due to lower
incident light intensity as the filter reflects photons between 620–700nm back onto
the top module, allowing more energy to be harvested by the higher voltage InGaP
cells. The current density of the Si cell is then reduced to 28.9mA·cm−2 as we see a
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drop in quantum efficiency response within 600–720 nm. This results in the Si cell
efficiency of 16.1%.

When the CdSe/CdS QD waveguide is placed on top of the bottom filter, open-
circuit voltage is further decreased to 707 mV and the short-circuit current falls to
25.9mA·cm−2, as the absorption from CdSe/CdS quantum dot layer and parasitic
absorption in the PLMA waveguide further reduce the incident light on the Si cell.
This is seen by the decrease in red quantum efficiency curve of Si cell and an overall
power conversion efficiency of 14.2% is obtained for the Si subcell. We finally mea-
sure the same Si cell under 1µm of InGaP filter to estimate and compare the cell
performance for a typical III-V/Si tandem structure. The InGaP filter has greater
than 90% transmission for wavelengths longer than 680nm. Open-circuit voltage
of the Si cell maintains above 700 mV, however, short-circuit current density of
the cell reduces to 19.9mA·cm−2 as the InGaP filter cuts off photons below 680
nm; in an LSC configuration, there is approximately 0.5% area coverage of InGaP
cell arrays—depending on the system geometric gain—which allows greater incident
spectrum from short wavelength to pass through to the Si bottom cell.
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APPENDIX G

CdSe/CdS Synthesis and Waveguide Recipe

Materials Hexanes (mixture of isomers, anhydrous 95%, Sigma Aldrich), toluene
(anhydrous 99.5%, Sigma Aldrich), methyl acetate (anhydrous 99.5%, Sigma Aldrich),
cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.99%, Sigma Aldrich), n-octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA,
99%, PCI Synthesis), tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99%, Sigma Aldrich), tri-
n-octylphosphine (TOP, 97%, Strem), selenium (Se, 99.999%, Sigma Aldrich), 1-
octanethiol (OctSH, 99%, Sigma Aldrich), 1-octadecene (ODE, 90% technical grade,
Sigma Aldrich), and oleic acid (OA, 90% technical grade, Sigma Aldrich) were all
purchased and used without further purification.

Recipe The synthesis of wurtzite phase CdSe quantum dot cores were synthe-
sized following previously reported285 synthetic procedures with minor modifica-
tions. Briefly, 60 mg CdO, 280 mg ODPA, and 3 g TOPO were added to a round
bottom flask and connected to a Schlenk line. The mixture was heated to 150°C
and degassed under high vacuum for 1.5 hours. Afterwards, the reaction mixture
was placed under inert argon gas and heated to 320°C. The mixture was maintained
at this temperature until the reaction mixture became clear and the complexation
of Cd(ODPA)2 completes, typically taking nearly 2 hours. During the complexa-
tion of Cd(ODPA)2, a solution of 58 mg Se powder dissolved into 360 mg TOP
was prepared inside an argon glovebox by stirring the solution at room temperature
until the powder dissolved (typically around 1 hour). Following the complexation
of Cd(ODPA)2, the reaction mixture was heated to 372°C and 1.5 g TOP was in-
jected into the mixture. Once the temperature stabilized at 372°C, a syringe with
the complexed TOP:Se (58 mg Se dissolved in 360 mg TOP) was swiftly injected
into the reaction mixture. The reaction mixture was then allowed to react for about
30-60 seconds until the desired CdSe core size was reached and then the reaction
was cooled rapidly to room temperature using forced air. After cooling to around
100°C, 3 mL of toluene was injected to slow the precipitation of TOPO. Typically,
the preceding reaction was scaled up 2-5 times to produce sufficient quantities of
cores for a larger number of reactions. The CdSe cores were isolated from the reac-
tion mixture by adding methyl acetate as an anti-solvent, followed by centrifugation
at around 8000 G for 6 mins. The colorful precipitate was re-suspended in hexanes
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and the supernatant was discarded, with this process repeated twice more. The
isolated CdSe cores were stored inside a glovebox for further use.

Next, the previously synthesized CdSe cores were shelled with CdS to achieve
the desired CdSe/CdS quantum dots following previously reported285 synthetic pro-
cedures. Briefly, prior to the shelling reaction a 0.2 M solution of Cd(Oleate)2 with
ODE was prepared by: adding a 10:1 molar ratio of OA:CdO into a round bottom
flask, diluted with ODE to 0.2 M, degassed at 110°C for two hours, heated to 160°C
under inert argon atmosphere until complexation of Cd(Oleate)2 was completed,
and stored within a glovebox for further use. The typical scale for the shelling re-
action was 100 nanomoles, determined by optical characterization of the CdSe core
solution using a reported size-dependent absorbance curve286. For these shelling
reactions, 6 mL of ODE was added to a round bottom flask and degassed at 110°C
before adding 100 nanomoles of CdSe quantum dots and removing the hexane sol-
vent. Afterwards, the reaction flask was placed under argon and heated to 240°C.
At 240°C, a syringe pump was used to slowly inject a syringe containing 0.2 M
Cd(Oleate)2 and a syringe with an equal volume of 0.2 M OctSH in ODE at a rate
of 3 mL/hr. The volume of precursors needed to achieve a specific shell thickness
was estimated assuming a shelling reaction with a perfect conversion, however the
non-quantitative nature of the shelling reaction results in slightly thinner CdS shells.
After the slow injection was started, the temperature was increased to 310°C for the
remainder of the shelling reaction. After the prespecified volume was injected, the
mixture was allowed to react for an additional 10 mins to consume any remaining
precursors. The resulting CdSe/CdS core/shell quantum dots were isolated in a
similar manner to the CdSe cores using methyl acetate as an antisolvent and resus-
pending in hexanes. The processed was repeated 6-8 times to remove residual ODE,
OA, and Cd(Oleate)2 that might be problematic when creating optically transpar-
ent polymeric waveguides. The resulting CdSe/CdS core/shell quantum dots were
maintained in an inert atmosphere glovebox for further use.

Optical Characterization The steady state absorbance spectra were acquired
with a Shimadzu UV-3600 double beam spectrometer operating with 1 nm slit
widths at the second slowest scanning setting. Solution phase photoluminescence
measurements were taken using a calibrated Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluorolog steady-
state scanning PMT spectrofluorometer. Samples were prepared by diluting the
quantum dot stock solution until reaching an appropriate optical density for mea-
surements.

Photoluminescence quantum yields were collected by using a home-built inte-
grating sphere setup, described more completely elsewhere116. For the home-built
integrating sphere setup, a Fianium SC450 pulsed supercontinuum laser provides a
bright collimated white light source that is monochromated through two monochro-
mators, an Acton Research SP150 and Acton Research SP275. The monochromatic
light is passed through a beam-splitter and a fraction of the light is collected with a
calibrated power meter while most of the light enters a Spectralon integrating sphere.
Within the integrating sphere, samples are held using a custom-milled Spectralon
holder directly in the beam path. Light exiting the integrating sphere is focused
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onto the entrance of a SP2300 monochromator and collected using a thermoelectri-
cally cooled Princeton Instruments PIXIS 440B silicon CCD. The setup is corrected
for both spectral positions using a combination of neon and mercury wavelength
calibration lamps, as well as corrected for sensitivity using a NIST-traceable ra-
diometric calibration lamp from Ocean Optics. An integrating sphere setup can
measure PLQYs with uncertainties approaching ±2.5% depending on the spectral
position of the PL spectrum.

TEM Characterization Samples for TEM analysis were prepared by diluting
the quantum dot stock solution in toluene (OD < 0.1) and then drop-casting ap-
proximately 8 µL of the dilute solution onto a TEM grid. All TEM images were
taken on a FEI Tecnai T20 S-Twin TEM operating at 200 kV with a LaB6 filament
and a Gatan Orius SC200 camera.

Waveguide Fabrication Under inert atmosphere, mix lauryl methacrylate (LMA,
Sigma-Aldrich, inhibitor removed with a column), ethylene glycol dimethacrylate
(EGDMA, Sigma-Aldrich, inhibitor removed), trioctylphosphine (TOP, Sigma-Aldrich),
2-Hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone (Darocur 1173, Sigma-Aldrich) at a volume ra-
tio of 100:10:4:0.05. Disperse CdS/CdSe quantum dots in solution and remove
volatile solvent by placing under vacuum. Place soda lime glass spacers (SPI) be-
tween the substrate and a repel-silane (GE Healthcare) treated quartz plate. Inject
monomer/QD solution between the glass plates and cure under 365 nm UV. The
quartz plate can be removed after curing as surface treatment prevents it from
strongly bonding to the LSC.

Photocurrent Mapping Photocurrent mapping of optical performance of PL
within the LSC waveguide, as shown in figure 5.14(a), was measured using a spa-
tially resolved laser beam (NKT SuperK Extreme 20W white laser) aligned with a
monochromator (Oriel 77770 1/4m) to enable wavelength selection. For this exper-
iment, a wavelength of 490nm was used, as it is within the absorption spectrum of
the CdSe/CdS quantum dots. A 5x objective lens was used to allow for a beam spot
size of <10µm and improve precision. Photocurrent collection was measured for a
single 0.16mm2 InGaP cell with a 25mm x 25mm CdSe/CdS waveguide, of optical
density 0.3 at 450nm, deposited atop—translating to a GG of 625. The sample
measured was exposed during the full week of outdoor testing in Golden, CO at
NREL, and was kept in the same testing conditions as the LSC/Si tandem module.
To perform the photocurrent mapping, the beam spot began its scan from the cor-
ner of the micro-cell to eliminate photocurrent collection from direct illumination
of the cell, and extended the scan into a spatial quadrant away from this corner
point. The beam moved in 60µm increments during the 2D scan, extending 5mm
from the origin in each the x and y spatial coordinates. This led to a total of 6,561
measurements in the scanned 25mm2 area.
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APPENDIX H

Diffuse Trench Reflector Design and Fabrication

As discussed in chapters 3 and 5, to test a planar configuration for the GaAs-based
LSC devices employing CuInS2Zn/S core/shell quantum dot waveguides we place the
devices within a diffuse trench reflector. By doing so, we effectively achieve periodic
boundary conditions of the waveguide—thereby emulating the device performance
for an infinite array of planar photovoltaic cells within the waveguide. Figure H.1
illustrates the diffuse trench reflector structure.

We begin with stock aluminum and mill the top and bottom pieces of the reflec-
tor to size. For the bottom component, we cut a 5.91 inch by 5.91 inch square base
and mill trenches approximately 3.94 inches by 3.94 inches at a depth of .13 inches
to expose a stage of approximately 1.97 inches by 1.97 inches. For the complemen-
tary top component, we cut a matched 3.94 inch square at a thickness of .50 inches
and mill the interior to create a shell of depth .39 inches with shelled area slightly
greater than the bottom stage. We finally mill a top aperture to allow incident light
through at an area of 1.97 inches by 1.97 inches.

Figure H.1: The design and rendering of the diffuse trench reflector used for measured
planar LSC devices. (Left) The diffuse trench reflector in its final arrangement, where a
1.97 inch square entrance aperture allows solar simulator irradiance through to reach the
stage. (Right) An exploded view of the two pieces of the trench reflector, where we paint
(via air brush) barium sulfate onto the stage and top component interior to attain high
diffuse reflectance.
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Next, tape all sides to remain aluminum coated (i.e., any side that will not have
the Lambertian reflector deposited) and sand blast the remaining area in order to
increase the surface roughness to allow greater adhesion between the aluminum sur-
face and the paint. We mix barium sulfate paint (Avian Technologies) and deposit
no fewer than 20 layers onto the exposed surfaces of our aluminum trench in order
to achieve high diffuse reflectance within the 300nm to 1200nm wavelength range.
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Characterization of LSC Samples under Illumination

To measure the power conversion efficiency of the LSC device under an ABET solar
simulator (Model 11044 Sun 2000), we first calibrate the lamp to the 1000 W/m2.
To accomplish this, we use a silicon reference response cell (PV Measurements Inc.,
PVM311), whose short-circuit current (applied voltage across the cell is zero) yields
132 mA under 1000 W/m2. Figure I.1(a) shows the measured response curve of
the reference cell, after approximately six hours of lamp warmup time in order to
ensure irradiance stability of the simulator. However, we vary the entrance aperture
of the diffuse trench reflector with an attached optical iris (Thorlabs ID25) in order
to quantify the effect of geometric gain on the LSC device performance. Since
the source of the solar simulator is not a perfectly collimated lamp, we apply the
same aperture across our reference cell (no diffuse trench reflector) and vary the
iris diameter in order to measure the corresponding short-circuit current density.
Therefore, we can estimate (with uncertainty given by the measurement of the iris
diameter) the total irradiance that passes through the iris. Figure I.1(b) shows
the trends of this irradiance (mW/cm2) measurement with respect to iris aperture
diameter (i.e., geometric gain given our cell area of 1.4mm x 1.4mm).

To calculate the input irradiance for a given aperture as well the resulting short-
circuit current of the LSC and silicon (if applicable) photovoltaic components, we
must measure the iris diameter with a set of calipers. Therefore, we have uncertainty
associated with the read out of the calipers, where we record measurements of our
aperture (from 1.5mm diameter up to 9mm diameter) and record an uncertainty of
.05mm for each measurement. We calculate the uncertainty of the aperture area in
quadrature to estimate the total short-circuit current density at a given illumination
area and geometric gain. Similarly, we measure the area of the embedded GaAs
photovoltaic cell within the LSC via optical microscopy and assume an uncertainty of
.01mm, again calculating error in quadrature to determine the overall LSC geometric
gain. We note that the power conversion efficiency is area normalized by the overall
illuminated waveguide top surface area (i.e., the aperture) rather than the GaAs
photovoltaic cell area—thereby giving the power conversion efficiency of the entire
LSC device.

We measure the current-voltage relationship with a Keithley 2440 sourcemeter,
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Figure I.1: The solar simulator measurement setup for quantifying the irradiance and
calibration of the ABET solar simulator. (a) The calibration response curve of the refer-
ence silicon cell under full illumination of the solar simulator, where -132mA denotes 100
mW/cm2 for the AM1.5g spectrum. (b) The irradiance response curve for varying illumina-
tion aperture area. Here we observe a decreased power density of incident light for smaller
values of the geometric gain. For the reported efficiencies in the main text, we use this
calibration curve (exponential fit) to calculate the power conversion efficiency of the LSC
(single, on-silicon tandem) devices.

where we vary the voltage from -0.1V to 1.2V for both the LSC and silicon subcell
components in discrete step intervals with 101 steps. We measure the cells at room
temperature (300K) in air. When in the tandem configuration, we perform the
current-voltage analysis of one device component (either the silicon or LSC) while
holding the other at open-circuit voltage.
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APPENDIX J

Market Research of Luminescent Solar Concentrators

Market Research Findings

Despite decades of device research and product development, the amount of installed
building integrated photovoltaic (e.g., windows) technology has not experienced the
same growth, or even the same trend, as its utility photovoltaic counterpart (figure
J.1). Moreover, research into how to further integrate photovoltaic windows into the
commercial buildings market remains an active area of study in both academia and
industry174,287–289. One possible reason is that such window modules have not yet
achieved sufficiently high power conversion efficiency and annualized energy produc-
tion in order to meaningfully offset building electrical loads. Yet, despite advances
in photovoltaic efficiency and durability, power-generating window adoption remains
limited in this commercial, high-rise market. This could indicate that conversion
efficiency is not the sole driving factor for widespread photovoltaic window adoption.
A second possibility is that the customer needs and associated value propositions
for the photovoltaic window market significantly differ from those of the utility-scale
photovoltaic market, such that the same norms do not apply. If such is the case,
then power conversion efficiency and average visible transparency of the window
module alone may not be sufficient to meet customer needs.

In order to assess how photovoltaic window technology could enter into the com-
mercial glass and building market, we must first develop a comprehensive under-
standing of the value chain for a traditional window—a double-pane insulated glass
unit—from cradle (i.e., initial manufacturing) to end-use (i.e., use in a commercial
high-rise building). While the building load electrical generation for photovoltaic
windows is applicable for all building sizes, in this chapter we specifically address a
sub-segment of the commercial market, considering only large-scale (≥100,000 ft2),
high-rise buildings179. Such large-scale high-rises typically exhibit larger window-to-
wall ratios than other commercial building market sub-segments290. We trace this
window cradle-to-end-use value chain (figure J.2) by conducting nearly 150 in-person
interviews across the commercial building value chain during the fall of 2019. We
categorize these 150 interviews as: 37% within the glass and window manufacturing
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Figure J.1: A comparison of the number of U.S. high-rise developments since 1980 (left
y-axis, blue) against the total installed U.S. PV capacity (right y-axis, red) in gigawatts
(GW) and the total installed U.S. BIPV capacity (far right y-axis, green) in megawatts
(MW). Adapted from Needell et al.167.

chain; 15% from suppliers and distributors; 28% from real estate developers, archi-
tects, engineers, and contractors (general and sub-); 12% from city and building
regulators; and 8% from building occupants and end-users.

The cradle-to-end-use value chain of a double-pane window describes how solar
powered windows would be transferred from photovoltaic window manufacturers, to
window suppliers and distributors, to large-area building developers, and eventually
to the end-users––either as the building owners or occupants. We can subcategorize
roles of the various parties within this value chain as the direct economic buyer(s) of
photovoltaic window coating technologies; decision maker(s) who determine whether
or not to adopt a particular IGU product; influencer(s) that can sway buyers or de-
cision makers; and saboteur(s) that can impede or prevent BIPV window technology
from entering into the market.

From our collected data, we can identify a singular economic buyer within the
first stage of the value chain—photovoltaic window manufacturing. We also find
that key decision makers, window influencers, and emerging window technology
saboteurs all occupy distinct roles within the third stage of the value chain, building
development. In contrast, none of these roles (e.g., economic buyer, key decision
maker, influencer) exists within the end-use stages (e.g., ownership or occupancy)
for such a photovoltaic window process flow.

Within the value chain, we identify specific needs for each of the major roles
that impact market adoption for photovoltaic window technology—influencers, key
decision makers, and economic buyers. Influencers (in this case architects) are mo-
tivated to create aesthetically attractive building designs to increase project acqui-
sition. As such, photovoltaic windows need to meet the aesthetic needs (material,
color, clarity, flexibility) of architects. The key decision makers (here commercial
real estate developers) are motivated by an increased return on investment (ROI)
to turn a greater profit291. For a real estate developer, the primary purpose for a
window simplifies to increasing the availability of natural daylight, allowing unob-
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Figure J.2: A conceptual diagram of the commercial window and glass ecosystem, tracing
both the flow of product (i.e., window materials, IGU, etc.) and flow of cash through the five
primary divisions and specific roles within each division. Here we also identify roles within
the ecosystem: economic buyer, key decision maker, influencers, and possibly saboteurs to
the adoption of new window technology. Below each specific role we give the number of
interviews conducted with an employee at a firm/company that corresponds to that role.
Adapted from Needell et al.167.

structed views, and enabling comfort through temperature control, all in order to
attain higher building occupancy rates and therefore heightened ROIs. Finally, the
economic buyers (window manufacturers) are incentivized to maintain the status
quo; i.e., to produce windows whose production costs and installation procedures
and costs do not disrupt the current practice of window production and installation.
Therefore, electrically connected windows, which incur additional installation costs,
are intrinsically at odds with the economic buyers’ primary need.

While electricity generated by photovoltaic windows may appear to be the most
obvious added value for high-rise buildings, this value is only appreciable to the
end-user (building occupant or owner), who occupies the top stage of a value chain
pyramid and accordingly has no significant decision making role in the value chain.
Moreover, the real estate developer’s greatest need (i.e., increased ROI) does not
necessarily align with that of the building occupant’s or end-user’s. From nearly
150 qualitative interviews, large-scale building developers most commonly rely upon
higher degrees of comfort, increased views, or other “soft” values to attract more
tenants. While lower utilities costs may attract a certain number of tenants, our
interviews show currently most developers rely upon other methods (e.g., soft values)
to achieve increased ROI.

Given the disparity between the power-production capabilities of current pho-
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tovoltaic window concepts and the market needs (identified through this interview
process) of high-rise building developers and window manufacturers in the United
States, we identify several strategies to enable power-generating window technol-
ogy to meet such market needs. One strategy, as has been discussed by previous
studies292–295, involves an increase in policy and regulation of required on-site so-
lar production and energy efficiency of such building markets in order to create a
demand for the key decision makers. As introduced in the previous section, an-
other such strategy could be to align building developers’ current needs of increased
ROI with photovoltaic window technology. From interviews conducted throughout
this study, dynamic windows (e.g., electrochromic, discussed in chapter 7) represent
one such technology that provides the “soft” values needed for increased occupancy
rates. An example of how to introduce photovoltaic window technologies could
be to hybridize dynamically transparent windows with power-generating compo-
nents166,258,260,267,296–301.

Interview Background and Data

To collect this data, we participated in the National Science Foundation (NSF) In-
novation Corps (I-Corps) program in fall 2019. The I-Corps program is a seven week
intensive program, aimed at bridging the information gap between basic scientific
research and technological commercialization. Each team accepted to this program
conducts over 100 in-person interviews with professionals in the chosen industry and
searching for commonly cited market needs across interviews. In order to reduce po-
tential biases in our own discovery process, we omit mention of solar-powered BIPV
window technology from the interview process. Instead, we focus on the commercial
building industry as a whole—from window and glass manufacturing to building
development to end-users—in order to understand current needs in this market.

Figure J.3: (a) a geographical depiction of the interview trip across the United States
(international interviews not shown here). (b) a breakdown of a total of 142 interviews with
respect to the role of the interviewee within the commercial window market. Adapted from
Needell et al.167.

As shown in figure J.3(a), we conduct nearly 150 customer interviews across
four countries, 14 US states, and 41 cities. Given the size and complexity of the
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commercial building market, as detailed in figure J.2, we arrange our interviews to
cover each step of the window value chain. Figure J.3(b) illustrates the breakdown
of our discovery interviews during this seven week timeframe (October 20th through
December 5th, 2019): 37% of our total interviews come from manufacturers in this
glass and window ecosystem; 15% from suppliers; 28% from the real estate devel-
opers, architects, engineers, and contractors; 12% from regulators; and 8% from
building occupants and end-users.
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